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In response to needs for empirical model atmospheres of wider scope and
application, Georgia Tech developed, under NASA sponsorship, a Global
Reference Atmosphere Model (GRAM) with latitude, longitude, and monthly vari-
ations over a height range from 0 to 700 km (Justus, et al., 1974 a, b, 1975,
1976). This report describes additions to this model whereby winds can be
computed from a spherical harmonic model, based on observed wind data, rather
than using the geostrophic relations originally employed. This section
describes the basic GRAM model and Section 3 provides a more detailed
description of the GRAM program. Section 3 presents some sample results with
the new spherical harmonic wind model. Section 4 and 5 are user's manual
and programmer's manual section for the GRAM program.
I.I Description of the Basic Model
The Georgia Tech Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM), is an amalga-
mation of two previously existing empirical atmospheric models for the low
(<25 km) and high (>90 km) atmosphere, with an empirical latitude-longitude
dependent model for the middle atmosphere. The high atmospheric region
above 115 km is simulated entirely by the Jacchia (1970) model. The Jacchia
program sections are in separate subroutines so that later Jacchia models
(Jacchia, 1971) or other thermospheric-exospheric models could easily be
adapted and substituted into the program if required for special applications.
The atmospheric region between 25 km and 115 km is simulated by a latitude-
longitude dependent empirical model, which is a modification of the latitude
dependent empirical model developed by Groves (1971), described more fully
in this report. Between 90 km and 115 km, a smooth transition between the
modified Groves values and the Jacchia values is accomplished by a fairing tech-
nique. Below 25 km the atmospheric parameters are computedby a 4-D world-wide
atmospheric model developed for NASAby Allied ResearchAssociates (Spiegler
and Fowler, 1972). Between 25 and 30 km an interpolation scheme is used between
the 4-D results and the modified Groves values. Figure I.I presents a schematic
summary of the Global Reference Atmospheric Model program atmospheric regions
and how they are modeled.
The modifications to Groves model to produce longitude as well as lati-
tude variations in the monthly mean were accomplished in two steps. For the
original version, upper air summary map data for monthly means at the I0 mb
level for 1966 and 1967 (NOAA, 1969b) and the 2 and 0.4 mb levels for 1966,
1967, and 1968 (NOAA, 1969a, 1970, 1971) were read and converted to values for
the 30, 40, and 52 km levels. These upper air map values at the 2 and 0.4 mb
levels were extended around the entire northern hemisphere by subjective extra-
polation. For the earlier Mod 2 version of GRAM, additional I0 mb data for
1964 and 1965 (NOAA, 1967a) and 2 and 0.4 mb data for 1964 and 1965 (NOAA,
1967 b, c) and 1972 (NOAA, 1975) were also read and added to the earlier
data. The 1972 2 and 0.4 mb data extended into the eastern hemisphere, so
no extrapolation of it was necessary.. Next the 30, 40, and 52 km latitude-
longitude dependent values were extrapolated to 90 km by an extrapolation
scheme developed by Graves, (1973). All of the map-generated and extrapolated
data were converted to percent deviation from the longitudinal mean and these
are applied as deviations (called stationary perturbations) to the Groves
model values, which are taken as the latitude dependent longitudinal means.
The seasonal variations in the middle atmosphere (25-115 km) are assumed








FAIRING BETWEEN THE MODIFIED GROVES AND THE JACCHIA VALUES
MODIFIED GROVES (1971)
MODEL
INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE MODIFIED GROVES AND 4-D VALUES
4-D MODEL (SPIEGLER AND FOWLER, 1972)
Figure l.l Schematic summary of the atmospheric regions in the Global
Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) program and the simu-
lation methods used for mean monthly values in each region
lag. That is, the southern hemisphere July is the sameas the northern hemi-
sphere January. In the 4-0 region (<25 km) separate g obal coverage data
values are available for each of the twelve months. A _et of annual reference
period data are also available for the 4-D and moditied Groves regions. If
the annual reference period is selected, the Jacchia section sets the exo-
spheric temperature to lO00°K to represent annuai meanconditions.
Below 25 km and above 90 kin, the monthly meangeo'_trophic winds are
computedfrom horizontal pressure gradients, estimated by finite differences.
Near the equator, a newly devised interpolation schemeis used instead of
the geostrophic relation (which approaches infinite va ues as the latitude
approaches zero). In the height range 25 to 90 kin, Lhe newly developed
spherical harmonic wind model is used, at all latitudes. Meanvertical winds,
of the order of 1 cm/sec, are evaluated from the slopes of isentropic sur-
faces and the horizontal advective winds. Wind shea_ in the monthly mean
horizontal wind is estimated from horizontal temperature gradients in the
regions below 25 kmand above 90 kin. In the 25-9(] km i_eight range, meanwind
shear is computedfrom finite differences of the spi_erical harmonic winds at
adiacent height levels.
In addition to the monthly mean values of pressure, density and tempe-
rdture, two types of perturbations are evaluated: quasi-biennial (QBO)and
random. The O,BOoscillations in pressure, density; temperature, and winds,
empirically determined to be represented by an 870 ciay period sinusoidal vari-
ation, have amplitudes and phases which vary with hciqht and latitude. The
QB(_Ianlp]itudes are primarily significant at low _ltitudes (.: 20 - 40 km) at
equatorial latitudes and at higher altitudes (50 - 60 km) at higher latitudes.
For the earlier Mod 2 version, the QBO amplitudes arid ohases were newly
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evaluated from a larger data set, which included MRN data through 1972.
For realistic simulation of actual atmospheric parameter values as they
would likely be at any given time, random perturbations are also computed and
applied as perturbations to the monthly mean values. The random perturbations
are evaluated by a simulation technique which uses empirical values of vari-
ation magnitudes and scales to generate random perturbations which have real-
istic space and time correlations.
Originally the perturbation model was characterized by a single vertical
scale and horizontal scale, and no attempt was made to insure compliance with
constraints on the perturbation magnitudes, required by the perfect gas law
(Buell, 1970) and hydrostatic equation (Buell, 1972). In an earlier report
(Justus and Woodrum, 1975), the revisions were described which improved the
data base of the perturbation magnitudes, and adjusted the magnitude profiles
to insure compliance with the Buell constraints. For the earlier Mod 2
version reported here, the use of a two scale perturbation model was implemented.
This model simulates separately the perturbations of small scale (e.g., turbu-
lence and gravity waves) and large scale (e.g., tides and planetary waves)
effects. These perturbations are treated stochastically, however--no deter-
ministic model of these physical processes is used.
The following sections give a technical description of the Global
Reference Atmospheric Model - Mod 3 with emphasis on the new additions, and
new users manual descriptions of the program aspects of the revised model.
2. TECHNICALDESCRIPTIONOFTHEMODEL
2.1 The Jacchia Section
The Jacchia (1970) model for the thermosphere and exosphere was origi-
nally implemented to compute atmospheric density at satellite altitudes. The
Jacchia model accounts for temperature and density variations due to solar and
geomagnetic activity, diurnal and semi-annual variations, and seasonal and
latitudinal variations. The Jacchia model assumes a uniformly mixed composition
from sea level to I05 km, with diffusive equilibrium among the constituents
(nitrogen, oxygen, argon, helium, and hydrogen) above I05 km. Fixed boundary
values for temperature and density are assumed at 90 km. Alterations, described
in Justus et al (1974 a), were made to allow atmospheric pressure to be computed
from the density and temperature. Geostrophic winds are evaluated in the
Jacchia section by computing horizontal pressure gradients with successive
evaluations of the Jacchia model at different latitudes and lonaitudes.
2.2 The 4-D Section (below 25 km)
The 4-D atmospheric model, developed by Allied Research Associates
(Spie_ler and Fowler, 1972) was designed to extract from data tapes and interpo-
late on latitude and longitude, mean monthly and daily variance profiles of
pressure, density, temperature, at l km intervals from the surface to a height
of 25 km for any location on the globe. The data tapes contain empirically
determined atmospheric parameter profiles at a large array of locations. The
northern hemisphere grid array is equivalent to the NMC grid network. GriC_
spaced at 5 degree intervals of latitude and longitude are used in the equator-
ial and southern hemisphere regions.
Technical changes made in the 4-D program were: a modified latitude-
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longitude interpolation method, previously described in Justus et al. (1974 a),
an adjustment routine to modify the variance to comply with the Buell con-
straints, and a check routine to determine vertical and horizontal consistency
of the 4-D data.
The method of application of the 4-D model in the GRAM program is as
follows: at the first time that atmospheric parameters at a location below
30 km are required, a set of atmospheric profiles of monthly mean and daily
variances of pressure, density, and temperature are generated at a 16 point
grid of locations spaced at 5 degree latitude and longitude intervals (a
slightly different grid is used near the poles). This grid of profiles, cover-
ing 15° x 15 ° of latitude-longitude is then stored in the computer and all
further atmospheric parameter values in the 0-25 km range are found by interpo-
lation between locations within this grid. If the trajectory goes outside this
grid while the height remains below 25 km, the program attempts an estimate of
the atmospheric parameters by an additional call on the routine which sets up
the 4-D data grid.
The location of the grid points to be evaluated is determined dynamically
based on the position and direction of travel along the trajectory when the 4-D
grid is first required by a procedure described in Justus et al (1974 a). The
4-D data tapes normally contain data for the surface to 25 km in 1 km steps.
At locations where the surface is at more than 1 km above sea level the surface
value will be followed by one or more zero records, and the first non-zero
record above the surface value will be at the lowest integer km higher than
the surface. For example, if the surface is at 700 m then there will be data at
surface, 1 km, 2 km, etc., but if the surface is at 1.3 km the data will con-
tain the surface, one zero record, 2 km, 3 km, etc. In the Mod-3 version an
interpolation routine (based on the hydrostatic relation and constant lapse
rate altitude segments) is used to fill in data between sea level and the first
non-zero data above the surface. Interpolation is also used to fill in any
missing data immediately below the 25 km height. The basic interpolation
equations were described in Justus et al (1974 a).
2.3 The Modified Groves Section (25 - 90 km)
The startinq point for the middle atmosphere (25 llO kin) is the lati-
tude dependent model of Groves (1971). This empirical model combines many obser-
vaLions from a wide range of longitudes. Observational results over approxi-
mately six years were used to compute longitudinal averages, which are presented
versus latitude and month. Latitude coverage of the Groves model is from the
equator to 70 ° or in some cases 80 °. Southern hemispher_._ data were utilized in
developing the Groves model as northern hemisphere data 'with a 6-month change of
date. Tabulations of the Groves model are at intervals ,:)f 5 km in height, lO °
in latitude (northern hemisphere), and one month in time (southern hemisphere
displaced six months). If the Groves values of an atmospheric parameter y were
known up to 80 _' latitude, then the 90 ° latitude Groves value was computed from
Y90 = (4Y80 - Y70 )/3 (2.1)
If Groves values of the atmospheric parameter y were known only up to 70 ° lati-








The Groves model data has only height and latitude variation for each
For longitude variation, the Groves model data is modified by longitude,
latitude, and height dependent stationary perturbations. These stationary
perturbations are derived, by methods described more fully in Justus et al (1974 a)
from I0, 2, and 0.4 mb map data and extrapolation up to 90 kin. The stationary
perturbations were evaluated at longitudes I0 °, 40 ° , 70 ° , ... 340 ° for latitudes
I0 °, 30 ° , 50 °, 70 ° , and 90 ° .
Originally, only the 1966 and 1967 I0 mb monthly mean values (NOA___A,1969 b)
were read and averaged. The 2 mb and 0.4 mb weekly mean maps for 1966, 1967,
and 1968 (NOAA, 1969 a), 1970, 1971) were read for the first week of each month,
and averaged over the three years. For the earlier Mod 2 version, additional
I0 mb data for 1964 and 1964 (NOAA, 1967 a) and 2 and 0.4 mb data for 1964
and 1965 (NOAA, 1967 b, c) and 1972 (NOAA, 1975) were also read and added to
the earlier data.
After the upper air chart data were averaged, the next step was to con-
vert the readings to constant heights of 30, 40, and 52 km. This was done by
assuming that the temperature followed a constant lapse rate between each chart
level and the nearest interpolation altitude with lapse rates based on the Groves
model.
In order to introduce longitude variability at heights above 52 km, the
extrapolation technique of Graves et al. (1973) was used to project the 52 km
interpolated chart data up to 90 km. The 5 extrapolation height levels are 60,
68, 76, 84, and 90 km.
After the chart data were interpolated to 30, 40, and 52 km and extra-
polated to 60, 68, 76, 84, and 90 km, the stationary perturbations (relative
deviations to be added to the Groves values) were calculated. At each altitude
and latitude the stationary perturbation Sy for a parameter y (which can repre-
sent pressure, density, or temperature) was computed by the relation
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s = (y - <y>)l<y> (2.4)Y
where <y_ represents the longitude averaged value of y (i.e. averaged around a
circle of fixed latitude). Note that the definition of Sy makes it be identi-
cally zero at the pole. The stationary perturbation s for parameter y isY
added to the Groves val_e G to produce the longitude variable modified Groves
Y
value G y, according to the relation
!
G Y = Gy(l + Sy) (2.5)
The modified Groves values, determined by relation (2.5) are used as the monthly
mean values for the altitude range 30 to go km.
2.4 Interpolation and Fairinq
The 4-D data are available on the data tapes at one km height intervals
and at 5° x 5 ° latitude-longitude grids in the southern and equatorial areas and
at the NMC grid locations in the northern hemisphere. NMC grid profiles are
always converted (by interpolation) to 5° x 5° grids before interpolation to the
trajectory locations. The general interpolation requirements for the 4-D section
are height interpolation over 1 km and latitude-longitude interpolation over a
5 ° x 5° square grid.
The Groves data are tabulated at 5 km height intervals and I0 ° latitude
intervals. Interpolation is required between these tabulated locations. The
stationary perturbations are evaluated at 20 ° latitude and 30 ° longitude inter-
vals and at 30, 40, 52, 60, 68, 76, 84, and 90 km altitudes. Interpolation be-
tween these tabulated locations is also required. For values between 25 k_- and
30 km interpolation between the 4-D data and Groves-plus-stationary-perturbation
data are required. The interpolations are always carried out in the program by
doing the latitude (Groves) or latitude-longitude (4-D) interpolation first, and
I0
then doing the height interpolation.
The Jacchia model can be evaluated at any height above 90 km and at any
latitude and longitude, so no interpolation is required. However, between 90
and 115 km there is overlap between the Groves data and the Jacchia model, so a
fairing procedure is used to effect a smooth transition between the Groves data
at go km and the Jacchia values at 115 km.
The method used to interpolate pressure, density, and temperature over a
height interval between heights zI and z2 is to assumelinear variation of the
temperature and of the/logarithm of the density. The latitude interpolation for
the Groves data is done by assuming linear variation between the latitudes ¢I
and 0 2 (which are at _ = I0 ° apart). Two dimensional latitude-longitude
interpolation between a square or rectangular array of positions at latitudes
0 1 and 0 2 and west longitudes _I and x2' is done by the relation
F(O, x) = F° + (F 1 - Fo) _ + (F 2 - Fo) _ + (F 3 - F1 - F2 + Fo)_ 6x
where 60 is (_ -_I)/(_2 -_I ) and _x is (_ - _i)/(_ 2 - _l ).
To accomplish smooth transition between the Groves values at 90 km and
the Jacchia values at 115 km a fairing technique is used. This fairing techni-
que was described in Justus et al (1974 a). The fairing is done only at the
altitudes 95, I00, 105, II0, i.e. heights for which there are Groves values.
Linear interpolation is then used to fill in the remaining heights, as discussed
in the height interpolation section above.
Interpolation of the random perturbation magnitudes is done linearly
on the variance (a 2 ) rather than linearly on the magnitude (o). This is
because the Buell adjustment equations (see later sections) are nearly linear in
the variances. Thus, once variances have been Buell adjusted, their adjust-




The eastward (i.e., blowing toward the east) wind component u and north-
ward component v can be evaluated from the geostrophic wind equations
u : -(llpf) _pl_y (2.6)
v : (I/pf) 3p/_x (2.7)
where p is the density, f is the Coriolis parameter (2 _ sin 0) and _p/_x
and ap/ay are the eastward and northward components of the horizontal pressure
gradient. For evaluation in the model, the pressure gradient terms must be
approximated by finite differences.
Geostrophic wind values are computed in the 4-D height range, by finite
differencing of the 4-D pressure data, and in the Jacchia height range by
evaluating the Jacchia model at 5 degree increments of latitude and longti-
tude and taking finite differences of the resulting pressure. In a recent
comparison between the GRAM-computed winds and observed winds at Eglin AFB,
Florida, the mean deviation was 1 m/s EW and -16 m/s NS, with an rms devia-
tion of 60 m/s between model and observed. Thus, the mean winds are modeled
with fair accuracy, and the rms deviation is about the same as the wind
perturbation magnitude expected on the basis of the GRAM perturbation model.
2.6 Thermal Wind Shear
The wind shear components au/az and av/_z in the 0-25 km and above 90
km height ranges are evaluated by the thermal wind equations
_u/_z = -(g/fT) _T/_)y (2.8)
_v/_z = (g/fT) _T/_x (2.9)
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which is the usual form, leaving off a correction term in _T/_z, which is
normally small. The horizontal temperature gradient terms are estimated by
finite differences in a similar manner to the pressure gradient components
in equations (2.6) and (2.7).
Thermal wind shears are also computed in the Jacchia height range in a
mannersimilar to that described for the wind calculations. Again, however,
for the reasons already discussed, these values should not be taken as precise.
Since the ordinary geostrophic winds are inversely proportional to the
coriolis parameter f (which goes to zero at the equator), these relations give
unrealistically large winds at low latitudes. To overcomethis problem
interpolation between about +15° and -15° latitude is used in the MOD-3
version of GRAM. This interpolation limit, being on the "minimumgeostrophic
latitude," is specified in the program input.
2.7 The Spherical Harmonic Wind Model
The spherical harmonic equation, including terms through second order in
co-latitude (_) and longitude (o), are:
u(m, z, 8, @) = aI Po(u) + a2 Pl(p)
+ [a3 cose + a4 sine] Pll(U) + a5P2(u)
+ [a6 cose + a7 sine] P21(u)
+ [a8 cos 20 + a8 sin 20] P22(P)
(2.1o)
where u = cos¢, m is month, z is height, u is either the wind component being
modeled, and the a coefficients all depend on both m and z. The Pij(u) are
Legendre functions given by
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PO(_) = l
P1 (_) = _
P2(_) = (3_2-I)/2
PII(U) = (I - 2)I/2
P21 (_) = 3_(I - u2) I/2
P22(u) = 3(I - 2)
(2.11)
With the substitution of (2.11) into (2.10), the spherical harmonic model
representation for a wind component becomes
u(m, z, 8, #) = a I + a2 cos¢ + a3 cose sin#
+ a4 sino sing + a5(3 cos2# - I)/2
(2.12)
+ a6 cose (3 sing cos$) + a3 sine (3 sing cos¢)
+ a8 (2 cos29 - I) (3 sin 2 0) + a9 (2 sin0 cose) (3 sin2_)
If (2.12) is the representation of the eastward wind component, then a completely
analogous equation, with different coefficient values, is used to represent
the northward wind component. Appendix A describes the data and processes
used to evaluate the spherical harmonic coefficients which are used in the
GRAM MOD-3. Values of the spherical harmonic coefficients used in the program
are given in the "SCIDAT" data tape listing, in Appendix B.
Spherical harmonic winds are computed at all latitudes, within the height
range 25-90 km. Geostrophic winds are used at latitudes above a selected
"minimum geostrophic latitude," over the height ranges 0-20 and above 90. Smooth
fairing between spherical harmonic winds and geostrophic winds is carried out
between 20 and 25 km and between 90 and 95 km.
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2.8 Mean Vertical Winds
GRAM also evaluates mean vertical winds from the slope of isentropic
surfaces. On such surfaces, the entropy function _ is constant, where _ is
= CpT + gz + (u2 + v2)/2 = const. (2.13)
Therefore, on isentropic surfaces
_l_t + u_l_x + v_IBy + w_l_z = 0
and, if _/_t is assumed zero, the vertical wind w can be solved for as
(2.14)
w = -[u_/_x + vB_/_y]/(_/_z) (2.15)
By differentiation of (2.13), with the assumption that u and v are the geo-
strophic winds Ug and Vg, and that _u/_z and Bv/_z are given by the thermal
wind relations, (2.15) becomes
w = -Cp [Ug(_T/_x) + Vg(@T#y)]/
{g + Cp(_T/az) + (g/fT)[Vg(aT/_x) - Ug(_T/_y)]} (2.16)
Mean vertical winds evaluated by (2.16) are generally less than a cm/sec,
and hence are realistic values for the large scale mean vertical winds affect-
ing mean meridional circulation.
2.9 The Ouasi-Biennial Perturbations
In the Mod-O Global Reference Atmospheric Model, MRN data from 1964-
1969 were used to evaluate quasi-biennial amplitudes and phases in the
height range 25-65 km. The quasi-biennial period which produce minimum
variance, when simultaneously evaluating the annual, semi-annual, and quasi-
biennial variation, was found to be 870 days. For the Mod 2 version, the
harmonic analysis was done the same way with MRN data for 1970-1972 added
to the original data base. Again,the 870 day period was found to produce
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minimum variance for the QBO winds, while a 900 day period did slightly
better for the thermodynamic variables. In order to retain a single period,
the original 870 day period was chosen as still the preferable value over-
all. The revised quasi-biennial magnitudes and phases are listed in the
"SCIDAT" data tape listing at the end of this report (Appendix B).
2.10 The Two-Scale Random Perturbation Model
The original single scale perturbation model in the Global Reference
Atmosphere Model (Justus et al., 1974 a) was evaluated by the following met-
hod: first the density perturbation P2" at the new location was computed
from Pl" the density perturbation at the previous location by the relation
(p2"/p 2) = A(PI'/p l) + BrI (2.17)
where Pl and P2 are the known mean densities at the previous and new positions,
A and B are determined from the required conditions, and rI is a random num-
ber selected from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and unit standard de-
viation. The required conditions to be used in determining A and B are
<P2' Pl '> = R apl ap2 (2.18)
,2 = 2 (2.19)
<P2 o
P2
where _pl and ap2 are the known standard deviations in density at the prev-
ious and new location, and R is the known autocorrelation in density pertur-
bations between the previous and new locations. Next (with analogous nota-
tion as in (2.17) through (2.19), the new temperature perturbation was com-
puted by
(T2'/T2) = C(TI'/TI) + D(P2'/_2) + Er 2 (2.20)
In addition to the autocorrelation R (assumed the same for T' and p' in the
IF,
original one-scale model) the cross correlation (RpT)2 was also maintained
(through the coefficient 0 in equation (2.20)). The correlation (RpT)2 was
determined from the knownstandard deviations and meansby the Buel.____l(1970)
rel ati on
[(ap)2/P2 ]2 - [(op)2/P212 - [(OT)2/T2 ]2
(RpT) 2 - 2[(°p)2/P2] [(OT)2/_2] (2.21)
Once the density and temperature perturbations were evaluated, the pressure
perturbation was determined via
(p2'/P2) = (p2'/P2) + (T2'/T2) (2.22)
which is a first order perturbation equation from the perfect gas law. In
!
the original single scale perturbation model, wind perturbation components u
v' were assumed to be uncorrelated with each other and with the thermodynamic
variables, and hence were computed by relations analagous to equation (2.17).
In the original one-scale model, only the total perturbations are con-
sidered (e.g. p = _ + p') while in the new two scale model the perturbations
are assumed to be made up of a large scale and small scale component (e.g.
P = _ + PL + Ps )" To first order in the perturbations the state of the mean
atmosphere is described by
= p R T (2.23)
and the mean plus large scale perturbations by
(_ + pL ) : (p + pL ) R(T + TL)
and the actual atmospheric parameters p, p, and T by
(2.24)
p = p R T (2.25)
Division of equations (2.24) and (2.25) by p on the left and by p R T on the
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right yields, to first order in the perturbations
PL/P
Ps/P
: (PLlO) + (TLIT)
-- (psl ) + (TslT)
(2.26)
(2.27)
These results mean that the small scale and large scale perturbations each
separately must obey the Buell triangle relationships for their magnitudes.
Thus, analogous to equation (2.21), the correlations RpLTL for large scale
perturbations and R for small scale perturbations are given in terms of
PsTs
their respective magnitudes by
(_pL/p) 2 - (OpL/_)2- (OTL/T)2
R : (2.28)
PLTL 2(_pLlP) (_TLIi)
(_ps/p) 2 - (Ops/p) 2 - (OTs/_)2
RpsTs = (2.29)
2(Ops/p) (OTs/T)
The large and small scale components are assumed to be independent so corre-
lations such as R T ' RpLT s etc. are taken to be zero.Ps L
The density perturbations PL2 and Ps2 at the new position are thus com-
puted from the known perturbations PL and Ps at the previous position by
1 1
relations analogous to equation (2.17)
(PL2/;) = AL(PLI/Pl) + BLrLI (2.30)
(Ps /_) = As(PSl/Pl) + Bsrs2 l
(2.31)
where AL, BL, As and Bs can each be determined (as before) from the conditions
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<pL 2 PLl > = RL (p} OpL20pL 1 (2.32)
2> : 2 (2.33)
<PL 2 CpL 2
<ps 2 Psl> = Rs (p) apS 2 _pS 1 (2.34)
2 2 (2.35)
<Ps2 > : _pS 2
where the density autocorrelations RL (p) and Rs (p) are determined from the
known horizontal and vertical scale of the large scale and small scale pertur-
bations (see the following section on scales). Similarly, the temperature
perturbations are computed (analogous to equation (2.20) by
(TL2/T 2) : CL(TLI/TI) + DL(PL2/P2) + ELrL2
(2.36)
(Ts2/T 2) : Cs(Tsl/Tl) + Ds(Ps2/P 2) + Esrs2
(2.37)
where again DL and Ds are determined by the required cross correlations RpsTs
and RpLTL at the new position, as computed from equations (2.28) and (2.29).
Once the density and temperature perturbations are computed, the pressure per-
turbations are evaluated from equations (2.26) and (2.27).
A further addition to the new model has been brought about by empiric-
ally evaluated correlations , , and . The new method of
RuLv L' Rusv s RULP L RUsP s
evaluating the velocity perturbationcomponents is somewhat analogous to that
employed for the temperature component. The equations used are
+ (2.38)
UL2 = FLULI + GLPL2 HLrUL
Us2 = FsUsl + GsPs2 + Hsrus (2.39)
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and
VL2 = ILVLI + JLUL2 + KLrVL (2.40)
= JsUs2 (2.41)Vs 2 IsVsl + + Ksrvs
where the coefficients GL and Gs are determined from the newly evaluated cor-
relations RULPL and RusPs, and the coefficients JL and Js are evaluated from
the correlations R and R
ULVL UsVs
For evaluation of the coefficients C, D, and E in (2.36) and (2.37),
and the coefficients F through K in (2.38) through (2.41), these equations are
successively multiplied through by the perturbation quantities on the right-
hand side (see Appendix B in Justus et al, (1974 a)). The relations thus
established for the coefficients A through K (with analogous equations for
both large scale AL - KL and small scale As - Ks ) are
A : R(p) _p2/_Pl
B = _ [I - R2(p)] I/2
P2
C = JR(T) OT2/_Tl] {If ]/
- RT2P2 RTIP l
- ]}[l R2(T) R2TlPl
D = [R(T) - Co_ ]/(A )
°T2_TI I RTIPl °Tl
_ C2 2 _ D2o 2 _
E = [_2 OTl P2
2 C D R(T) _ ]I/2
RTIPl aTl P2
F = (Ou21OUl) {[R(u) - R(p) Ru2P2 RulPl]/








G : (R(u) - F ]/[R(p) R a ] (2.48)
au2 °Ul UlPl P2
H =
I =
__ F2 2 _ G2 2[(_u °u I ap2
2 F G R a ]112
(P)RulPl P2 aUl
(av2/OVl) {JR(v) - R(p) R2v2P 2 RVlPl]/
(2.49)
- ]}[I R2 (p) RVlPl (2.5o)
J = JR(v) Ov2 I ]/[R(p) (2.51)
- aVl RVlP 1 ap2]
K
[_v22 12 2 j2 2
°Vl P2
2 1 J R (p) s
Rvl Pl P2 aVl
]]/2 (2.52)
where the autocorrelations of density R (p), temperature R(T) and wind R(u)
(R(u) and R(v) are assumed equal), are detemined from the horizontal and
vertical scales LZ , LH , , and by the relations
p p LZT' LHT LZu LH u
R(p) : exp { - [(ax 2 + Ay2)/L_ + Az2/L_ ]I/2} (2.53)
P P
R(T) - exp { - [(ax 2 + ay2)/L_ + Az2/L_ ]I/2} (2.54)
T T
R(u) = exp { - [(ax 2 + ay2)/L2 Az2/L_ ]I/2}Hu + (2.55)U
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3. SAMPLE RESULTS
The ability of the GRAM program to model pressure, density, and tempera-
ture fields has been well documented in earlier reports (Justus, et al.,
1974 a, b, 1975, 1976). The results shown here are confined to the new
spherical harmonic wind model simulations of wind components in the 25 to 90
km height range. Figures 3.1 through 3.12 show observed and spherical
harmonic model winds at three low-latitude sites (Kwajalein, Ft. Sherman and
Ascension) at mid-latitude and high-latitude northern hemisphere sites
(Kennedy SFC, and Ft. Churchill, respectively) and at a southern hemisphere
site (Woomena), for the months of June and December. In all cases, the
spherical harmonic model winds are seen to reproduce fairly well the features
at the observed winds.
Data sources and methods used to evaluate the spherical harmonics appear
in Appendix A. The spherical harmonic coefficient values are given in the
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The Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) program is designed to
produce atmospheric parameter values either along a linear path (to be called
a profile) with automatically stepped constant height, latitude, and longi-
tude increments, or along any set of connected positions (to be called a tra-
jectory) which must be input individually into the program.
There are three general types of input to the GRAM program: (I) A set
of three cards, called the initial data, which contain the values of the prog-
ram options, the initial position, the profile increments, and other infor-
mation required before the calculations are begun, (2) A data tape (SClDAT)
containing parameter values for the Groves (1971) model, the stationary per-
turbations (deviations from the Groves model, to produce longitude varying
monthly means), and random and quasi-biennial perturbation parameter values,
and (3) The data tapes with one data file for each month, containing pro-
files of monthly mean pressure, density, temperature, and their variances
from the surface to 25 km, for the entire globe. If it is desired to compute
atmospheric parameters along a trajectory instead of a linear profile, then
a fourth type of data - the trajectory times and positions - must be input.
In terms of program function, the major elements of the GRAM program
are the main segment (GRAM), the subroutine SClMOD, which is a driver for all
of the atmospheric evaluation subroutines, and SETUP, a subroutine used to
read the SCIDAT data tape, and load the necessary starting conditions for
execution. Figure 4.1 shows a simplified schematic of the main segment and
illustrates the flnction of the SETUP and SCIMOD subroutines.
Output of the G_TM program consists of monthly mean pressure, density,
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Figure 4.1: Simplified flow chart of the GRAM program.
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pressure, density, temperature, winds, perturbation values, and magnitudes.
Complete discussion of the input, output, and program operation char-
acteristics for the GRAMprogram are given in the following sections of the
users manual.
4.1 The 4-D Data Tapes I0-25 km1
The description contained in this section was paraphrased from the
4-D program users manual (Fowler and Willard, 1972). For more information
on the 4-D section of GRAM, consult that document and Spieg!er and Fowler
(1972).
The world-wide meteorological data set developed for the 4-D model
by Allied Research Associates is stored on three 7-track, 800 bpi binary
tapes labelled WWIA-WW3A. Each tape contains four files of data where one
file represents one month; WWIA contains months I-4, WW2A contains months
5-8, and WW3A contains months 9-12. A 13th month containing the ann_al ref-
erence period has been added as a fourth tape.
Within each file are 3490 records representing the values at indi-
vidual grid points. These points are grouped into three grids: 288 points
on the northern hemisphere equatorial (EQN) grid; 1977 points on the north-
ern hemisphere (National Meteorological Center) grid; and 1225 points on
the southern hemisphere (SH) grid. On the NMC grid, the data were computed
at NMC points and stored in the order given by the NMC grid table shown in
the SCIDAT data tape listing in Appendix B. On the other two grids, the
data was given at 50 latitude-longitude intersections westward from the
Greenwich Meridian to 50 east. The EQN grid covers the latitudes from 0° to
15° north with points occurring in the following order: I-4 = Lon. O, Lat.
O, 5, lO, 15; 5-8 = Ion. 5W, Lat. O, 5, lO, 15; ... 285-288 - Lon. 5° E,
Lat. O, 5, lO, 15. The SH grid contains all data from 50 south to the south
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pole as follows: 1 = South Pole, 2-18 = Lon. O, Lat. -5 to -85; 19-35 =
Lon. 5o W, Lat. -5 to -85; ... 1209 - 1225 = Lon. 5o E, Lat. -5 to -85. It
should be noted that the south pole is given only once, as the first point
of the SH data set.
Each record consists of 106 36-bit words where the first 104 words
contain the computed data for a point and the last two are identifiers.
All data values are multiplied by I00 and converted to integer; they are
then packed with two 18-bit values to a word. The data is arranged by level
for each parameter; thus, the first 13 words contain the pressure means from
the surface to 25 km and the next 13 words contain the pressure variances
for the same levels. This pattern continues for the 26 levels of tempera-
ture means and variances, moisture means and variances, and density means
and variances.
Word 105 contains the latitude and longitude of the point in question.
There are integer values that have been multiplied by I0; each occupies 18
bits of the word. The latitude _s always positive (s_ce the southern
hemisphere is identified by grid), and the longitude is always west.
The last word contains three 12 bit integer values. The left-most
group of bits is the homogeneous moisture region in which the point lies,
the center group is the point number, and the right-most group of bits is
the month. It should be noted that the points are numbered within the grid
that contains them, and not by their location on tape. Thus the point num-
bers run from 1-288, 1-1977, and 1-1225, not from 1-3490. Figure 4.2 shows
the tape structure for one month.
4.2 The SCIDAT Data Tape
This section describes _n deta_ the data contained on the SCIDAT
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it are given in Appendix B.
NMC Grid Data. This data set gives the 4-D northern hemisphere point
number and the dual index for the corresponding NMC location. The NMC grid
locations form an octagonal array, centered on the North Pole. The points
are at square grid locations on the polar projection used for the NMC grid.
A conversion between the latitude and longitude (treated as polar coordinates
on the flat NMC grid plane) and the NMC grid indices (treated as Cartesian
coordinates on the projection plane) is accomplished by a polar to Cartesian
coordinate transformation, via equations programmed into the 4-D model. The
NMC grid data on the SCIDAT tape merely establishes the equivalence between
the sequential 4-D NMC point number and the two-dimensional x-y NMC grid
point location. The NMC grid data constitute the first file on the SCIDAT
tape. An end of file marker appears on the tape at the end of the NMC grid
data. The NMC grid data file contains 396 FORTRAN readable records with
code "N" and 15 integers (A2, 1517 Format) in each record.
Groves Data. The Groves (1971) data for monthly mean pressure, den-
sity, and temperature are tabulated at lO degree latitude intervals from 0
to 900 for each month. The yearly average Groves data is coded as month 13.
The southern hemisphere data is the same as the northern hemisphere data dis-
placed by 6 months. Annual mean (month 13) data is the same for both north-
ern and southern hemispheres.
The format of the Groves data is the same as in Groves (1971) origi-
nal report, except that a prefix code P, D, or T has been added at the front
of each record. Each record contains the code, the month, the height in km
and the O, lO, 20, ...,90 o latitude values of the parameter expressed as a
three digit integer, with an exponent common to all of the values in the
field appearing at the end of the record. Thus a value of 276 with an expon-
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ent at the end of the record of -6, would be the sameas 276 x 10-6 =
2.76 x 10-4. Pressure data are in units of N/m2, density values are in
kg/m3, and temperatures are in °K. The Groves data set contains 702
FORTRANreadable records with 13 integer values (1317) in each record
(following the code word P, D, or T, in A2 format).
Stationary Perturbations. The stationary perturbations are latitude-
longitude dependent relative perturbations to be applied to the Groves val-
ues, considered to be the longitudinal mean value. Data for each of 12
months and for the annual reference period (month 13) are given for the
northern hemisphere latitudes. Southern hemisphere data are the same as the
northern hemisphere values displaced by 6 months.
Each record contains the code S, the month, the height in km, the
west longitude, in degrees, and then 15 values of stationary perturbations
in per mill (%/10). The first five of the values are for pressure pertur-
bations at latitudes I0, 30, 50, 70, and 90. The next five values are for
density, and the last five values are for temperature. The monthly mean val-
ue Ym for parameter y at any latitude and longitude can be computed from the
Groves value Gy at the latitude and the stationary perturbation Sy (in per
mill) at the latitude and longitude by the relation
: Gy (I + Sy/1000) (4.1)Ym
Note that the stationary perturbation values at 90 o latitude are always zero.
However, there is a place for 90o values on the data tape, so that if a sys-
tematic departure from Groves values is desired at the poles, a set of
stationary perturbation data reflecting this condition could be developed
and put on the tape. The stationary perturbations listed on the Mod-3 SCIDAT
tape have been revised, as described in Section 2, by the addition of data
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read from 1964, 1965, and 1972 upper air charts.
The Groves data and stationary perturbation data constitute the sec-
ond file on the SCIDATtape. An end of file marker appears at the end of
the stationary perturbation data. The stationary perturbation code S data
consists of 1248 FORTRAN readable records, with 18 integer values (1817)
(following the code word S A2 format).
The Random Perturbation Data. Random perturbation magnitudes (stan-
dard deviations) are latitude dependent only. Each code R record has the
code, the month (l-13) and the height in km, followed by 15 values of random
perturbation magnitude, five for pressure (in per mill, at latitudes lO, 30,
50, 70, and 90), five for density, and five for temperature. These data
give the relative standard deviations Op/p, _p/p, and _T/T, for use in the
random perturbation model.
The code RW data are similar, except that only ten wind values appear
in each record (after the code, month, and height): five for eastward wind
magnitude (in m/s at latitudes lO, 30, 50, 70, and 90) and five for north-
ward wind magnitude.
The code R and RW total perturbation magnitudes have been revised by
the incorporation of new data sources, as described in Justus and Woodrum,
(1975). The code R data have also been subjected to Buell (1970, 1972)
adjustment, also described in Justus and Woodrum (1975).
The code R and RW data constitute the third file on the SCIDAT tape.
An end-of-file mark appears on the tape at the end of the code RW data.
The code R data consist of 260 FORTRAN readable records with 17 integer
values (1717) in each record following the code word R (A2). For the
code RW data, there are 325 records with the code word RW and 12 integers
(A2, 1217).
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Large Scale Fraction Data. From daily difference analysis described
in Section 2, the fraction of the total variance ( 2 from code R and RW
data) contained in the large scale perturbations has been determined as a
fraction of height and latitude. Separate evaluations by month were also
made, but were not found to be significantly different from the annual aver-
ages. Therefore the SCIDAT tape contains only the annual average fraction
(expressed as per mill) of total variance contained in the large scale.
Large scale and small scale magnitudes _L and as are computed from the
fractional data fL in per mill (code P for pressure, density, and tempera-
ture or code PW for winds), by the relations
OL = _/I000 _T (4.2)
os = v_ - fL/lO00 oT (4.3)
where _T is the total perturbation magnitude (code R or code RW data). The
code P and code PW data sets each contain 25 FORTRAN readable records, with
code word P or PW, followed by 17 integer values (A2, 1717) on each record.
Density-Velocity Correlations. Daily difference analysis described
in Section 2 was also used to evaluate the cross correlations Rup and Rvp
for use in the velocity perturbation model (equations (2.38) - (2.41) and
(2.44) - (2.50)). Both large scale and small scale values of the density-
velocity correlations were evaluated, and are given on the SCIDAT data tape
(codes CL and CS) in per mill (i.e. divide by lO00 to get correlations in
the range -l to +l).
The code P large scale fraction data and the code CS and CL density-
velocity correlation data constitute the fourth file on the SCIDAT tape. An
end-of-file mark appears on the tape at the end of the code CL data. The
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code CS and CL data consist of 50 FORTRAN readable records, with code word
CS or CL, followed by 12 integer values (A2, 1217) in each record.
The quasi-Biennial Oscillation (qBO) Data. The QBO data consists of
height and latitude dependent amplitudes and phases for quasi-biennial vari-
ations in pressure (QP), density (QD), temperature (QT), and eastward and
northward wind components (QU and QV, respectively). The amplitude of the
QBO thermodynamic parameters are in per mill (%/I0). The amplitudes of the
QBO wind components are in decimeters per second (O.l m/s). The phases of
all of the QBO parameters are measured in days after January O, 1966 for the
occurrence of the first maximum value. Since the period of the QBO varia-
tions is taken to be 870 days, the phases could vary from 0 to 870.
Each QBO data record contains the code, the height in km, the ampli-
tude and phase for lO° latitude, the amplitude and phase for 300 latitude,
etc. out to the amplitude and phase for 90 ° latitude. There are 80 FORTRAN
readable records in the QBO data set. Each record contains II integer values
followed by a code word (OP, QD, QT, QU, or QV).
An end of file mark appears at the end of the code QV data.
The Spherical Harmonic (SP) Data. The spherical harmonic coefficient
data consists of values of the 9 spherical harmonic coefficients (equation
2.12) for both northward and eastward wind components. Each record consists
of the code (SP), the height (km), the month, and 9 spherical harmonic
coefficients (in cm/s). Eastward wind component coefficients are first,
followed by northward wind component coefficients.
A final end-of-file mark appears at the end of the SP data. Appendix
B gives a brief summary of the data on the SCIDAT tape and a listing of all
the values appearing in the tape records.
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4.3 The Initial Input Data
The initial input data consists of two free field (no set format with
commas after each number) cards containing initial position data, program
options, and other information required to begin computation, plus an optional
third free field card to give initial random perturbation data if random
perturbations are to be computed, plus an optional set of trajectory
position data cards (followed by a backup card), if trajectory positions
are td be read in rather than a linear profile generated automatically in
the program. Appendix C gives a brief summary of the input characteristics,
a summary of the data deck setup, and some sample input and output for the
program. The following gives a more detailed description of each program
input card.
Input Card _b_mber I, The first input card, read in by the main program
segment PROFILE in free field format contains the following information.
Designation R indicates real quantities, I denotes integer quantities.
I. Initial Height (R}: The initial height in km for the beginning
point of the profile or trajectory. This can be any non-negative real num-
ber. Atmospheric parameters are never evaluated at the first position,
which is used only to establish the initial conditions.
2. Initial Latitude (RI: The latitude of the initial position in
degrees, with southern latitudes negative. If the initial latitude, or any




lat : (180 ° - llatl)(lat/llatl) (4.4)
Ion = Ion + 180 ° (4.5)
Initial West Longitude _RI: The west longitude of the initial
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position in degrees. East longitude can be put in as negative or converted
to 0 - 360 ° west longitude. If negative (east) longitudes are input they
are converted to the 0 360 o scale before being used by the program. At
any time during the run if a longitude gets outside the 0 - 360 o range it
is put back into that range by adding or subtracting 360 o , as necessary.
4. FIO.7 (R_: The solar I0.7 cm radfo noise flux in units of 10-22
watts/m 2 (the normal units for this parameter) at the time for which the
atmospheric values are to be computed. This factor is used only in the
Jacchia section, so a value of zero can be used on input if the height never
goes above 90 km. A value of 230 for both design steady state conditions
and for maximum conditions may be used, or consult the Aerospace Environ-
ment Division (AED) of Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) for monthly pre-
dictions.
5. Mean FlO.7 IR): The 81 day mean solar I0.7 cm radio flux. This
parameter is used in the Jacchia section to compute the nighttime minimum
global exospheric temperature (equation (14) in Jacchia, 1970). Use zero
if the height does not go above 90 km. A value of 230 may be used for both
design steady state or maximum conditions, or consult the AED or MSFC for
monthly predictions.
6. AP__: The geomagnetic index ap, used to compute a geomagnetic
correlation to the exospheric temperature, in equation (22) of Jacchia,
(1970). Use zero if the height does not go above 90 km. A design steady
state value of 20.3 and a maximum condition value of 400 may be used for
ap, or consult the AED at MSFC for monthly predictions.
7-9. Date (1): The date, for the starting time of the trajectory
or profile evaluation in month/day/two digit year form, as three integer in-
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put values. The day of the month and the year have no direct effect on the
program calculations, except in the case of the quasi-biennial oscillation
terms. For the annual reference period, use month 13. The quasi-biennial
terms are automatically set to zero if month 13 is used. The month is used
to establish which Groves data, stationary perturbation data, and random
data (including large scale fractions and velocity-density correlations) to
load from the SCIDAT data tape into the working arrays. The program will
work more efficiently if multiple trajectories or profiles are evaluated
during one run operation and the months are the same. (This avoids repeated
look-up of the Groves, stationary perturbation, and random data from the
SCIDAT tape.)
lO-12. Greenwich Time Ill: The Greenwich mean time for the start-
ing position in hours, minutes, and seconds as three integer values. Only
the Jacchia section is directly affected by the time of day, so unless the
height goes above 90 km, the starting time would serve merely as a reference
parameter for the particular run being done. Greenwich time corresponding
to a local time of 0900 hours should be used for design steady state Jacchia
section conditions, and for maximum conditions the local time should be
taken as 1400 hours.
13. Latitude Increment (R]_: If a linear profile is to be generated
automatically this is the latitude increment (in degrees) between successive
profile positions. The new latitude would be the old latitude plus the
latitude increment. For a profile with decreasing latitude (going southward)
the increment must be negative. Use zero if separate trajectory position
input is to be read in. If a vertical profile (i.e. changing only height)
is to be evaluated, then use zero latitude increment.
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14. West Longitude Increment (R): If a linear profile is to be
generated automatically this is the west longitude increment (in degrees)
between successive profile positions. The new longitude will be the old
longitude plus the longitude increment. For a profile progressing eastward
use a negative increment. Use zero if separate trajectory position input is
to be read in. If a vertical profile is to be evaluated, then use zero
increment.
15. Height Increment (R): The height decrease in km between suc-
cessive positions, for an automatically generated linear profile. The pro-
files normally are generated downward (descending height). (New height =
old height minus the height increment). If an upward generated profile is
desired the height increment should be negative. Downward generated pro-
files will be evaluated until the height is incremented to a negative value
or until the maximum number of positions (item 16, Ist card) is exceeded.
16. Maximum Number of Positions _I): The maximum nun_Der of profile
positions to be generated automatically. This does not include the initial
position, for which no atmospheric parameters are evaluated. Use zero if
trajectory positions are to be read in.
17. Time Increment _I): The time displacement (seconds) between
successive automatically generated profile positions. This would normally
be set to zero, but could be used as a counter to be printed out in the
time position with the output. For trajectories the time for each position
is read in with the position data (see trajectory input section below).
The hours, minutes, and seconds parameters (read in as items 10-12, Ist
card) are updated according to the new time generated by the time increment.
However, only the elapsed time in seconds is printed out on the present out-
put.
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18. Trajectory Option II): This option tells the program whether a
trajectory or a linear profile is to be evaluated. A value of 0 means a
linear profile is to be generated automatically from the parameters read on
P
the first card. A value greater than zero means that trajectory position
data must be read in to determine the positions at which atmospheric para-
meters are to be evaluated. The unit from which the trajectory data are to
be read is specified by the (non-zero) trajectory option. Thus, if trajec-
tory data are to be read in from cards, use a trajectory option of 5 (the
card input unit).
19. Output Option II): This option tells the program whether or
not to produce non-print output of the atmospheric parameters (see the out-
put description section). Non-print (i.e. disk or cards) output is conven-
ient to use as input to plotter programs. A value of 0 means no non-print
output. A value greater than 0 means to output the data on the unit number
equal to the output option value.
20. Minimum Geostrophic Latitude (RI: Below this latitude (in
absolute magnitude) the second order geostrophic relations are used. Above
this latitude, or above 90 km, only the usual geostrophic relations are
used.
With normal numbers of decimal places and no unnecessary blank
spaces, the above 20 items should fit onto one card. However, if they
occupy more than the 80 columns allowed on one card, they may be spread
out onto two cards if the following rules of free field input are observed
on the first of the two cards: (1) Do not put a comma after the last num-
ber appearing on the first card. (2) If the last number on the first card
is an integer, it should be right justified to column 80. For input on
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other computers, consult your operations manual for characteristics of free
field input.
Input Card Number 2. The second input card is read in by the sub-
routine SETUP and contains various unit numbers to be used and options con-
trolling the random and quasi-biennial calculations. The unit numbers are
the parameters used in read statements in the FORTRAN program to control
which file is being read from. The unit numbers are required in the input
in order to give maximum flexibility in choice of I/0 devices for the pro-
gram. All input items on card number 2 are integers.
I. Groves Input Unit: This is the unit number of the SCIDAT tape
file. If the SClDAT tape has been assigned by the UNIVAC control statements
@ ASG, T SCIDAT, T, U1961 N
@ USE 3, SCIDAT
where U1961 is the reel number for tape SClDAT, then the Groves input unit
number should be 3 on this input card. The Groves and stationary pertur-
bation data must be read from the SCIDAT tape. Later options on this card
allow the NMC grid data, the random perturbation data, and the quasi-bien-
nial data each to be read from other files.
2. Random Input Unit: This is the unit number for the random per-
turbation standard deviations (and the large scale fraction data and den-
sity-velocity correlations). If this unit number is the same as the Groves
input unit number, then all of the random perturbation data are read from
the SCIDAT data tape. Otherwise all of the random perturbation data are
read from the file for whatever the unit number is set to. For card input,
the unit number should be set to 5. The SClDAT tape is read with NTRAN,
but if alternate random data are read in from a different file, the file
5O
must be FORTRAN readable with format
IX, Al, 12, I4, 3(IX, 514)
for the random pressure, density, and temperature data (see Appendix B and
Section 4.3 for which values must go in each record). For the random wind
data the FORTRAN readable format for the alternate data is
IX, A2, 12, 14, 2(IX, 514)
If the random data input unit is different from the Groves input
unit, then the code P and PW large scale fraction data and code CS and CL
density-velocity correlation data must follow (after an end-of-file) the
code RW data on the random input unit. The FORTRAN readable format for the
large scale fraction (code P) data is
IX, Al, 12, 14, 3(IX, 514)
The format for the code PW data is
IX, A2, 12, 14, 2(IX, 514)
The format for the CS and CL data is
IX, A2, 12, 14, 2(IX, 515)
See Appendix B and Section 4.3 for description of the values which must go
in each of these records.
All of the random perturbation data, random pressure, density, and
temperature data, random wind data, large scale fraction data, and density-
velocity correlation data must be read in from the same file, either all
from SCIDAT, or all from the alternate FORTRAN readable file.
3. qBO Input Unit: If the QBO data parameters are to be read in
from the SCIDAT data tape, this unit number is set the same as the Groves
input unit. If alternate QBO parameters are to be read in the QBO unit
nun_)er can be any FORTRAN readable file. Use Unit 5 for card input. The
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format for all of the alternate QBO input is
IX, A2, 13, 5(14, 15)
(See Appendix B and Section 4.3 for which data values must go into each
record). All of the QBO pressure, density, temperature, and wind data must
be read from the same file, either all from SCIDAT or all from the alter-
nate QBO input file.
4. 4-D Input Unit: This is the unit number for the 4-D data tape.
Any available unit number can be used. If the 4-D tape WWIA, containing
the January data, has been assigned by the control statements
@ ASG, T WWIA,
@ USE 4, WWIA
then the 4-D input unit number is 4.
T, U 2400 N
5. Random Option: This option tells the program whether or not to
compute random perturbations. If the value is 1 random perturbations are
computed. If the value is 2 then random perturbations are not computed.
If any values other than 1 or 2 are input the run is terminated with a
message "ERROR IN SETUP INPUT" and a dump of the parameters most recently
read in.
6. qBO Option: This option tells the program whether or not to
compute QBO perturbations. If the value is 1QBO perturbations are com-
puted. For 2 no QBO perturbations are computed, and for any other values
the "ERROR IN SETUP INPUT" and dump of most recent parameters read in is
given.
7. First Random Number: This number is required as a starting
parameter for the random number generating subroutine RAND. Any odd posi-
tive integer can be used. Use a value of 1 for a standard design appli-
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cation run. Provided all other input is the same, a given value for the
starting random number will always produce the same random perturbation
output. Therefore, to get a set of different perturbations along a given
single trajectory, a set of different starting random numbers should be
used. Note, however, that if any other parameters are changed (different
spacing along the trajectory, different starting position, etc.) then the
same starting random number will produce a different set of random pertur-
bations.
8. NMC Read Option: This option tells the program whether to read
the NMC grid data from the SCIDAT data tape (value 0 for the option) or from
an input card file (any non-zero value for the option).
9. 4-D Scratch Unit: In order to save array space the 4-D profiles
required to interpolate to the 5° x 5° grid locations are read from the
tapes to this scratch file rather than being put into arrays. The unit
e
number for this scratch file can be any available unit. Normally the file
is a temporary drum file, and, if so, does not (on the UNIVAC) have to be
assigned (@ ASG) before execution of the program.
lO. NMC Grid Point Scratch Unit: Also in order to save computer
storage, the NMC grid point array read in from the SCIDAT tape (or from
cards) is stored in a temporary scratch file (usually on drum). If the
drum scratch file is used, it does not have to be assigned (on the UNIVAC)
before execution of the program.
Input Card Number 3. This card is read by the SETUP subroutine and
contains starting values for the random perturbation parameters at the
initial position. If random perturbations are not to be computed (Random
Option = 2), then this card should not be put in. All values of this free
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field format card are real. For a normal design application the values on
this card should all be zero, u_less the run is to be a continuation of a
previously run trajectory or profile segment, in which case the output ran-
dom parameters of the last output position are input, and the last output
position becomes the initial position of the new run.
I-6. Initial PL, PS, DL, DS, TL, TS: These are initial values of
random relative pressure (p'/p), density (_'/_), and temperature (T'/T) in
percent for the large scale (L) and small scale (S) components. These are
starting values for the initial position. Use zero for standard design
applications.
7-10. Initial UL, US_ VL, VS: Initial values of the random east-
ward (U) and northward (V) random wind components in m/s for the large
scale (L) and small scale (S) components. Use zeros for standard design
applications.
Trajector X Input. The free field trajectory position input and back-
up record are put in only if a trajectory is to be evaluated, rather than a
linear profile, generated automatically in the program from information on
the first input lard. There is no limit to the number of trajectory posit-
ion records which can be put in. The program continues evaluating the atmos-
pheric parameters and looping back to read a new trajectory position until a
position below the surface is reached, or until the trajectory backup record
is reached. Each free field trajectory record has the time (integer seconds),
the height (kilometers), the latitude (degrees, southern latitude negatiw),
and the west longitude (degrees, 0-360 ° or east longitudes negative). Any
east longitudes read in as negative values are converted to the 0-360 ° sys-
tem before being used by the program. The trajectory backup record has the
5_
same free field form as a regular trajectory record, except any negative value
for height is used. The negative height terminates the loop which evaluates
atmospheric parameters and reads a new trajectory record. If a trajectory
height goes negative, then any remaining trajectory input cards are read and
ignored. The trajectory input can either be input from cards (trajectory
option = 5) or form any other unit (with trajectory option = unit number).
The trajectory option is item 18 on card #1.
4.4 Output of the Program
The first few lines of print output are primarily a listing of the
input parameters. Following a heading which describes each output value for
the trajectory or profile evaluations, the position, time monthly mean and
total pressure, density, temperature, and winds are listed for each position.
The thermal wind shear for the monthly mean winds, the percent deviation
from the standard atmosphere (p, p, and t), the mean vertical wind and the
perturbation data are also given for each
position. The perturbation data consist of the stationary perturbations,
the quasi-biennial values at the position and time, the quasi-biennial mag-
nitudes, the random perturbation values, and the random perturbation stan-
dard deviations. Optional non-print (e.g. disk or punch) output for values
at each position is also available to be used for input to plotter programs,
or for other purposes.
Headin9 Information. Primarily the heading information contains a
listing of the input data values. However, there are some changes from the
values input. If an east longitude is put in as a negative value, -180 ° <
lat < 0°, then it is converted to a west longitude in the 0-360 range before
the heading is listed. The program evaluates the initial random pressure,
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density, temperature and wind standard deviations and the initial density
velocity correlation from data on the SCIDAT data tape, and lists the com-
puted values on the heading. The Julian date is computed by the program
from the input date and is also listed with the heading information. The
Julian date is required by the Jacchia and QBO sections of the program. If
month 13 (annual reference period) is input, then the Julian date is set to
zero. (The Jacchia section takes the exospheric temperature to be I000 ° K
and the QBO section is bypassed if month 13 is input).
Position and Time Output. Positions and times as generated by the
automatic linear profile features or as input by the trajectory input cards
are listed on the output. The time is given in seconds. Within the program,
the input time in hours, minutes, and seconds are updated in that form also.
However, only a continuously increasing time in seconds is printed out. If
time in hours, minutes, and seconds were desired, these variables could
easily be printed out by adding them to the output list. All output west
longitudes are converted to the 0-360 range before being printed out. If a
latitude greater than 90 ° in absolute magnitude is generated (or input)
then a transformation
lat = (180° . llatl)(lat/llatl)




Monthly Mean Data. The monthly mean values of pressure, density, and
temperatures, consist of either: (I) values from the 4-D data tapes if the
height is below 25 km, (2) the sum of Groves plus stationary perturbation
values if the height is between 30 and 90 km, (3) an interpolation between
4-D at 25 km and Groves plus stationary perturbations at 30 km if the height
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is between 25 and 30 km, (4) Jacchia model values if the height is above
115 km, or (5) faired values between Groves and Jacchia if the height is
between 90 and 115 km.
The percent deviations from the U.S. 1962 Standard Atmosphereare
evaluated by using standard atmosphere values computedby the subroutine
STDATM.The percent deviations are evaluated by the relations IO0(T - Ts)/
Ts, lO0(p - ps)/Ps , and lO0(p - ps)/Ps, where the subscript s refers to the
standard atmosphere values. This subroutine accurately reproduces the tabu-
lated U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1962 values to within an accuracy of better
than 0.2% above 90 km. The STDATMvalues are based on a model of parabolic
segments for the height variation of the molecular weight above 90 km. The
subroutine reproduces the tabular values even more accurately in the height
region below 90 km, where the molecular weight is constant. Since the U.S.
1962 Standard Atmosphere is not defined above 700 km, the percent deviations
printed out for heights above 700 km are zero.
The thermal wind shear values are values of _u/az and _v/_z for the monthly
meangeostrophic wind (see Section 2). The wind values, computedfrom the
usual geostrophic wind equation or the second order geostrophic relation if
the latitude is less than the input value of minimumgeostrophic latitude,
are determined by horizontal gradients of the monthly meanpressure. The
thermal wind shear components, computedby the thermal wind equations, are
determined by the horizontal gradients of the monthly meantemperature.
Thus, a comparison of numerically differentiated geostrophic meanwinds and
the thermal wind shear serve as a check of the meanpressure and temperature
fields. The meanvertical wind is evaluated, as described in Section 2, by
combinations of horizontal and vertical temperature gradients and the geo-
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strophic winds.
The Total (Mean Plus Perturbation I Data. The parameter values listed
under the heading of "Mean Plus Perturbations" are the monthly mean values,
as defined above, plus the random perturbations, plus (if the height is be-
tween I0 and 90 km) the quasi-biennial perturbations. These mean-plus-per-
turbation values represent values which would be typical "instantaneous"
values of the pressure, density, temperature or winds. The percent devia-
tions from the U.S. Standard atmosphere are computed in the same way as for
the percent deviations of the monthly mean values from the standard atmos-
phere.
Perturbation Values. The data under the "Perturbation Values" head-
ing are the various perturbation values, magnitudes, and amplitudes. The
stationary perturbations (denoted SP on the printout) are defined only if the
height is between 30 and 90 km. The monthly mean Ym of parameter y should
be the Groves value Gy, evaluated from the SCIDAT data tape, modified by the
given stationary perturbation value Sy, in percent, by the relation
= Gy (I + Sy/lO0) (4.8)Ym
The data labeled "QBO" are the values of the QBO oscillation at the output
time and position. The data labeled "MAG" gives the magnitude of the QBO
oscillations at the output position and time. The QBO perturbation values
should always be less than or equal to the magnitude values in absolute
value. The data labeled "RANL", "RANS"_"RANT" are the large scale, small
scale and total random perturbations evaluated at the output time and plac ,_
The data labeled "SIGL", "SIGS", and "SIGT" are the standard deviations of
the large scale, small scale, and total random components at the output time
and positions. According to the Gaussian distribution, on which the random
perturbations are based, the perturbation values should be within the range
5']
+a 68% of the time and outside the range +_o 32% of the time. Similarly,
the perturbation values should be within the range +_ 2o 95% of the time,
and outside the range + 2o 5% of the time. The evaluation of the QBO and
random perturbation output can be suppressed by the QBO and random options,
if desired.
Non-Print Output. The non-print output is available as an option,
controlled by the input value of the output option parameter. If non-print
output is desired, it comes out in the form of records with format F5.1,
F6.2, F7.2, 2F5.1, 3F5.0, 5F5.1, 2EI0.3, 15, 13 containing the following
information: (1) the height in km, (2) the latitude in degrees, (3) the
west longitude in degrees 0-360, (4-5) the percentage deviation of the mean
monthly values of pressure and density from the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmos-
phere, (6) the monthly mean temperature, (7-8) the eastward and northward
components of the monthly mean (geostrophic) wind, (9-13) the magnitudes
of the total random perturbations in pressure, density, temperature (per
cent, and eastward and northward wind (m/s), (14-15) the monthly mean pres-
sure (N/m2) and density (kg/m3), (16) the time, in seconds, and (17) the
month (with 13 indicating annual mean).
4.5 Program Diagnostics. There are several possible reasons which
can cause the printing of diagnostic messages and termination of the run dur-
ing the SETUP phase. If, during the setup procedure, the NMC grid point
nun_Der data table does not contain the required 1977 values, a message
Diagnostic l: "N RECORDS WRITTEN BY SETNMC IN SCRATCH FILE M" is printed,
and EXECUTION IS TERMINATED. This situation should only arise if the NMC
grid point table is being read from cards, rather than the SCIDAT data tape.
If during the reading of the SCIDAT data tape, any record is read which does
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not have the expected code character or characters (N, P, D, T, S, R, RW, P,
PW, CS, CL, QP, QD, QT, QU, QV, or SP; see Appendix B), then the message results
Diagnostic 2: "ERROR IN SETUP INPUT" followed by a listing of the latest
data values read in. This message is also produced if the random option and
the quasi-biennial option do not have a value of either l or 2. Any condi-
tion which results in this error message terminates the execution.
There are also general conditions which could result in diagnostic
messages in the 4-D section: If during the reading of the 4-D data tape on
the first access of the region below 30 km, a parity error is encountered,
a message
Diagnostic 3: "INPUT UNIT N_. M IN ERROR (-3) F_R REC@RDN_ N" is printed -
execution continues. Such an error will only be of consequence if the parti-
cular record read is required for interpolation. If an end of file is read,
a message is written
Diagnostic 4: "***** UNIT N_. JT IN ERROR IRC REC@RDSREAD
IREAD(IRN, 3) + XXXX MP = XX M@NTH = XX IP = XXXX IPT(I, J) = XXXX IRN = XX
M STATUS L"
Where
JT = Unit on which 4-D data tape is mounted
IRC = Total number of records read thus far from 4-D tape
IREAD(IRN, 3) = Sequential point number selected by SELEC4
MP = Month word in last record read
M_NTH = Run month
IP = Point number word in last record read
IPT(I, J) = Point number required for profile J to be interpolated
to Ith requested profile
IRN = Sequential point number required
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M = Unit status (READ)
L = NTRAN status (-2 for end of file, -3 for parity, etc.)
and EXECUTION IS TERMINATED
If IRC > IREAD(IRN, 3), the diagnostic message 4 is written - L should
be I06, and IRC and IREAD values should indicate this condition. EXECUTION
IS TERMINATED.
If MP _ MONTH, or IP _ IP(I, J) the diagnostic message 4 is printed,
again with L = I06, and MP/MONTH or IP/IP(I, J) indicating error. EXECUTION
IS TERMINATED.
The writing of scratch file SCRCH] with data for subsequent unpacking
and interpolation is also checked. If there is a write error, the diagnostic
4 is printed, with JT the scratch file unit number, M as WRITE and L as -3
or -4. EXECUTI@N IS TERMINATED.
These diagnostics can arise if a bad or wrong 4-D data tape is being
accessed, or if there is a malfunction of the tape drive. In some cases a
tape will, for example, indicate parity errors when being read from one tape
drive, but not another.
If, during the course of evaluation of position in the 4-D height
range, it is found that the position is outside the previously established
4-D grid, then a new grid is generated by calling GEN4D. If this occurs
again, the message results
Diagnostic 5: "UNABLE TO GENERATE 4-D GRID" and EXECUTION IS TERMINATED.
The wind diagnostic symbol (asterisk), has also been added to the pro-
gram. Presence of the asterisk between the E-W and N-S wind components on
the print output indicates a diagnostic condition yielding questionnable
wind values. The conditions which can produce this is a 4-D data consis-
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tency check violation (i.e., unrealistic scale heights or unrealistic hori-
zontal pressure gradients) within the 4 x 4 grid of 4-D data profiles.
Diagnostic 6: "PREMATURE END-OF-FILE FOUND ON Ur_IT M"
"CALLED FROM SUBROUTINE XXXXXX"
And end-of-file mark was encountered before it was expected by one of
the following subroutines while it was loading the associated data.
XXXXXX DATA
GETNMC NMC GRID DATA
RTRAN STATIONARY OR RANDOM PERTURBATION DATA
RTRANI GROVES DATA
RTRAN2 QBO DATA
UNIT m refers to the input unit number. This error should never occur
while using the SCIDAT data type as the data source.
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5. PROGRAMMERSMANUAL
5.1: Description of Subroutines
The following is a brief description of each of the PROFILE program
subroutines, in alphabetical order:
ADJUST: Adjusts the 4-D profiles of pressure, density, and temperature
variance (read from the 4-D tapes) to satisfy the Buell constraints
imposed by the perfect gas law and hydrostatic equation
CHECK: A consistency check routine for the 4-D 16 profile grid data pro-
duced by GEN4D. CHECK is called for each height to be evaluated,
and tests for reasonable values of scale height immediately above
and below that height. It also tests for reasonable horizontal
pressure gradients. Failure of either test produces the diag-
nostic asterisk between the output values of wind components.
CORLAT: Evaluates the horizontal and vertical scales for large and small
scale density, temperature, and wind components, computes the auto-
correlations and cross correlations for the two scale perturbation
model, and evaluates new perturbation values having appropriate
correlations with the perturbations at the previous position.
DIAGEQ: A matrix diagonalizing procedure used by the ADJUST subroutine.
FAIR: Fairs between the Groves and Jacchia values in the 90 to I15 km
height range.
GEN4D: Generates the polar (Ilatitudel > 75°) or non-polar (16 5° x 5°
points) grid of pressure, density, temperature and variance pro-
files. See Figure 5.1 for a flow chart of this subroutine.
Reads the NMC grid point values from the SCIDAT data tape or from
cards and loads them onto a scratch file. This subroutine is
essentially unchanged from the subroutine of the same name in the
original 4-D program.
The main segment of the Global Reference Atmospheric Model program.
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After array of 4-D grid lat-lons has been evaluated, this subrou-
tine looks up the data from the 4-D data tapes and interpolates
to determine profiles of pressure density, temperature, and var-
iance at the 4-D grid locations. Profiles to be interpolated to
4-D grid locations are loaded onto a scratch file from the tapes
before the interpolation is done.
A subroutine, called by CHECK, which groups the 16 4-D pressure data
at the given height into one or more groups which have consistent
and reasonable horizontal pressure gradients w_thin each group.
If the subsequent geostrophic wind calculations in WIND use hori-
zontal pressure gradients evaluated from differences across incon-
sistent groups of 4-D data, the diagnostic asterisk is printed be-
tween the output values of wind components.
Uses linear latitude interpolation and linear temperature and
linear logarithm of density interpolation on height to evaluate
Groves data to a given latitude and height. See Section 5 of
Justus et al (1974a).
Two variable linear interpolation between known value Ul and Vl at
Zl and U2 and V2 at Z2 to determine U and V at Z, where Z is be-
tween Zl and Z2.
Three variable interpolation, linear on temperature, and gas con-
stant (R = p/pT), and linear on the logarithm of pressure, with
pressure computed from perfect gas law and interpolated tempera-




Three variable interpolation, linear on all three variables.
Interpolates between the pressure, density, and temperature pro-
files at the 4-D grid locations. This subroutine calls subroutine
INTLL to do the latitude interpolation.
One variable interpolation between values in an array of latitude














The subroutine for the latitude-longitude interpolation of values
from the 4-D data tapes into the 4-D grid array. This is a modi-
fication of the INTERP subroutine of the original 4-D program.
Evaluates the standard deviations of the random wind components at
given height and latitude by calling INTERW subroutine.
Calculates the molecular weight, density, and temperature for the
Jacchia model.
Main subroutine of the Jacchia section, serves as a driver for JAC
and other Jacchia section subroutines. JACCHIA also evaluates the
seasonal and latitudinal variations in the lower thermosphere.
Computes two independent random numbers selected from a Gaussian
distribution with mean zero and unit standard deviation.
Interpolates the stationary perturbations on latitude and longitude
at a given height. This subroutine is similar to INTLL.
Evaluates the pressure, density, temperature and wind component
random perturbations by the correlated random perturbation model
discussed in Section 8 of the technical description section of the
report.
Alinear height-latitude interpolation routine for the quasi-bien-
nial phase. The interpolation properly accounts for the phase
discontinuity between 0 and 870 days (the quasi-biennial period).
Computes the QBO perturbation values and their amplitudes and phases.
The amplitudes and phases of the QBO pressure, density, temperature,
and wind perturbations are interpolated from the amplitude and phase
data from the SCIDAT data tape, by calling the INTERZ and INTERW
subroutines.
Produces a random number selected from a uniform distribution be-
tween 0 and I. This is required as input to the subroutine NORMAL.
Computes the acceleration of gravity and the radius from the cen-
ter of the Earth for a position at a given latitude and height.
Computes the standard deviations of the random pressure, density,












This subroutine contains several NTRANread sections with multiple
entry points coming from subroutine SETUP. The NTRANread state-
ments are for reading the SCIDATdata tape.
The heart of the GRAMprogram. This subroutine branches on
height to evaluate the atmospheric parameters by the Jacchia, the
modified Groves, or the 4-D methods. The QBOand randompertur-
bations are also evaluated and the output is printed (and option-
ally also punched) by the SClMODsubroutine. See Figure 5.2 for a
flow chart of the SCIMODsubroutine and Figure 4.1, for a flow
chart showing how SCI_D fits into the overall GRAMprog-
gram.
Selects the 4-D data needed for interpolation. This subroutine
is a modification of the INPUTsubroutine of the original 4-D pro-
gram.
This subroutine reads in the NMCgrid points with the GETNMCsub-
routine and reads and loads the data from the required month on
the SCIDATdata tapes into arrays. See Figure 5.3 for a flow chart
of the SETUPsubroutine, and Figure 4.1 for a flow chart showing
how SETUPfits into the overall GRAMprogram.
Sorts the 4-D locations for sequential tape reading from the 4-D
data tapes. This subroutine is a modification of the SORTsubrou-
tine from the original 4-D program.
Called by WIND, this subroutine evaluates the wind componentsby the
spherical harmonic model.
Evaluates the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmospherevalues of pressure,
density, and temperature, at any given height up to 700 km.
This subroutine computes the exospheric temperature for the Jacchia
model.
This subroutine calculates the variables necessary for input into
the subroutine TINF in the Jacchia model.
This subroutine evaluates the geostrophic winds from input values
of horizontal pressure gradient if the height is less than 25 km
or more than 90 km. If the latitude is below the minimumgeo-
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strophTc latitude, Jt evaluates geostroph_c w_nd at m_nimum geostrophic
north latitude and at minimum geostrophic south latitude and then
interpolates in between. If the height is between.25 and 90 km,
the spherical harmonic wind model is used. Between 20 and 25 km
and between 90 and 95 km, a smooth fairing between geostrophic and
spherical harmonic wind is used.
The UNIVAC tape reading library routine NTRAN is not available on all
computers. However, a similar function (reading 36 bit binary integer arrays
in tape records) can be performed easily by alternate program techniques.
For example, on Georgia Tech's CDC Cyber 74 system, this function is done by
BUFFER IN statements. These routines are used to read the SCIDAT and 4-D
data tapes. Also the FLD function, a UNIVAC library routine used to divide
the 36 bit 4-D tape words onto 2 18 bit integers, must also be programmed
by alternate methods on non-UNIVAC machines. On Georgia Tech's CDC machine,
this is done by specially written subroutines (WRDCHG, RFLD, and FLD) which
utilize the SHIFT and MASK bit manipulating CDC library routines.
If the GRAM program is mapped without segmenting the program, it requires
approximately 80 K decimal words core storage on Georgia Tech's CYBER. In order
to take up less core storage (e.g., be accommodated into smaller core partitions),
the program can be napped in segmented form. An efficient segment of the
program can be accomplished by subdividing the program into a primary seg-
ment, a setup segment, a Jacchia segment, and a 4-D segment. The primary
segment should contain CORLAT, GRAM, GTERP, INTERW, INTERZ, INTER2, INTRUV,
NORMAL, PDTUV, PERTRB, PHASE, QBOGEN, RAND, RIG, RTERP, SCIMOD, SPHERE, STDATM,
and WIND. The setup segment should contain: GETNMC, RTRAN, and SETUP. The
Jacchia segment should contain: FAIR, JAC, JACCH, TINF, and TME. The 4-D
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Figure 5.3" Abbreviated flow chart of the SETUP subroutine.
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INTLL, INTRP4,SELEC4,and SORT4.The following MAPstatement for file GRAM
to create absolute elementABSwill accomplishthe mappingof the program
with these segments setup as described:
@MAP, IS , GRAM. ABS
IN GRAM. CORLAT, GRAM, GTERP, INTERW, INTERZ
IN GRAM. INTER2, INTRUV, . NORMAL, PDTUV, PERTRB,
IN GRAM. QBOGEN, RAND, RIG, RTERP
IN GRAM. SCIMOD, SPHERE, STDATM, WIND
NOT TPF$
SEG SETUP*
IN GRAM. GETNMC, RTRAN, SETUP
NOT TPF$
SEG JACCH*, SETUP
IN GRAM. FAIR, JAC, JACCH, TINF, TME
NOT TPF$
SEG SEG4D*, SETUP
IN GRAM. ADJUST, CHECK, DIAGEQ
IN GRAM. GEN4D, GRID4D, INTER4, INTLL, INTRP4
IN GRAM. SELEC4, SORT4, GROUP
NOT TPF$
END
This segmented map saves approximately 4 K (decimal) in core storage, but
does not significantly affect run time, since the segments being overlayed
(the setup, Jacchia, and 4-D segments) only have to be loaded in once during
any given trajectory or profile evaluation. If further reduction in size is
desired the 4-D segment can be subdivided into two parts, one containing
only CHECK, GROUP, INTER4, and INTLL and another segment containing ADJUST,
DIAGEQ, GEN4D, GRID4D, INTRP4, SELEC4 and SORT4. This saves another 1K in
storage, approximately.
Some characteristics of some of the subroutines in each of these seg-
ments are described more fully in the following sections.
5.2: The Primary Section
This section consists of the main program segment GRAM, the SCIMOD
subroutine, the subroutines for evaluating Groves values, the stationary per-
turbations, the QBO and random perturbations, and general interpolation sub-
PMASL
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routines. With the exception of GRAM and SClMOD the parts of this section
were adequately described in the previous section.
Many of the subroutines transfer their input and output vla COMMON
statements. This procedure saves much in core storage space. The discussion
in this and subsequent sections describes the input and output of some of
the subroutines, both by argument lists and via COMMONstatements.
Main Seqment GRAM. This program serves as a driver for the SETUP and
SCIMOD subroutines (see Figure 4.1). It reads one card, the first input














The initial height HI
The initial latitude (degrees) PHIl
The initial west longitude (degrees) THETI
The FIO. 7 solar flux FIO
The 81 day mean FIO.7 solar flux FIOB
The a geomagnetic index AP
P
The date month/date/2 digit year MN/IDA/IYR
The Greenwich time hours: minutes:
seconds
The latitude, longitude, and height
i ncrements
The maximum number of profile positions
The time increment between profile
positions iNCT
The trajectory option IOPT
The output option iOPP




The trajectory input records (if used) are also read by GRAM, after control
has returned from SETUP, which reads the second and third initial data in-
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put cards. See Section 4.4 and Appendix C for further description of the
card input.
The COMMON "IOTEMP" transfers data from the card input in GRAM to the
other subroutines called by GRAM (SETUP, SCIMOD, and RIG).
Subroutine SCIMOD. This program is the primary subroutine of the GRAM
program. It serves as a driver for all of the various sections of the atmos-
pheric evaluation. See Figure 5.2 for a flow chart of this subroutine.

















Acceleration of gravity (m/sec 2)












Previous random pressure, density, and
temperature perturbations (%), large
scale (L) and small scale (S)
Previous random pressure, density, and
temperature standard deviations (5),














RPIL, RDIL, RTIL, RPIS, RDIS, RTIS
SPIL, SDIL, STIL, SPIS, SDIS, STIS
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24-25. Previous randomwinds (m/s), large
scale (L) and small scale (S) RUIL, RVlL, RUIS, RVIS
26-27. Previous standard deviation of random
winds (m/s), large scale (L) and small
scale (S) SUIL, SVlL, SUIS, SVIS
The COMMON"PDTCOM"contains data transferred into SCIMODfrom SETUP.
The COMMON"IOTEMP"transfers data in from GRAM.The COMMON"C4" transfers
data out to the 4-D section of the program. The COMMON"COMPER"transfers
data out to the randomperturbation subroutines.
The SClMODsubroutine prints and (optionally) puncheson a non-print out-
put file, the output described in Section 4 and Appendix C. It also trans-
fers output to other subroutines via the above-mentioned COM_ONlists. The
SCIMODsubroutine updates the profile or trajectory positions by setting the
current position equal to the previous position before exit. The previous
position information then stays in the COMMONlist unit the next call to
SCIMOD. The previous randomperturbations are handled in similar fashion,
5.3 The Setup Section
The function of the setup section of the program is to load the init-
ial data and the data from the SCIDAT tape. See Figure 4.1 for a flow chart
illustrating how the SETUP subroutine fits into the overall program and Fig-
ure 5.2 for a flow chart of the SETUP subroutine.
The SETUP subroutine reads the second and third cards of input. The
second cards contains:
I. Groves input unit
2. Random input unit
3. QBO input unit









7. First random number
8. NMC read option
9. 4-D scratch unit






The third card (optional, read only if IOPR = l) contains:
I-6. Initial random perturbations in pressure,
density, and temperature (%), large scale RPIL, RDIL, RT]L
(L) and small scale (S) RPIS, RDIS, RTIS
7-I0. Initial random wind perturbation (m/s),
large scale (L) and small scale (S) RUIL, RVIL, RUIS, RVIS
The COMMON list "PDTCOM" transfers the arrays, loaded with the appro-
riate data from the SCIDAT data tape, to the other subroutines. This COMMON
list contains the following arrays:
I-3. Groves pressure, density, and temperature PG, DG, TG
4-6. Stationary perturbations in pressure, den-
sity, and temperature PSP, DSP, TSP
7-]I. Amplitudes of QBO pressure, density, and
temperature, and winds
12-16. Phases of QBO pressure, density, and tem-
perature, and winds
17-21. Standard deviations for the random pres-
sure, density, temperature and winds PR, DR, TR, UR, VR
The COMMON list "COTRAN" is used to transfer data to setup from the
NTRAN read subroutine RTRAN, which has multiple entry points for various dif-
ferent types of data from the SCIDAT data tape. The COMMON "CHIC" is used to
transfer the spherical harmonics coefficients to the SPHERE subroutine.
5.4 The Jacchia Section
The subroutine JACCH calculates the pressure, density, and temperature
at a point in space for heights above 90 km for a particular time.
PAQ, DAQ, TAQ, UAQ, VAQ
PDQ, DDQ, TDQ, UDQ, VDQ
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I. Height in km
2. Latitude in radians
3. West longitude in degrees (0 to 360 degrees)
4. Solar radio noise flux FIO.7 (10 -22 watts/m 2)
5. 81 - day average solar flux FIO. 7
6. Geomagnetic index aP
7. Month
8. Day of month
9. Year
I0. Hour of day in universal time
II. Minute of hour in universal time
12. Mean Julian day
The outputs are:
I. Pressure in units of nt/m 2
2. Density in units of kg/m 3
















The theory and methods used in JACCH for calculating the pressure,
density, and temperature are given in Jacchia, (1970). A brief explanation
will be given below.
The subroutine JACCH consists of four sections: the main routine and
three imbedded subroutines. All sections have numerous comments to explain
each part of the program.
Main Routine (JACCH). The main routine acts as the calling routine,
and also, calculates the seasonal - latitudinal variations in the lower
thermosphere,
The seasonal - latitudinal density variations are given by equation
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(2.1) of Justus et al (1974 a).
The equations for the molecular weight and the relative temperature
were given as equations (2.2) and (2.3) of Justus et al (1974 a).
After the density, temperature, and molecular weight are calculated, the
pressure is calculated from the ideal gas law:
p = pRT
M
where p is the density, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature,
and M is the molecular weight.
An option is included in the main routine whereby the yearly mean
values of the density, pressure, and temperature may be calculated directly.
If the value of the month input variable is thirteen, (MN = 13), the exosphere
temperature is immediately set equal to lO00 ° K (which is the recommended
design value for annual mean conditions) and the yearly mean density, pres-
sure, and temperature values are calculated. Note that the 1962 U.S. Stan-
dard Atmosphere has an exospheric temperature of approximately 1500 ° K and
is thus considerably different from the lO00 ° K results of the annual mean
in the PROFILE program.
Subroutine TME. This subroutine calculates variables necessary for
input into the subroutine TINF. The input variables are:
I. month (month = 13 denotes annual mean and bypasses
this subroutine)
2. day of month
3. year
4. hour of day in universal time
5. minute of day in universal time








7. latitude in radians XLAT
8. longitude in degrees (input: 0 to 360 degrees turning
westward; output: -180 to + 180 degrees)
The output variables are:
I. solar declination angle in radians SDA
2, solar hour angle in radians SHA
3, day number from January l DD










Subroutine TINF. This subroutine calculates the exospheric tempera-
The input variables are:
solar radio noise flux (lO -22 watts/m 2) FlO
81 - day average FlO FIOB
geomagnetic latitude in radians XLAT
solar declination angle SDA
solar hour angle SHA
day number divided by tropical year DY
diurnal factor equal to 0.31 R
The output is the exospheric temperature, TE. Factors included in
the calculation of the exospheric temperature are solar activity variations,
diurnal variations, variations with the geomagnetic activity, and semi-annual
variations.
Subroutine JAC. This subroutine calculates the molecular weight,
density, and temperature without the seasonal - latitudinal variations. The
input variables are:
I. height in km Z
2. exospheric temperature T
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The output variables are:
l. temperature TZ
2. molecular weight EM
3. density DENS
5.5 The 4-D Section
GRID4D and subroutines S_RT4, INTRP4 and SELEC4 are basically the MAIN
PR@GRAM, S(_RT, INTERP and INPUT as documented in the 4-D users reference man-
ual and subsequent updates.
Some changes have been made.
In GRID4D, NTRAN M@VE statements are used to select the appropriate
file for a given month on the 4-D data tape mounted on UNIT IT in the UNIVAC
version. In Georgia Tech's CDC version, and on other machines, separate
reads for each record must be used until an end of file is reached, and
reading continues until the proper file is found. If a parity error is
encountered in reading IT, a message
"INPUT UNIT NO. IT IN ERROR F(_R RECORD N(_ IRC"
is printed - execution continues. Such an error will cnly be of consequence
if the particular record read in error is required for interpolation.
Grid point profiles for subsequent interpolation are tagged and filed
on a dynamically assigned scratch UNIT SCRCHI (I(_TEMI in calling program),
instead of occupying core as in the 4-D model.
Any error in the handling of the 4-D data tape or UNIT SCRCH(I_TEMI
in calling program) by TRID4D which results in a transfer to
STATEMENT NO. 30
is fatal, and results in the printing of an error message and termination of
execution (see Section 4.5).
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Slight changes have been made to the logic of S_RT4 in the interests
of efficiency.
SELEC4 is concerned only with the selection of the record numbers of
the appropriate interpolation profiles.
GETNMC has been added to file the NMC grid point data, read either
from cards of the SCIDAT data tape on UNIT IUG, on a dynamically assigned
scratch file SCRCH2 (IOTEM2 in calling program), instead of occupying 1977
words of core as in the 4-D model. If other than 1977 records are filed, an
error message
"N RECORDS WRITTEN BY GETNMC ON SCEATCH FILE M"
is printed and execution terminated.
INTRP4 uses a modified latitude - longitude interpolation scheme in the
mixed NMC - equatorial, equatorial and southern hemisphere regions.
The dimensions of some variables have been altered in keeping with
the maximum number of profiles to be used in interpolation (16 instead of 25
as in the 4-D model), and to provide the index word for each record of
SCRCHI (IN (I07) instead of (I06)).
All references to, and subroutines associated with, the determination
of the coefficients of the best fit polynomials to the selected profiles, as
performed in the original 4-D model, have been deleted. All vertical inter-
polations required are performed by SCIM(_D.
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The spherical harmonic wind model is based on the second order spherical
harmonic expansion relation (equation 2.12)
u(m, z, e, ¢) = aI + a2 cos_ + a3 cose sine
+ a4 sine sin_ + a5 (3cos2_-I)/2 (A-l)
+ a6 cose(3 sine cose) + a7 sine(3 sine cos¢)
+ a8 (2 cos2e-l)(3 sin2¢) + a9(2 sine cose)(3 sin2¢)
where u is the eastward wind component (or a similar equation for v, the
northward component), m is the month, z is the height, 8 is the longitude,
and ¢ is the co-latitude. The coefficients (a's) must be estimated from
observed data, as a function of month and height. Five kilometer height
intervals were selected at which to evaluate the coefficients.
Estimation of the Model Coefficients
The spherical harmonic model may be expressed as a linear function by
the transformation
x I = 1
x 2 = cos¢
x 3 = cose sin_
x 4 = sine sine
x 5 = 3(cos2_-I)/2
A-I
x6 = cose (3 sin# cos_)
x7 = sine (3 sin# cos#)
x8 = (2 cos2e-l) (3 sin2_)
x9 = (2 sine cose) (3 sin2#)
(A-2)
Using this transformation, the model becomes
9
u = _ aix i = A. X (A-3)i=l
where A and X are 9-component vectors with componentsai and xi, respectively.
If similar coefficient bi are defined for v, the northward component, its
representation becomes
v=B.X
Since the wind componentsvary with month and height, the A and B
vectors will dependon month and height. Over altitudes 25 to 65 km the all
a componentof the A and B coefficient vectors are evaluated every 5 km, for
each month, Above 65 km, where fewer wind observations were available, a
5 kmheight increment was still used, but only the Ist-order coefficients
(1-4) were evaluated; the 2nd-order coefficients (5-9) were set identially
to zero (see the printout of the spherical harmonic in the SCIDATtape
listing of Appendix B).
The least-squared error approach (Draper and Smith, 1966) was used to
estimate the coefficient vectors A and B.
The Data
Four sources of wind data were available for this analysis. The most
A-2
extensive source was the SUMStape from the WorldData Center (NOAA,1976).
This tape contained monthly wind data averaged over the period 1969 to 1976.
Up to 20 stations around the world reported winds in the altitude range 25
to 90 km. These stations were located primarily in the Western hemisphere.
Data from three Eastern hemisphere stations--Thumba, India; Volograd,
USSR;and Heiss Island--were available (NASA, 1978). This also was monthly
averaged data ranging from 25 to 60 km.
The third source of data was grenade soundings from four locations"
Point Barrow, Alaska; Wallops Island, Virginia; Fort Churchill, Canada;
and Natal/Ascension Island (Theon, et al., 1972). The Natal/Ascension data
were annual means; the other stations were averaged over three seasons;
summer, winter, and Equinox. A sinusoidally weighted interpolation scheme
was used to estimate monthly wind averages. In this scheme, _he summer and
winter observations were assumed to be the extremes, an_ the equinox was the
nominal wind value.
The fourth data source was from Woomera, Australia (Pearson and Johnson,
1973). Monthly average wind components from 30 to 80 km were available from
this source.
The four data sources were combined and used as input to a multiple
regression program for estimating the spherical harmonics coefficients, as
previously described. Monthly wind averages based on less than three obser-
vations were filtered from the data.
Very little southern hemisphere wind data were available, resulting in
eratic wind prediction at southern latitudes. To allevi_te this problem,
data from the northern hemisphere was used as southern hemisphere data,
displaced by 6 months, with both latitude and longitude reversed.
The number of stations which had enough wind data for meaningful
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averages varied considerably from one month to the next and from one alti-
tude to the next. There was a maximum of 23 stations and a minimum of 5
stations at a given height. The geographic distribution of the stations was
strongly biased towards the north-west quarter-sphere. These factors, along
with the large variance in the wind data result in the spherical harmonics
coefficients having large standard deviations. As a result of this,
increased emphasis should be placed on perturbation analysis available in
the GRAM program. As more and better wind data becomes available, the
spherical harmonics model coefficients may be updated, and better results
obtained.
The spherical harmonic model is used at all latitudes to calculate
winds between the heights of 25 and 95 km. Between 20 and 25 km and between
90 and 95 km, a Fairing technique is used to smooth the winds between the
spherical harmonic model values and the geostrophic winds. At low latitudes
(below the "minimum geostrophic latitude" given in the input), the geostrophic
relation is not used. Instead interpolation is done between plus and minus
minimum geostrophic latitude (below 25 km and above 90 km only).
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE REVISED TAPE
"SCIDAT-MOD-3" FOR THE GRAM PROGRAM
The tape contains the following data, identified by code characters
at the beginning of each record. Month 13 refers to annual mean values.
For code P, D, T, S, R and RW data, southern latitudes are given by northern
hemisphere data displaced six months. Annual mean data and the QBO para-
meters are the same for both southern and northern hemispheres. For a more
complete discussion of the input data, see Section 4.2.
Code Data Descri pti on
N NMC Grid Data
RW
PW
Groves Pressure (nt/m 2)
Groves Density (kg/m 3)
Groves Temperature (°K)
Stationary Perturbations in
monthly means (per mill)
Random pressure, density and
temperature perturbation
magnitudes (per mill)
Random magnitudes wind per-
turbation (m/s)
Fractional variance in large
scale thermodynamic variables
Fractional variance in large
s.cale winds
Same as NMC Grid Required by NASA ver-
sion 4-D program. Data consists of
sequential point number followed by
the two corresponding NMC grid indices.
There are five points per record on
the tape.
Month, height, values at latitudes O,
I0, 20, ... 90 exponent. Same format
as in Groves report.
Month, height, longitude, &p at north
latitude, I0, 30, 50, 70, 90, &p same,
aT same.
Month, height, &p at north latitude
I0, 30, 50, 70, 90, ap same, aT same
Month, height, Au at north latitude
I0, 30, 50, 70, 90, av same
13 (Annual), height, fractional var-
iance in large scale per mill for _res-
sure, density and temperature, eacn
at latitude lO°, 30°, 50o, 70°, 90 °
13 (Annual), height, fractional var-
iance in u at I0 ° 30 ° , 50 ° 70 ° 90 °
















litude (per mill) and phase
(days after Jan. O, 1966
when Ist maximum occurs)
QBO density parameters (as
in QP)
QBO temperature parameters
QBO eastward wind para-
meters-amplitude (0.I m/s)
and phase (days after Jan.
O, 1966)
QBO northward wind para-
meters - (as in QU)
SP Spherical harmonic
coe ffi c i ent
Description
13 (Annual), height, <pu> s at I0 °,
30°, 50 °, 70 ° , 90 ° latitude, same
for <pV>
13 (Annual_ height, <pU> 2 at I0 °,30 ° ' 50 ° ' _o, 90 ° latitude, same
for <pV> L
Height, amplitude and phase at I0 °
latitude, amplitude and phase at 30 °
... , amplitude and phase at 90 °
Height, month, and coefficient
values al-ag, cm/s.
The tape consists of six FORTRAN readable files with an end of file marker
after each file. The first file contains the NMC _Irid data, the second con-
tains the Groves and Stationary perturbation data, the third contains the
random perturbation data, the fourth contains the fractional large scale
variances and the density-velocity correlations, and the fifth contains the
QBO data. Each record of the NMC grid data file contains the code (N) and
x-y coordinates for 5 points. The Format is (A2, 1517). The total number
of NMC grid points is 1977. The NMC grid data file contains a total of
396 records, with the last record containing points 1976 and 1977 and zeros
for the remaining values. The format for the Groves data is (A2, 1317),
_-2
for the stationary perturbation it is (A2, 1817), for the code-R data it
is (A2, 1717), for the code RWdata it is (A2, 1217), for the large scale
fractional variances in thermodynamicvariables it is (A2, 1717), for the
large scale fractional wind variances it is (A2, 1217) for the density-
velocity correlations (small scale and large scale) it is (A2, 1217), and
for the quasi-biennial data it is (A2, 1117), and for the spherical harmonic
it is (A2, 1117). The Groves data contains 702 records, the stationary
perturbation data contains 1248 records, the code R random data contains 260
records, the code RW random winds data contain 325 records, the code P large
scale fractional variances contain 25 records, the code PW larqe scale frac-
tional wind variances contain 25 records, and code CS and CL density-velocity
correlation data contain 25 records each, the QBO data contain 80 records,
and the spherical harmonics data contain 336 records.
Following is a listing of the data contained on the SCIDAT tape.
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! 15 ] 2 ]6 1 3 ]7 ] 4 !9 1 5 ]? !
N 6 20 1 7 21 1 8 22 [ _ 23 1 10 24 1
H 11 25 l 12 26 1 13 27 1 14 29 2 15 29 1
N 16 30 ] 17 31 I 18 32 I ]9 33 2 20 14 2
N 21 15 2 22 16 2 23 17 2 24 18 2 25 lY 2
N 26 20 _ 27 21 2 28 _ _ 29 23 _ 30 24 2
31 25 2 32 26 2 33 27 2 34 28 2 35 29 2
N b. 30 2 37 3! 2 38 32 2 39 33 2 40 34 2
N _1 13 3 42 14 3 43 15 3 44 l& 3 45 17 3
N 46 l_ 3 47 t9 3 48 20 3 49 21 3 50 22 3
5t 23 3 52 24 3 53 25 3 54 26 3 55 27 3
N 56 29 3 57 _ 3 58 30 3 59 31 3 60 32 3"
N 61 _J _ 62 34 3 63 35 3 _4 12 4 65 13 4
N 66 14 4 67 15 4 69 16 4 69 17 4 70 18 4
?! 1_ 4 72 20 4 73 21 4 74 22 4 75 23 4
N 76 24 4 77 25 4 78 26 4 79 27 4 80 28 4
81 2v 4 32 30 4 83 31 4 84 32 4 85 33 4
N B6 34 4 87 35 4 88 36 4 89 II 5 90 12 5
N 91 13 5 92 ]4 5 93 15 5 94 16 5 95 17 5
N 96 1B 5 97 19 5 98 20 5 99 21 5 100 22 5
ff 101 23 5 102 24 5 ]03 25 5 104 26 5 105 27 5
N 106 29 5 107 29 5 108 30 5 109 31 5 ]10 32 5
N 111 33 5 112 34 5 113 35 5 114 3_ 5 115 37 5
N If6 I0 6 112 Ii 6 lib 12 6 1i9 13 6 120 14 6
N 121 15 6 122 16 6 123 17 6 124 18 6 ]25 19 6
R 126 20 6 127 21 6 128 22 6 I_ 23 6 130 24 6
131 25 6 132 26 6 133 27 6 134 28 6 135 29 6
W 136 30 6 137 31 6 138 32 6 139 ]3 6 140 34 6
N 141 _ 6 142 36 6 143 37 6 144 38 6 ]45 9 7
N 146 10 } 147 ll 7 148 12 7 149 13 7 150 14 7
N I§I 15 7 152 16 ] 153 12 7 154 18 7 155 19 7
N 156 20 7 157 21 7 158 22 7 159 23 7 160 24 7
N I61 25 7 lb2 26 7 263 27 7 154 28 7 165 29 7
M 165 _ 7 167 31 7 168 32 7 169 33 7 170 34 7
N 171 3§ 7 172 36 7 ]73 37 7 174 38 7 175 39 7
N 176 8 8 177 9 8 178 10 8 179 11 8 180 12 8
N 1_1 13 8 182 14 8 183 15 8 1_ l& 8 185 17 8
N 186 18 _ 187 19 8 188 20 8 13'9 21 8 190 22 B
N 191 23 8 192 24 8 193 25 8 194 2& 8 195 27 8
N 196 28 8 197 _ B 198 30 S 199 3] 8 200 32 B
N 201 33 8 202 34 8 203 35 B 204 36 _ 205 37 8
N 206 38 8 207 39 8 208 40 8 209 7 9 210 8 9
N 211 9 Q 212 10 ? 213 ]1 9 214 _2 9 215 13 ?
N 21h 14 9 217 15 ? 21B 16 9 219 17 ? 220 18 9
_4 9N 221 19 9 .._" 20 ? ,,_3 21 9 "_ ,_ 9 225 23
N 226 24 9 227 25 9 22B 26 9 229 27 9 230 2B ?
N 231 2? 9 232 30 9 233 31 9 234 32 9 235 33 9
# 236 3_ ? 237 3.5 9 238 3_ 9 239 37 9 2_0 38 9
241 3? 9 242 40 9 243 41 9 244 b 10 245 7 ]O
M 246 8 10 2¢7 9 10 248 10 10 249 11 10 250 12 lO
H 251 13 10 252 14 10 _3 15 10 254 16 10 _5 17 lO
v¢ 21N 25_ 13 10 _7 19 lO 258 20 lO ._,9 ]0 260 22 10













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































536 +] 16 537 42 16 538 43 1_ 539 44 ]6 540 45 16
N 541 46 16 542 47 16 543 ! 17 544 2 ]7 545 3 17
# 546 4 17 547 5 17 548 6 17 54q ; 17 550 8 17
N 551 9 17 552 I0 17 553 11 17 554 12 17 555 13 17
# 558 14 17 557 15 17 558 16 17 559 17 17 560 18 17
# 561 19 17 56_ 20 17 563 21 17 564 22 17 585 23 17
N 566 24 17 567 25 17 5_ 26 17 56_ 27 17 570 28 17
N 571 29 17 572 30 17 573 3] 17 574 3_ 17 575 33 17
# 576 34 17 577 35 17 578 36 17 579 311 17 580 38 17
N 581 39 17 582 40 17 583 41 17 584 42 17 585 43 17
N 586 44 17 587 45 17 588 46 17 589 47 17 590 I 18
# 591 2 18 592 3 18 593 4 18 594 5 18 595 6 18
596 7 1_ 597 8 18 598 9 18 599 10 IB 600 11 18
# 601 12 18 602 13 18 803 14 18 604 15 IB 605 16 18
N 606 17 18 607 18 18 608 19 18 809 _ 18 810 21 18
# 611 22 18 612 23 18 613 24 18 614 25 18 615 26 IB
616 21 18 617 28 18 61B 29 18 819 30 18 620 31 IB
fl 621 J2 18 622 33 18 823 34 18 621 35 18 625 36 IB
# 626 37 18 627 38 18 628 39 18 629 40 18 630 41 18
# 631 42 18 632 43 18 633 44 18 634 45 18 635 46 IB
N 636 47 18 637 1 19 638 2 19 639 3 19 640 4 19
fl 641 5 19 842 6 19 643 7 19 644 8 19 645 ? 19
ff 646 10 19 647 11 19 648 12 19 649 13 19 650 14 19
N 651 15 19 652 16 19 653 17 19 654 18 19 655 19 19
N 656 20 19 657 21 19 65B 22 19 659 23 19 660 24 19
# 661 25 19 662 26 19 663 27 19 664 28 19 665 29 19
H 666 30 19 667 31 19 668 32 19 669 33 19 670 34 19
fl 671 35 19 672 36 19 673 37 19 674 3B 19 675 39 19
N 676 40 19 677 41 19 678 42 19 679 43 19 680 44 19
N 681 45 19 682 46 19 683 47 19 684 1 20 685 2 20
M 686 3 20 687 4 20 688 5 20 689 6 20 690 7 20
R 691 8 20 692 9 20 693 i0 20 694 11 20 695 12 20
N 696 13 20 697 14 20 69B 15 20 699 16 20 70_ 17 20
701 18 20 702 19 20 703 _0 20 704 H 20 705 22 20
# 706 23 20 707 24 20 70B 2_ 20 709 26 20 710 27 20
N 711 28 20 712 29 20 713 30 20 714 31 20 715 32 20
716 33 20 717 34 20 718 35 20 719 36 _ 720 37 20
7._ 39 20 723 40 724 41 20 725 42 20N 721 _ 20 n_ 20
N 726 43 20 727 44 20 728 45 20 729 46 20 730 47 20
731 I 21 732 2 21 733 3 21 734 4 21 735 5 21
736 6 21 737 7 21 73B B 21 739 9 21 740 I0 21
ff 741 I1 21 7_2 12 21 743 13 21 744 14 21 145 15 21
746 16 21 747 17 21 748 18 21 749 19 21 750 20 21
75t 21 21 752 22 21 753 23 21 754 2+ 21 755 25 21
# 756 26 21 757 27 21 758 28 21 759 29 21 760 30 21
# 761 _I 21 762 32 21 763 33 21 764 34 21 765 35 21
7_6 36 21 767 37 21 768 38 21 769 39 21 770 40 21
771 41 21 772 42 21 773 43 21 774 44 21 775 45 21
ff 776 46 21 777 47 21 77B 1 22 779 2 22 780 3 22
# 781 4 22 782 5 22 783 6 22 784 7 22 785 8 22
# 786 9 22 787 I0 22 788 11 22 7B9 12 22 790 13
# 791 14 22 792 IS 22 793 16 22 794 17 22 795 18 22
796 19 22 797 20 22 798 21 22 799 22 22 800 23 22
# eOl 24 22 802 25 22 803 26 22 804 27 22 B05 28 22
B-6
N 806 29 22 807 30 22 808 31 22 809 32 22 810 33 22
81] 34 22 812 35 22 813 36 22 8]4 37 22 8J5 38 22
N 816 39 22 817 40 22 818 41 22 819 42 22 820 43 22
N 821 44 22 822 45 22 823 46 22 824 47 22 825 ] 23
N 826 2 23 827 3 23 828 4 23 829 5 23 830 6 23
N 83J 7 23 832 8 23 833 9 23 834 I0 23 835 1] 23
R 836 12 23 837 13 23 838 14 23 839 IS 23 840 16 23
84] ]7 23 842 ]8 23 843 ]9 23 _t4 20 23 845 21 23
846 22 23 847 23 23 848 24 23 849 25 23 850 26 23
851 27 23 852 28 23 853 29 23 854 30 23 855 3] 23
N 856 32 23 857 33 23 858 34 23 859 35 23 860 36 23
86] 37 23 862 3B 23 863 39 23 864 40 23 865 41 23
R 866 42 23 867 43 23 868 44 23 869 45 23 870 46 23
N 87! 47 23 872 ! 24 873 2 24 874 3 24 875 4 24
g 876 5 24 877 6 24 878 7 24 879 8 24 880 9 24
N 88] I0 24 882 11 24 883 12 24 884 ]3 24 885 !4 24
R 886 15 24 887 !6 24 B_ 17 24 889 ]8 24 890 19 24
g 89] 20 24 892 21 24 893 22 24 894 23 24 895 24 24
R 896 25 24 897 26 24 898 27 24 899 28 24 900 29 24
N 90| 30 24 902 31 24 903 32 24 904 33 24 905 34 24
g 906 35 24 907 36 24 908 37 24 909 38 24 910 39 24
N 911 40 24 9J2 4! 24 9]3 42 24 9!4 43 24 9]5 44 24
916 45 24 9]7 46 24 918 47 24 9]9 ! 25 920 2 25
N 92! 3 25 922 4 25 923 5 25 924 6 25 925 7 25
R 926 8 25 927 9 25 928 !0 25 929 11 25 930 12 2_
N 931 13 25 932 14 25 933 15 25 934 16 _ 935 17 25
936 !8 _ 937 J9 25 938 20 25 939 21 25 940 22 25
N 94! 23 25 942 24 25 943 25 25 944 26 25 945 27 25
N 946 28 25 947 29 25 948 30 25 949 31 25 950 32 25
N 95! 33 25 952 34 25 953 35 25 954 36 25 955 37 25
R 956 38 25 957 39 25 958 40 25 959 41 25 960 42 25
g 961 43 25 962 44 25 963 45 25 964 46 25 965 47 25
g 966 ! 26 967 2 26 968 3 26 969 4 26 970 5 26
N 971 6 26 972 7 26 973 8 26 974 9 26 975 !0 26
N 976 !1 26 977 ]2 26 978 13 26 979 14 26 9BO 15 26
N 991 ]6 26 982 !7 26 983 18 26 984 19 26 985 20 26
986 21 26 987 22 26 988 23 26 989 24 26 990 25 26
N 991 26 26 992 27 26 993 28 26 994 29 26 995 30 26
996 3! 26 997 32 26 998 33 26 999 34 26 !000 35 26
]00! 36 26 !002 37 26 1003 38 26 X004 39 26 !005 40 26
N 1006 41 26 ]007 4? 26 1008 43 26 1009 44 26 10!0 45 26
N JO!| 46 26 !032 47 26 1013 ! 27 1014 2 27 1015 3 27
N 10J6 4 27 !0!7 5 27 1018 6 27 !019 7 27 1020 8 27
N 102! 9 27 ]022 ]0 27 !023 ]1 27 ]024 !2 27 ]025 !3 27
N !026 !4 27 1027 15 27 !028 !6 27 !029 !7 27 !030 !8 27
R 1031 !9 27 1032 20 27 !033 2] 27 1034 22 27 ]035 23 27
N 1036 24 27 1037 25 27 1038 26 27 ]039 27 27 !040 28 27
R !04! 29 27 !042 30 27 !043 3X 27 ]044 32 27 J045 33 27
N 1046 34 27 J047 35 27 1048 36 27 1049 37 27 1050 38 27
R !051 39 27 1052 40 27 !053 41 27 1054 42 27 1055 43 27
R 1056 44 27 1057 45 27 1058 46 27 1059 47 27 1060 ! 28
N 1061 2 28 1062 3 28 1063 4 28 1064 5 28 1065 6 28
g 1066 7 28 1067 8 28 1068 9 28 |_9 10 28 1070 II 28
R 1071 12 28 1072 13 28 1073 14 28 !074 ]5 28 1075 16 28
B-7
N 1076 17 28 1077
N 1081 22 28 1082
N 1086 27 28 1087
N 1091 32 28 1092
N 1096 37 28 1097
N II01 42 _ 1102
N 1106 47 28 1107
N Iiii 5 29 1112 6
N 1116 I0 29 1117 II
N 1121 15 29 1122 16
N 1126 20 29 1127 21
1131 25 29 1132 26
1136 30 29 1137 31
N 1141 35 29 1142 36
N 1146 40 29 1147 41
N 1151 45 29 1152 46
N 1156 3 30 1157 4
N 1161 8 30 1162 9
N 1166 13 30 1167 14
N 1171 18 30 1172 19
N 1176 23 30 1177 24
N 1181 28 30 1182
N 1186 33 30 1187
N 1191 38 30 1192
N 1196 43 30 1192
E 1201 1 31 1202
# 1206 6 31 1207
N 1211 II 31 1212
N 1216 16 31 1217
1221 21 31 1222
# 1226 26 31 1227
N 1231 31 31 1232
N 1236 36 31 1237
1241 41 31 1242 42
1246 46 31 1247 47
N 1251 4 32 1252 5
W 1256 9 32 1257 10
N 1261 14 32 1262 15
N 1266 19 32 1267 20
N 1271 24 32 1272 25
# 1276 29 32 1277 30
N 1281 34 32 1282 35
N 1286 39 32 1287 40
N 1291 44 32 1292
# 1296 2 33 1297
# 1301 7 33 1302
N 1306 12 33 1307
R 1311 17 33 1312
N 1316 22 33 1317
N 1321 27 33 1322
# 1326 32 33 1327
# 1331 37 _ 1332
# 1336 42 33 1337
N 1341 47 33 1342
18 28 1078 19 28 1079
23 28 1083 24 28 10£4
28 28 I_ 29 28 1089
33 28 1093 34 28 1094
38 28 1098 39 28 1099
43 28 1103 44 28 1104
1 29 1108 2 29 1100
29 1113 7 29 1114
29 II18 12 29' 1119
29 1123 17 29 1124
29 1128 22 29 112o
29 1133 27 29 1134
,%' 1138 32 29 1139
29 1143 37 29 1144
29 1148 42 29 1149
29 1153 47 29 1154
30 1158 5 30 1159
30 1163 10 30 1164
30 1168 15 30 1t69
30 1173 20 30 1174
30 1128 25 30 1179
29 30 1183 30 30 1184
34 30 1188 35 30 1189
39 30 1193 40 30 1194
44 30 1198 45 30 1199
2 31 1203 3 31 1204
7 31 1208 8 31 1209
12 31 1213 13 31 1214
17 31 1218 18 31 1219
22 31 1223 23 31 1224
22 31 1228 28 31 1229
32 31 1233 33 31 12_
37 31 1238 38 31 1239
31 1243 43 31 12_4
31 1248 1 32 1249
32 1253 6 32 1254
32 1258 11 32 1259
32 1263 16 32 1264
32 12a8 21 32 12b9
32 1273 26 32 1274
32 1278 31 32 1279
32 1283 36 32 1284
32 1288 41 32 1289
45 32 1293 46 32 1294
3 33 1298 4 33 1299
8 33 1303 9 33 1304
13 33 1308 14 33 1309
18 33 1313 19 33 1314
23 33 1318 24 33 1319
28 33 1323 29 33 I324
33 33 1328 34 33 13_
38 33 1333 39 33 1334
43 33 1338 44 33 13_9
1 34 1343 2 34 1344
2¢ 28 1080 21 28
2[ 28 1085 26 29
30 28 1090 31 28
35 28 1095 36 28
40 28 1100 41 28
4fl 28 1105 46 28
29 1110 4 29
29 1115 9 29
13 29 1120 14 29
18 29 1125 19 29
23 29 1130 24 29
28 29 1135 29 29
311 29 1140 34 29
38 29 1145 39 29
43 29 1150 44 29
I 30 1155 2 30
6 30 1160 7 30
II 30 1165 12 30
I_, 30 1170 17 30
21 30 1175 22 30
26 30 1180 22 30
31 30 1185 32 30
36 30 1190 37 30
41 30 1195 42 30
48 30 1200 47 30
4 31 1205 5 31
31 1210 IO 31
14 31 1215 15 31
19 31 1220 _ 31
24 31 12_ 25 31
29 31 1230 30 31
34 31 1235 35 31
39 31 1240 40 31
44 31 1245 45 31
2 32 1250 3 32
7 32 1255 8 32
12 32 1260 13 32
17 32 1265 18 32
22 32 1270 23 32
22 32 1275 28 32
32 32 1280 33 32
37 32 1285 38 32
12 32 1290 43 32
_7 32 1295 I 33
5 33 1380 6 33
10 33 1305 II 33
15 33 1310 16 33
20 33 1315 21 33
;)5 33 1320 26 33
30 33 1325 31 33
35 33 1330 36 33
40 33 1335 41 33
45 33 1340 46 33
3 34 1345 4 34
B-8
# 1346 5 34 1347 6 34 1348 7 34 1349 8 34 1350 9 34
# 135! 10 34 1352 I] 34 1353 12 34 1354 13 34 1355 14 34
# 1356 15 34 1357 16 34 1358 17 34 1359 18 34 ]360 ]9 34
# 1361 _ 34 1362 21 34 1363 22 34 1364 23 34 1365 24 34
# 1366 25 34 1367 26 34 1368 27 34 1369 28 34 1370 29 34
# 1371 30 34 1372 31 34 1373 32 34 1374 33 34 1375 34 34
N 1376 35 34 1377 36 34 1378 37 34 1379 38 34 1380 39 34
N 1381 40 34 1382 41 34 1383 42 34 1384 43 34 1385 44 34
H 1396 45 34 1387 46 34 1388 47 34 1389 ! 35 1390 2 35
R 1391 3 35 1392 4 35 1393 5 35 1394 6 35 1395 7 35
N 1396 8 35 1397 9 35 1398 10 35 1399 11 35 1400 12 35
N 1401 13 35 1402 14 35 1403 15 35 1404 16 35 1405 17 35
ff 1406 18 35 1407 ]9 35 1408 20 35 1409 2] 35 1410 22 35
N 1411 23 35 1412 24 35 1413 25 35 1414 26 35 1415 27 35
# 1416 28 35 1417 29 35 1418 30 35 1419 31 35 1420 32 35
N ]421 33 35 1422 34 35 1423 35 35 1424 36 35 1425 37 35
N 1426 38 35 1427 39 35 1428 40 35 ]429 41 35 1430 42 35
# 1431 43 35 1432 44 35 1433 45 35 1434 46 35 1435 47 35
R 1436 1 36 1437 2 36 1438 3 36 1439 4 36 1440 5 36
N 1441 6 36 1442 7 36 1443 8 36 1444 9 36 1445 10 36
N 1446 II 36 1447 12 36 1448 13 36 1449 14 36 1450 15 36
# 1451 16 56 1452 17 36 1453 18 36 14,54 19 36 1455 20 31
R 1456 21 .-'.61457 22 36 1458 23 36 1459 24 36 1460 25 36
N 1461 26 36 1462 27 36 1463 28 36 1464 _ 36 1465 30 36
N 1466 31 36 1467 32 36 1468 33 36 1469 34 36 1470 35 36
# 1471 36 36 1472 37 36 1473 38 36 1474 39 36 1475 40 36
R ]476 41 36 1477 42 36 1478 43 36 1479 44 36 1480 45 36
N 1481 46 36 148"2 47 -36 1483 ! 37 1484 2 37 1485 3 37
# 1486 4 37 1487 5 37 1488 6 37 1489 7 37 1490 8 37
N 1491 9 37 1492 ]0 37 1493 11 37 1494 12 37 1495 13 37
# 1496 ]4 37 1497 15 37 ]498 16 37 1499 17 37 1500 18 37
# 1501 19 37 1502 20 37 1503 21 37 1504 22 37 1505 23 37
N 1506 24 37 1507 25 37 1508 26 37 1509 27 37 1510 _ 37
R 1511 29 37 1512 30 37 1513 31 37 1514 32 37 1515 33 37
# 1516 34 37 1517 35 37 1518 36 37 1519 37 37 1520 38 37
# 1521 39 37 1522 40 37 1523 41 37 1524 42 37 1525 43 37
N 1526 44 37 1527 45 37 1528 46 37 1529 47 37 1530 2 38
N 1531 3 38 1532 4 38 1533 5 38 1534 6 38 1535 7 38
N 1536 8 38 1537 9 38 1558 10 38 1539 II 38 1540 12 38
R ]541 13 38 1542 14 38 1543 15 38 1544 16 38 1545 17 38
M 1546 10 38 1547 19 38 1548 20 38 1549 21 38 1550 22 38
1551 23 38 1552 24 38 1553 25 38 1554 26 38 1555 27 38
# 1556 28 38 1557 29 38 1558 30 38 1559 31 38 1560 32 38
N 1561 33 38 1562 34 38 1563 35 38 1564 36 38 1565 37 38
N 1566 38 38 1567 39 38 1568 40 38 1569 41 38 ]570 42 38
1571 43 38 1572 44 38 15"73 45 38 1574 46 38 1575 3 39
# 1576 4 39 1577 5 39 1578 6 39 1579 7 39 1580 8 39
R 1581 9 39 1582 10 39 1583 11 39 1584 12 39 1585 13 39
N 1586 14 39 1587 15 39 ]588 16 39 1589 17 39 ]590 18 39
A 1591 19 39 1592 20 39 1593 21 39 1594 22 39 1595 23 39
# 1596 24 39 1597 25 39. 1598 26 39 1599 27 39 1600 28 39
N 1601 _ 39 1602 30 39 1603 31 39 1604 32 39 1605 33 39
R 1606 34 39 ]607 35 39 1608 36 39 1609 37 39 1610 38 39
# 161] 39 39 1612 40 39 1613 41 39 1614 42 39 1615 43 39
B-9
N 1616 44 39 1617
N 1621 7 aO 1622
N 1626 12 40 1627
N 1631 17 40 I632
1636 22 40 1637 23
N 1641 27 40 ]642 28
N 1646 32 40 1647 33
N 1651 37 40 1652 38
R 1656 42 40 ]657 43
8 ]661 7 4] 1662 8
N 1666 12 41 1667 13
# 1671 17 41 1672 18
N 1676 22 41 1677 23
S 1681 27 41 1682 28
N 1686 32 41 1687
N 1691 37 41 1692
N 1696 42 41 1697
N 1701 9 42 1702
N 1706 14 42 1707
N 1711 19 42 ]712
N 1716 24 42 1717
N 1721 29 42 1722
N 1726 34 42 1727
N 1731 39 42 1732
N 1736 8 43 1737
N 1741 13 43 1742
N 1746 18 43 1747
N 1751 23 43 1752 24
N 1756 28 43 1757
N 1761 33 43 1762 34
N 1766 38 43 1767 39
N 1771 9 44 1772 10
8 1776 14 44 1777 15
1781 lq 44 1782 20
N 1786 24 44 1787 25
N 1791 29 44 1792 30
N 1796 34 44 1797
N 1801 39 44 1802
N 1806 12 45 1807
N 1811 17 45 1812
N 1816 22 45 1817
N 1821 27 45 1822
N 1826 32 45 1827
# 1831 37 45 1832
N 1836 12 46 1831
R 1841 17 46 1842
N 1846 22 46 1847
N 1851 27 44, 1852
R 1856 32 46 1852
N 1861 37 46 1862
N 1866 14 47 1867
M 1871 19 47 1872
N 1876 24 47 1877
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35 44 1798 36 44 1799 37
40 44 1803 9 45 1804 10
13 45 1808 14 45 1809
18 45 1813 19 45 1814
23 45 1818 24 45 1819
28 45 1823 29 45 1824
33 45 1828 34 45 1829
38 45 1833 39 45 1834
13 46 1838 14 46 1839
18 46 1843 19 46 1844
23 46 1848 24 46 1849
28 46 1853 29 46 1854
33 46 1858 34 46 1859
38 46 1863 II 47 1864
15 47 186,9 16 47 1869
20 47 1873 21 47 1874
25 47 1878 26 47 1879
30 47 1883 31 47 1884
5 40 1620 6 40
10 40 1625 II 40
15 40 1630 16 40
20 40 1635 21 40
25 40 1640 26 40
30 40 1645 31 40
35 40 ]650 36 40
40 40 1655 41 40
41 1660 6 41
41 1665 11 41
41 1670 16 41
41 1675 21 41
41 1680 26 41
41 1685 31 41
41 1690 36 41
41 1695 41 41
42 1700 8 42
42 1705 13 42
17 42 1710 18 42
22 42 1715 23 42
27 42 1720 28 42
32 42 1725 33 42
37 42 1730 38 42
42 42 1735 7 43
11 43 1740 12 43
16 43 1745 17 43
21 43 1750 22 43
26 43 1755 27 43
43 1760 32 43
43 1765 37 43
43 1770 8 44
44 1775 13 44
44 1780 18 44
44 1785 23 44
44 1790 _ 44
44 1795 33 44
44 1800 38 44
45 1805 II 45
15 45 1810 16 45
20 45 1815 21 45
25 45 1820 26 45
30 45 18_ 31 45
35 45 1830 36 45
10 46 1835 II 46
15 46 1840 16
20 46 1845 21 46
25 46 1850 26 46
30 46 1855 31 46
35 46 1860 36 46
12 47 1865 13 47
17 47 1870 IB 47
22 47 1875 23 47
27 47 1880 28 47
32 47 1885 33 47
B-IO
# 1886 34 47 1887 35 47 1880 36 47 1889 37 47 1890 12 48
# 1891 13 48 1892 14 48 1893 15 48 ]894 16 48 1895 17 48
# ]696 18 48 1897 19 48 1898 20 48 1899 21 48 1900 22 48
# 1901 23 48 1902 24 48 1903 25 48 1904 26 48 1905 27 48
# 1906 28 48 1907 29 48 J908 30 48 1909 31 48 1910 32 48
H 1911 33 48 1912 34 48 1913 35 48 1914 36 48 1915 13 49
# 1916 14 49 1917 15 49 1918 16 49 1919 17 49 1920 18 49
K 1921 19 49 1922 20 49 1923 21 49 1924 22 49 1925 23 49
H 1926 24 49 1927 25 49 1928 26 49 1929 27 49 1930 28 49
# 1931 29 49 1932 30 49 1933 31 49 1934 32 49 1935 33 49
# 1936 34 49 1937 35 49 1938 14 50 1939 15 50 1940 16 50
# 1941 17 50 1942 18 50 1943 19 50 1944 20 50 1945 21 50
# 1946 22 ,50 1947 23 50 1948 24 50 1949 25 50 1950 26 50
R 1951 27 50 1952 28 50 1953 29 50 1954 30 50 1955 31 50
1956 32 50 1957 33 50 1958 34 SO 1959 15 51 1960 16 51
# 1961 17 51 1962 18 51 1963 19 51 1964 20 51 1965 21 51
N 1966 22 51 1967 23 51 1968 24 51 1969 25 51 1970 26 51
g 1971 27 51 1972 28 51 1973 29 51 1974 30 51 1975 31 5]
N 1976 32 51 1977 33 51 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
.... EI_ OFFILE gRITTEH .....
S_6RO_S _IA, COIIEP, 0, OR TSI$
25 250 247 244 239 237 241 244 240 238 237 1
30 118 117 I14 112 111 112 111 105 i01 I00 1
35 582 576 562 546 529 527 509 472 450 442 0
40 299 295 286 275 261 254 237 216 203 199 0
45 157 155 152 146 136 127 116 103 95 93 0
842 832 816 778 7_ 659 587 515 472 457 -1
55 454 449 442 420 383 345 306 266 242 234 -1
60 241 237 232 217 198 177 155 134 121 117 -1
122 I]9 ]17 110 100 89 79 67 60 57 -1
P 70 577 561 549 519 481 435 382 317 278 265 -2
P 75 255 249 243 236 222 207 183 148 127 120 -2
P 80 110 108 105 ]02 100 95 84 67 57 53 -2
P 85 471 463 446 440 437 429 384 305 258 242 -3
P 90 197 194 187 184 190 191 174 138 116 109 -3
P 9'5 803 791 767 778 833 873 813 646 546 512 -4
P 100 350 345 338 345 379 401 376 301 2,56 241 -4
P 105 168 164 160 163 177 190 I81 145 123 116 -4
P 110 898 889 856 843 899 939 882 701 589 552 -5
P _ 250 246 242 239 239 243 241 231 225 223 1
P 30 I18 116 114 112 I]I 112 111 105 lOl 100 1
P 35 581 572 560 543 531 523 517 485 466 459 0
P 40 298 293 286 274 264 255 246 _7 216 212 0
P 2 45 157 156 152 144 137 130 ]22 110 103 100 0
P 2 50 848 839 820 773 734 683 625 546 499 483 -I
P 2 55 458 455 443 413 390 359 325 279 251 242 -1
P 2 60 243 238 231 215 202 185 165 140 125 120 -I
P 2 65 122 119 114 106 100 92 83 69 6] 58 -1
P 2 70 577 551 534 504. 482 450 397 321 275 260 -2
P 2 75 256 24S 240 229 223 211 188 147 122 114 -2
P 2 80 111 106 I05 102 lOl 97 86 66 54 50 -2
P 2 85 469 448 451 439 440 434 393 295 236 217 -3
B-II
P 2 90 _0 %08
P 2 95 $55 8O2
P 2 I_ 3_ 3_4
P 2 ig5 199 182
P 2 110 113 101
P 3 25 251 246
P 3 3O II$ 117
P 3 35 5_2 575
P 3 40 299 _7
P 3 45 J59 158
P 3 50 860 859
P 3 55 465 461
P 3 60 244 241
P 3 65 12i ]17
P 3 70 569 547
P 3 75 2_ 240
P 3 80 110 105
P 3 85 476 444
P 3 90 _ 191
P 3 95 903 811
P 3 I00 419 374
P 3 105 213 183
P ] IJO ]22 104
P 4 _ 251 250
P 4 30 I19 119
P 4 35 590 588
P 4 40 305 306
P 4 45 163 162
P 4 50 886 883
P & 55 478 473
P 4 60 250 247
P 4 65 123 121
P 4 70 575 568
P 4 75 _3 25O
P 4 80 ii0 109
P 4 85 479 471
P 4 _0 212 206
P 4 % 920 880
P 4 I00 416 386
P 4 105 202 182
F' 4 II0 112 98
P 5 25 251 254
P 5 30 1_ 120
P 5 35 %5 598
P 5 40 30? 311
P 5 45 164 165
P 5 50 88q 896
P 5 55 480 481
P 5 60 253 254
P 5 65 126 127
P 5 70 582 597
P 5 75 254 263
P 5 80 III 115
P 5 85 489 496
188 187 191 192 ]75 ]33 IOB 99 -3
797 784 814 8_3 792 600 4S5 446 -4
362 357 366 377 359 27_ 229 213 -4
178 171 174 179 174 I35 112 104 -4
96 91 91 93 _0 71 60 56 -4
244 240 240 243 238 225 217 215 I
]15 I13 112 ]12 II0 105 102 i0! I
566 552 533 529 521 501 4B9 485 0
290 279 267 262 255 242 234 232 0
154 146 139 135 130 121 ]16 114 0
833 78] 741 718 675 616 581 569 -I
446 416 392 380 354 319 298 291 -I
231 2]4 203 196 181 162 151 147 -I
113 106 I01 98 90 79 72 70 -i
528 503 487 475 434 372 335 322 -2
237 231 225 223 205 171 151 144 -2
105 103 102 102 94 76 65 62 -2
450 446 438 444 420 339 290 274 -3
191 188 187 191 182 146 124 117 -3
802 789 785 804 783 645 5_2 535 -4
362 3,54 354 365 355 298 264 252 -4
175 169 167 174 177 153 139 134 -4
96 89 88 94 98 86 79 76 -4
246 244 241 241 240 239 238 23B I
117 116 114 114 113 111 110 109 l
583 570 554 553 545 522 508 504 0
300 291 282 282 273 254 243 239 O
159 153 148 149 142 130 I23 120 0
861 825 801 804 761 686 641 626 -I
462 439 427 430 407 363 337 328 -I
240 229 223 225 210 I_ 175 170 -1
119 114 Ill 112 106 93 85 B3 -1
565 551 539 546 511 44_ 410 398 -2
257 253 250 2_3 240 209 190 184 -2
113 114 112 114 108 93 84 81 -2
494 493 478 475 458 392 352 339 -3
213 212 198 192 184 ISB 142 137 -3
900 873 813 769 754 65_ 600 581 -4
386 380 359 348 341 305 283 276 -4
t78 172 165 ]67 176 164 157 154 -4
93 89 86 92 102 99 97 97 -4
250 249 247 246 249 254 257 258 I
120 118 117 117 118 120 121 122 1
595 584 576 577 581 586 589 590 0
307 299 298 300 299 292 288 286 0
163 159 158 160 157 155 153 152 0
882 859 861 880 86q 832 810 802 -1
475 463 464 474 470 456 448 445 -I
248 242 244 2'50 248 239 234 232 -I
125 122 122 126 125 123 122 121 -1
600 587 591 607 608 596 589 586 -2
271 268 267 276 280 283 285 285 -2
118 115 115 118 121 121 121 121 -2
505 485 464 459 472 477 480 481 -3
B-12
P 5 qO 213 214 2J5
P 5 95 887 899 901
P 5 10¢ 3-/9 379 382
P 5 J05 172 172 175
5 110 91 88 89
P 6 25 251 253 253
P 6 30 H9 120 121
P 6 Z5 592 597 597
P 6 40 306 308 306
P 6 45 ]61 163 162
P 6 50 869 88! 878
P 6 55 4_ 474 474
P 6 60 248 25] 249
P 6 _5 ]25 127 126
P 6 70 585 599 592
P 6 75 255 265 264
P 6 80 112 IL4 114
P ° 6 85 .if'6 487 479
P 6 90 208 206 201
P 6 95 8S3 852 833
P 6 100 360 362 361
P 6 ]05 162 164 167
P 6 IIO 840 837 867
P 7 2_ 250 252 256
P 7 30 II8 I19 122
P 7 35 582 591 600
P 7 40 299 301 305
P 7 45 ]57 J58 161
P 7 50 84 85 87
P 7 55 454 457 466
P 7 60 241 242 245
P 7 65 122 123 123
P 7 70 577 578 57_
P 7 75 255 2"56 253
P 7 80 II0 ]IO 109
P 7 85 471 47] 460
P 7 90 197 19B J9]
P 7 95 B03 8]2 793
P 7 100 350 357 354
P 7 105 168 ]70 168
P 7 II0 898 903 895
P 8 _ 250 253 257
P 8 30 I18 J20 122
P 8 35 581 592 595
P 8 40 298 301 303
P 8 45 IS7 158 158
P 8 50 848 844 852
P 8 55 458 457 454
P 8 60 243 240 240
P 8 65 J22 123 121
P 8 70 577 584 579
P 8 _ 256 268 261
P 8 80 111 116 116
















































































































































































































































































































































































































8 90 200 214 214 189 158 140 134 I3S I_0 141 -3
g 95 g55 93] '_2 796 660 567 50q 48? 480 477 -4
8 100 3_5 421 412 35? 301 255 216 199 18_ 185 -4
B 105 109 213 199 171 145 122 102 91 84 82 -4
8 Ii0 t13 I17 ]09 90 75 63 52 45 41 39 -4
9 25 251 25_ 254 257 259 260 260 262 263 264 l
9 30 118 120 t21 122 124 124 _24 124 12: 124 I
? 35 5_2 589 596 597 607 613 610 599 592 590 0
? 40 2_ 301 303 302 307 313 310 30] 296 294 0
9 45 159 15_ 160 ]58 162 165 163 157 15_ 152 0
9 _0 860 858 858 845 865 883 875 840 g19 812 -I
9 _5 465 464 461 451 461 471 467 450 440 436 -1
9 60 2_4 245 242 234 235 241 243 237 233 232 -I
9 65 121 124 125 I18 115 117 121 120 II_ 119 -I
9 70 569 _00 606 560 528 537 573 582 587 589 -2
9 75 L_5 275 283 255 233 234 252 262 268 2?0 -2
9 _ llO 122 126 112 98 96 103 110 114 116 -2
9 85 476 527 550 477 405 378 3?9 430 449 455 -)
? 90 206 230 236 200 166 150 153 164 171 173 -3
9 9) 90 I01 i04 87 72 63 62 64 65 66 -3
9 I00 419 480 487 404 328 280 265 261 _9 258 -4
9 i05 213 246 247 199 158 131 I19 II0 105 103 -4
p 9 ii0 1_ 141 138 107 82 66 56 48 43 42 -4
P I0 25 251 250 251 253 254 _ _ 243 239 237 I
p lO _ 117 119 119 120 119 118 116 113 tll 111 1
p I0 35 590 588 585 5B3 578 564 556 539 529 525 0
P I0 40 305 302 298 295 289 281 274 264 258 256 0
P I0 45 163 161 157 153 150 145 140 13.5 132 131 0
P tO 50 886 869 850 824 801 767 740 708 689 682 -1
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233 234 233 229 237 240 O
242 245 244 239 248 _I 0
256 257 256 252 260 263 0
267 268 268 266 272 274 0
270 271 271 272 278 280 0
259 260 264 267 263 262 0
241 242 250 256 245 241 0
224 223 232 240 22g 225 0
209 207 214 220 204 IY9 0
198 194 195 201 191 lB8 0
190 182 180 184 211 220 0
185 177 172 173 174 174 0
B-22
T 9 90 J98 199 197 193 191 185 1)7 173 171 170 0
T 9 95 204 207 206 205 203 196 J88 179 174 172 0
T 9 I00 220 225 222 216 21| 204 195 184 177 175 0
T 9 105 255 2'57 248 236 226 216 202 J87 178 175 0
T 9 llO _ 307 294 278 261 244 223 198 183 178 0
T I0 25 220 22J 223 223 221 220 2_ 221 213 210 0
T I0 _ 233 233 232 230 228 224 2_ 225 216 213 0
T I0 35 248 246 243 241 238 235 234 232 225 223 0
T I0 40 262 260 257 25_ 251 249 245 244 237 235 0
I0 45 273 271 269 265 263 261 259 257 253 252 0
T lO 50 27S 274 273 271 269 26S 265 265 261 260 0
T 10 55 267 267 266 262 258 255 256 258 250 247 0
T 10 60 248 251 254 247 24J 240 246 246 231 226 0
[ I0 65 227 233 240 236 224 222 231 233 214 208 0
[ I0 70 209 216 223 219 210 210 218 219 198 191 0
T lO 75 200 206 210 207 203 202 207 209 200 197 0
I I0 80 199 202 202 200 t97 196 198 203 223 230 0
T I0 85 202 203 200 195 194 193 194 197 199 199 0
T ]0 90 200 200 198 195 197 198 197 196 J95 195 0
T lO _ 199 200 206 205 202 201 199 195 190 J?2 0
T 10 lO0 209 217 222 221 217 209 210 193 183 179 0
T 10 ]05 239 247 250 249 241 228 209 192 182 178 0
T lO 110 293 301 299 290 276 256 227 199 182 177 0
T I! 25 221 221 222 220 219 210 216 215 201 196 0
T 11 30 234 234 232 220 220 220 210 220 207 200 0
T l! _ 250 247 243 238 233 226 224 225 215 212 0
[ II 40 262 260 257 253 246 209 205 205 224 220 0
T I! 45 270 270 269 266 261 252 248 251 209 205 0
T II 50 274 274 273 271 266 258 250 260 250 250 0
T Jl 55 269 269 269 264 259 255 255 256 255 255 0
T I! 60 252 252 253 249 244 240 245 244 206 200 0
T II 65 227 229 234 233 229 230 235 231 226 224 0
T 11 70 206 209 215 216 216 220 225 220 210 207 0
T II 75 199 202 205 206 206 212 218 2]5 196 190 0
T II 80 202 203 201 199 _I 207 2tl 214 222 225 0
T 11 85 203 203 199 196 199 203 20_ 213 215 216 0
I 11 90 193 192 191 194 200 207 211 212 213 210 0
T II 95 187 191 196 202 208 214 215 212 210 210 0
T II log 193 200 210 219 222 220 215 209 205 204 0
T II 105 219 227 239 245 241 231 217 206 199 197 0
T II II0 269 _2 286 284 272 253 231 212 201 197 0
T 12 25 220 221 222 219 217 221 216 210 206 205 0
T 12 30 234 234 229 229 224 221 216 211 208 207 0
T 12 35 249 248 243 240 234 22'3 219 218 215 214 0
T 12 40 259 259 257 255 248 236 228 227 220 218 0
T 12 4S 268 267 270 268 263 248 242 243 234 231 0
T 12 50 272 272 273 271 266 257 254 258 255 254 0
T 12 5S 269 268 267 265 261 255 253 256 258 259 0
T 12 60 255 255 254 252 24.8 247 247 245 247 248 0
T 12 65 Z32 230 233 236 235 238 240 233 238 240 0
T 12 70 208 208 211 216 . 222 228 201 224 206 200 0
T 12 75 199 200 202 204 212 218 222 217 198 192 0
T 12 80 201 201 198 198 204 211 214 214 219 221 0
T 12 85 199 _0 198 197 201 207 213 214 215 215 0
B-23
T 12 90 189 188 169 194 203 213 217 217 217 217 0
T 12 95 184 184 187 196 207 219 222 219 2]7 217 0
T 12 100 191 ]93 197 204 212 220 221 217 215 214 0
T 12 105 215 220 225 225 222 219 215 211 209 208 0
T ]2 110 26] 270 211 263 250 25B 227 216 209 207 0
T 13 25 219 220 221 222 221 222 222 220 218 217 0
T 13 _ 232 233 232 231 229 228 227 225 224 224 0
T 13 35 247 247 244 241 240 2_ 23b 233 234 234 0
T 13 40 260 259 257 255 254 252 248 244 244 244 0
T 13 45 269 269 269 268 267 264 261 258 257 257 0
T 13 50 273 273 273 272 270 268 267 267 270 271 0
T 13 5S 269 268 266 264 262 262 262 2_3 263 263 0
T 13 60 252 252 251 24q 247 248 251 2S1 247 246 0
T 13 65 230 231 233 233 231 233 237 236 230 228 0
T 13 70 210 212 215 216 216 219 223 222 207 203 0
T 13 75 200 202 205 205 205 206 209 208 199 194 0
T 13 80 198 199 199 197 195 194 194 194 206 210 0
T 13 85 198 197 I'_6 192 188 185 184 184 184 184 0
T 13 90 i'73 192 191 187 187 185 184 183 183 183 0
T 13 _ 193 193 194 196 197 197 1_5 194 193 193 0
T 13 I00 206 206 207 209 211 213 214 213 212 212 0
T 13 lOS 235 234 232 230 230 233 236 238 239 239 0
l 13 110 283 280 273 268 265 268 271 271 271 271 0
_I$STAFIOR_YF'E_TUR)ATIDNS,CODE SI_I
S 30 10 -I -6 -48 -93 2 0 -21 -33 0 -1 -7 -24 -59
0
30 40 -I -6 -57 -104 0 -3 -6 -IS -46 0 -I -3 -42 -59 0
30 70 -I0 -15 -66 -82 0 -25 -17 -26 -46 0 20 2 -38 -36 0
30 I00 -I0 -23 -3 5 0 -9 -11 14 7 0 3 -ii -20 -2 0
30 130 -1 11 51 104 0 2 17 48 73 0 -6 -] 3 36 0
30 160 -1 11 96 191 0 8 11 72 126 0 -10 -3 21 59 0
30 190 15 20 87 169 0 17 22 43 86 0 -i 6 43 78 0






















30 250 -I0 -6 6 5 0 -9 -11 -26 -20
30 280 15 11 -39 -82 0 2 0 -38 -66
30 310 -1 -6 -48 -104 0 2 -11 -38 -66
30 340 -1 -IS -48 -104 0 2 -ll -26 -46
40 I0 14 18 -43 -88 0 9 -I -63 -66
40 40 _ 29 -35 -84 0 22 7 -57 -69
40 70 21 25 -70 -93
40 I00 3 -28 -98 -74
40 130 -21 -43 -31 8
40 160, -18 -3 102 125
40 I_ -32 18 173 202
40 220 -21 11 130 168
40 250 -II -21 43 62
40 280 0 -3 -II -35
40 310 24 0 -70 -B8
40 340 14 -3 -90 -103
52 10 22 40 -29 -102
0 3 I| 38 26 0
0 7 6 3 -12 0
0 -I 2 -II -40 0
0 -6 -3 -24 -55 0
0 5 23 _ -23 0
0 5 19 20 -15 0
0 17 4 -102 -96 0 5 19 32 2 0
0 9 -35 -IIO -82 0 -7 7 12 I0 0
0 -20 -27 -5 -6 0 1 -16 -29 15 0
0 -? 33 138 125 0 -11 -36 -33 2 0
0 -22 46 207 195 0 -7 -28 -29 6 0
0 -15 25 124 138 0 -7 -12 4 27 0
0 -15 -22 23 34 0 1 -1 20 27 0
0 -9 1 -11 -32 0 8 -5 0 -2 0
0 25 -7 -52 -66 0 I 7 -21 -23 0
0 6 -25 -93 -76 0 B 23 4 -27 0
0 13 38 -18 -97 0 ? 0 -11 -5 0
52 40 30 68 13 -BO 0 20 60 ? -_9 0 9 7 5 l? 0
52 70 27 69 21 -52 0 17 62 -14 -B6 0 ? 7 36 3S 0
52 log 15 4 -31 -32 0 17 -3 -60 -55 0 -2 7 32 23 0























































52 160 -24 -28 74 125 0 -15 -30 80 138 0 -9 3 -7 -12 0
52 190 -22 -13 96 183 0 -16 -13 104 195 0 -6 0 -7 -9 0
52 220 -27 -35 90 165 0 -20 -37 85 166 0 -6 3 5 -I 0
52 250 -24 -33 54 62 0 -18 -31 52 70 0 -6 0 1 -9 0
52 2_ -9 -18 -13 -52 0 -6 -10 3 -42 0 -2 -8 -15 -12 0
52 310 7 -]6 -105 -115 0 5 -4 -82 -99 0 2 -12 -26 -16 0
52 340 19 l -151 -128 0 9 8 -133 -II0 0 9 -8 -22 -20 0
60 10 28 26 -59 -120 0 25 53 -14 -91 0 6 -22 -41 -27 0
60 40 37 65 -6 -75 0 32 77 36 -65 0 6 -I0 -37 -IO 0
60 70 42 70 35 -29 0 22 77 48 -35 0 18 -6 -Z2 11 0
60 I00 J9 12 -6 -14 0 t2 5 -22 -24 0 6 6 12 15 0
60 130 -27 -32 6 39 0 -12 -44 -30 22 0 -14 I0 37 _9 0
60 160 -32 -13 76 130 0 -25 -40 60 104 0 -10 30 21 28 0
60 190 -27 2 106 206 0 -25 -27 B! 155 0 -2 26 21 41 0
60 220 -32 -27 ]18 176 0 -28 -40 68 155 0 -6 14 49 24 0
60 250 -27 -27 65 47 0 -25 -37 4B 63 0 -6 10 16 -15 0
60 280 -;3 -27 -29 -67 0 -8 -20 -18 -50 0 -2 -6 -8 -19 0
60 310 I0 -32 -124 -J35 0 8 -16 -112 -112 0 2 -18 -16 -27 0
60 340 23 -17 -182 -158 0 25 12 -145 -122 0 -2 -30 -41 -40 0
68 IO 34 7 -94 -159 0 32 J8 -66 -116 0 0 -8 -24 -44 0
68 40 42 58 -49 -I03 O 41 57 -17 -68 0 0 -4 -33 -35 0
68 70 65 67 13 -35 0 41 66 31 -21 0 19 I -20 -13 0
68 I00 24 I0 -5 -4 0 23 18 7 -5 0 5 -8 -7 5 0
68 130 -40 -26 30 66 0 -32 -30 J9 42 0 -9 ] 10 27 0
68 160 -44 8 100 172 0 -32 9 80 137 0 -9 5 19 40 0
6B 190 -28 22 ]37 264 0 -23 9 104 200 0 -4 10 36 53 0
68 220 -38 -14 171 218 0 -32 -20 128 168 0 -4 5 40 44 0
68 250 -3; -20 88. 44 0 -32 -30 56 42 0 0 I0 27 14 0
68 280 -12 -29 -34 -91 0 -14 -30 -29 -68 0 5 - | -3 -13 0
68 310 8 -43 -143 -171 0 5 -39 -126 -147 0 0 -4 -16 -35 0
68 340 21 -40 -214 -202 O 23 -30 -187 -163 0 -4 -8 -29 -44 0
76 lO 41 II -105 -19l 0 31 -6 -115 -176 0 I0 20 9 -18 0
76 40 46 70 -58 -128 0 40 49 -74 -120 0 lO 20 18 -4 0
76 70 82 81 24 -4] 0 76 59 -14 -49 0 I0 20 36 13 0
76 I00 21 11 0 6 0 28 3 -17 -8 0 -5 10 23 18 0
76 130 -46 -37 24 84 0 -43 -22 43 74 0 -5 -15 -18 13 0
76 160 -56 -5 95 194 0 -46 25 121 197 0 -15 -30 -27 -4 0
76 190 -36 II |42 297 0 -25 37 170 299 0 -I0 -25 -23 0 0
76 220 -46 -|6 201 257 0 -40 -9 196 238 0 -10 -10 5 18 0
76 250 -36 -16 112 61 0 -31 -15 95 43 0 0 0 14 ]8 0
76 280 -5 -32 -41 -I04 0 -13 -25 -36 -I00 0 5 -5 -5 -4 0
76 310 10 -42 -164 -198 0 8 -46 -141 -182 0 0 0 -27 -22 0
76 340 26 -37 -Z_ -238 0 14 -49 -227 -217 0 10 15 -5 -27 0
84 lO 53 26 -105 -206 0 41 26 -92 -200 0 13 0 -13 -5 0
84 40 63 90 -46 -119 0 50 80 -51 -137 0 13 10 6 23 0
84 70 99 I00 72 -7 0 85 91 28 -45 0 13 I0 45 41 0
84 100 14 24 40 30 0 18 14 2 2 0 -3 |0 40 27 0
84 130 -59 -44 19 I01 0 -46 -44 9 91 0 -13 0 II 9 0
B4 160 -75 -24 6B 178 0 -63 -28 78 196 0 -13 5 -8 -15 0
84 190 -46 -5 117 292 O -38 -5 128 305 O -8 0 -8 -10 0
84 220 -57 -20 209 . 270 0 -SO -25 204 272 0 -8 5 6 -1 0
84 250 -40 -16 123 61 0 -32 -16 12] 72 0 -8 0 1 -10 0
84 280 -4 -44 -56 -116 0 -1 -33 -37 -104 0 -3 -1! -18 -IS 0























































1 84 340 43 -32 -246 -262 0 30 -22 -22B -244
I 90 I0 &6 15 -132 -217 0 53 38 -91 -195
I 90 40 77 91 -62 -I08 0 64 101 -25 -I05
I 90 70 123 103 95 21 0 q4 108 95 I]
I 90 IO0 14 32 68 48 0 I0 25 48 34
I 90 130 -77 -38 41 116 0 -56 -51 3 95
I 90 160 -$8 -3 68 178 0 -77 -35 57 160
0 13 -II -28 -24 0
0 7 -26 -42 -25 0
0 7 -I0 -32 -I 0
0 23 -4 2 18 0
0 7 6 22 IB 0
0 -21 12 37 23 O
0 -I0 33 12 18 0
i 90 190 -54 g 122 300 0 -50 -19 104 267 0 -4 28 17 32 0
I 90 220 -66 -q 235 280 0 -59 -26 186 258 0 -4 17 42 18 0
i 90 250 -48 -[5 133 48 0 -41 -19 117 6: 0 -4 6 17 -II 0
I 90 280 -o -_ -72 -136 0 -2 -45 -57 -i13 0 -4 -I0 -12 -20 0
I 90 310 14 -74 -218 -244 0 10 -54 -199 -215 0 I -20 -22 -30 0
I 90 340 48 -56 -277 -285 0 49 -22 -240 -255 0 I -31 -42 -40 0
2 30 IO 4 -9 -37 -100 0 -6 -8 -17 -36 0 8 -2 -24 -62 0
2 30 40 4 -1 -37 -90 0 0 3 -5 -36 0 4 -7 -28 -53 0
2 30 70 -4 -I -28 -50 0 -22 -8 -II -36 0 12 2 -20 -12 0
2 30 1_ -4 -9 7 19 0 -6 -13 12 8 0 4 2 -6 15 0
2 30 130 4 -I 43 lOB 0 II 9 46 78
2 30 160 -4 8 69 157 0 6 9 58 110
2 30 190 -4 8 60 138 0 -6 -2 40 ;8
2 30 220 -4 B 52 88 0 0 14 23 40
2 30 250 -4 -I 7 19 0 -6 3 -22 -ii
2 30 280 13 B -28 -70 0 17 3 -40 -61
2 30 310 -4 -I -54 -ii0 0 II 3 -51 -74
0 -5 -7 -2 28 0
0 -9 2 11 37 0
0 -! 7 20 55 0
0 -5 -2 29 55 0
0 -I -2 34 28 0
0 4 7 16 -3 0
0 -9 -2 -6 -35 0
? 30 340 4 -9 -54 -110 0 0 -13 -34 -61 0 -I 2 -24 -53 0
2 40 I0 -6 9 -33 -168 0 -13 -11 -38 -124 0 7 21 9 -46 0
2 40 40 1 13 -60 -158 0 -6 -9 -68 -I_4 0 7 21 5 -38 0
2 40 70 11 20 -84 -J34 0 i0 7 -87 -I_4 0 3 13 1 -17 0
2 40 100 1 -8 -56 -44 0 -3 -3 -21 -35 0 3 -3 -36 -5 0
2 40 130 -3 -15 30 94 0 0 15 72 gl 0 -I -30 -40 3 0
2 40 160 I -I I08 213 0 5 12 135 200 0 -5 -14 -24 16 0
2 40 190 -I0 6 124 270 0 -II 15 116 230 0 -I -7 9 37 0
2 40 220 -10 6 128 222 0 -8 9 94 170 0 -5 -3 29 49 0
2 40 250 -6 2 49 75 0 0 -3 6 31
2 40 280 4 -23 -56 -54 0 7 -14 -76 %4
2 40 310 11 -19 -lO0 -149 0 18 -14 -87 -131
2 40 _0 4 9 -49 -168 0 2 -3 -4_ -131
2 52 I0 45 67 -8 -171 0 37 51 -14 -162
2 52 40 35 70 4 -159 0 28 55 7 -153
0 -5 5 42 45 0
0 -5 -11 21 16 0
0 -5 -7 -12 -17 0
0 3 13 -3 -42 0
0 8 14 4 -10 0
0 8 14 -4 -6 0
2 52 70 29 64 -28 -107
2 52 I00 0 18 -50 -3
2 52 130 -3 -44 -14 117 0 -4 -36 -II 10o 0 I -8 -4 10
2 52 160 -8 -21 89 211 0 -7 -12 107 220 0 -3 -8 -16 -6
2 52 190 -3 0 114 231 0 -5 3 122 245 0 I -4 -8 -10
2 52 2_ -22 -21 98 196 0 -19 -16 98 I_6 0 -3 -4 0 2
2 52 250 -38 -60 15 58 0 -28 -50 1 48 0 -I0 -8 16 I0
2 52 _ -_ -60 -69 -55 0 -_ -51 -68 -56 0 -I0 -8 0 -2
2 52 310 -14 -36 -89 -144 0 -B -34 -89 -141 0 -6 -I 0 -2
2 52 340 19 22 -62 -174 0 17 12 -66 -169 0 I 11 4 -6
2 60 I0 55 75 -17 -175 0 45 75 3 -17_ 0 8 -I -23 4
2 60 40 42 75 -11 -153 0 36 82 16 -168
2 60 70 42 65 -34 -I09 0 26 68 -26 -I07
2 60 IO0 I 21 -28 23 0 0 14 -60 -5
2 60 130 -3 -42 -S 132 O -3 -54 -26 111
0 17 60 -26 -112 0 12 3 -4 2 0










0 8 -5 -31 12 0
0 16 -5 -6 0 o
0 0 7 34 25 0
O 0 15 26 21 0
B-26
$ 2 60 160 -12 -27 66 205 0 -6 -23 95 20B 0 -4 -5 -27 0 0
S 2 60 zgo -3 -3 107 220 O -3 -3 112 228 0 0 3 -2 -8 0
S 2 60 220 -_ -22 107 198 0 -22 -23 91 203 0 -4 -I 14 -4 0
S 2 60 250 -48 -71 36 59 0 -38 -57 11 71 0 -12 -13 26 -12 0
S 2 60 280 -48 -66 -64 -72 0 -38 -64 -72 -46 0 -8 -I I0 -25 0
S 2 60 310 -21 -37 -93 -153 0 -16 -37 -8S -137 0 -8 3 -14 -21 0
S 2 60 340 19 31 -64 -175 0 20 24 -60 -178 0 0 3 -6 8 0
$ 2 6B I0 62 75 -40 -194 0 50 69 -24 -146 0 9 0 -17 -46 0
S 2 68 40 51 72 -44 -171 0 SO 79 -24 -131 0 5 0 -25 -39 0
S 2 68 70 61 63 -46 -113 0 50 59 -24 -I01 0 14 0 -17 -7 0
S 2 68 I00 4 26 -6 43 0 6 20 -12 34 0 5 4 5 20 0
S 2 68 130 -5 -37 12 162 0 -3 -28 12 139 0 -5 -5 S 24 0
S 2 68 160 -20 -31 53 2_ 0 -12 -28 4B 199 0 -9 0 5 24 0
$ 2 68 190 -4 I 112 236 0 -3 1 96 199 0 0 4 13 33 0
$ 2 68 220 -32 -26 125 213 0 -29 -28 IOB 169 0 -5 -5 17 59 0
• S 2 68 250 -58 -80 67 57 0 -55 -77 36 34 0 -5 -5 26 20 0
$ 2 68 280 -52 -64 -55 -88 0 -55 -67 -60 -86 0 0 4 9 -7 0
$ 2 68 310 -29 -34 -103 -180 0 -20 -28 -96 -16! 0 -9 0 -4 -24 0
S 2 68 340 21 35 -76 -187 0 23 30 -60 -146 0 0 4 -17 -38 0
S 2 76 10 77 90 -48 -236 0 66 65 -55 -206 0 9 22 9 -36 0
S 2 76 40 62 85 -60 -206 0 51 62 -59 -182 0 9 22 0 -31 0
S 2 76 70 77 69 -54 -130 0 69 58 -55 -115 0 9 12 0 -13 0
S 2 76 100 lO 26 -18 52 0 4 27 7 50 0 4 -2 -23 5 0
S 2 76 130 -10 -54 -6 180 0 -8 -27 25 176 0 -1 -27 -33 5 0
S 2 76 160 -31 -3B 41 241 0 -22 -24 65 234 0 -6 -17 -23 9 0
S 2 76 190 -5 -I 124 271 0 -5 B 120 248 0 -I -7 5 23 0
S 2 76 220 -36 -33 153 264 0 -34 -27 127 219 0 -6 -2 23 36 0
S 2 76 250 -67 -81 206 90 0 -57 -84 65 55 0 -6 2 37 36 0
S 2 76 280 -56 -70 -42 -92 0 -49 -59 -55 -95 0 -6 -12 14 9 0
S 2 76 310 -41 -38 -113 -206 0 -34 -30 -102 -187 0 -6 -7 -9 -13 0
S 2 76 340 21 47 -83 -228 0 19 33 -84 -197 0 4 17 0 -31 0
$ 2 84 lO 90 121 -39 -262 0 79 I00 -43 -254 0 12 20 5 -12 0
S 2 84 40. 76 115 -60 -228 0 63 94 -54 -222 0 12 20 -5 -7 0
S 2 84 70 96 80 -60 -133 0 78 77 -56 -135 0 17 4 -5 2 0
$ 2 84 100 11 22 -24 65 0 9 23 -37 42 0 1 -1 15 21 0
S 2 84 130 -9 -81 -30 188 0 -9 -71 -25 175 0 1 -11 -5 12 0
S 2 84 160 -35 -57 10 240 0 -30 -46 31 248 0 -4 -I1 -20 -7 0
S 2 84 190 -3 -10 119 276 0 -5 -3 130 293 0 1 -6 -10 -12 0
S 2 84 220 -45 -39 168 286 0 -40 -32 168 285 0 -4 -6 0 2 0
$ 2 84 2=.,0 -81 -89 147 116 0 -67 -78 125 104 0 -14 -11 20 12 0
S 2 84 280 -73 -85 -32 -87 0 -59 -74 -32 -B4 0 -14 -11 0 -2 0
S 2 84 310 -51 -43 -115 -213 0 -42 -41 -116 -211 0 -9 -1 0 -2 0
S 2 B4 340 2'3 66 -83 -246 0 24 52 -89 -240 0 1 15 5 -7 0
S 2 90 10 105 136 -47 -269 0 92 130 -28 -270 0 11 4 -21 4 0
S 2 90 40 88 12'5 -76 -229 0 76 124 -48 -234 0 11 4 -31 9 0
S 2 90 70 116 79 -65 -131 0 95 84 -58 -134 0 21 -2 -6 0 0
S 2 90 I00 9 22 -I 87 0 9 19 -34 61 0 0 4 34 2g 0
S 2 90 130 -7 -82 -24 205 0 -7 -92 -41 ]81 0 0 9 24 19 0
S 2 90 160 -41 -65 -13 232 0 -34 -58 15 237 0 -5 -7 -31 0 0
S 2 90 190 -2 -13 I08 265 0 -4 -15 115 277 0 0 -2 -6 -I0 0
S 2 90 220 -52 -42 176 284 0 -44 -¢0 162 289 0 -5 -2 14 -5 0
S 2 90 250 -97 -105 176 120 0 -80 -89 142 129 0 -15 -12 _ -10 0
S 2 90 280 -86 -93 -30 -98 0 -74 -89 -34 -78 0 -lO -7 9 -24 0
S 2 90 3]0 -58 -42 -122 -223 0 -.53 -46 -111 -206 0 -10 4 -11 -19 0
B-27
S 2 _0 34O 26 79
5 3 30 10 q -5
3 30 40 -I -5
s 3 _ 70 -I -5
S 3 30 100 -I -5
S 3 30 130 -1 -5
S 3 30 160 -I 4
S 3 30 190 -1 4
3 30 220 -I 4
S 3 30 250 -I 4
S 3 30 280 8 12
S 3 30 310 -I 4
S 3 30 .-"40 -I -5
$ 3 40 10 -1 -1
S 3 40 40 3 20
5 3 40 70 17 24
S 3 40 I00 3 9
S 3 40 130 3 -1
S 3 40 I._ 3 9
S 3 40 190 -II 2
S 3 40 2_ -15 -1
S 3 40 250 -8 -12
S 3 40 280 3 -15
S 3 40 310 3 -15
$ 3 40 340 3 -19
S 3 52 I0 18 aI
S 3 52 40 29 55
S 3 52 70 27 45
S 3 52 l_ 18 15
S 3 52 130 5 -2
S 3 52 160 5 -7
S 3 52 ]90 1 -5
S 3 52 220 -J7 -22
S 3 52 250 -27 -32
S 3 52 280 -32 -43
S 3 52 310 -18 -35
S 3 52 34O -6 -I0
S 3 60 I0 24 43
S 3 60 40 37 57
S 3 60 70 28 57
S 3 60 lO0 I5 15
S 3 60 130 2 -9
S 3 60 160 -7 -13
S 3 60 190 -II -9
S 3 60 220 -20 -18
S 3 60 250 -20 -28
S 3 60 _0 -33 -42
S 3 60 310 -la -42
S 3 60 340 2 -13
S 3 68 I0 28 47
S 3 68 40 34 59
S 3 68 70 28 69
S 3 68 tO0 16 21
S 3 68 130 -I -14
-82 -243 0 24 72
-J3 -36 0 -2 -7
-22 -45 0 3 -I
-22 -36 0 -2 -I
-13 -17 0 -2 -7
-4 20 0 -8 -7
13 48 0 -8 -I
22 58 0 -2
22 39 0 -2 4
13 II 0 3 4
4 2 0 9 i0
4 -17 0 3 4
-4 -27 0 9 -I
-35 -97 0 -7 -11
-23 -74 0 -2 I0
-12 -23 0 14 23
-4 24 0 1 21
34 92 0 3 5
77 130 0 9 31
77 126 0 -5 18
46 45 0 -I0 8
-23 -36 0 14 -8
-35 -48 0 3 -24
-54 -65 0 -I0 -39
-47 -70 0 -I0 -34
-8 -97 0 10 32
-4 -53 0 19 46
4 -10 0 26 40
-21 40 0 17 19
8 72 0 I0 7
36 95 0 16 5
55 87 0 11 4
32 42 0 -II -19
-6 7 0 -32 -32
-34 -38 0 -34 -47
-41 -55 0 -21 -40
-21 -91 0 -13 -]5
-9 -117 0 23 46
-9 -73 0 33 59
2 -17 o 29 39
-19 46 o 20 ?
-9 B4 0 5 -4
35 102 0 2 -14
46 102 0 -2 -II
56 52 0 -20 -27
8 15 0 -36 -34
-30 -35 0 -29 -40
-41 -54 0 -20 -24
-30 -I04 0 -5 -I
-18 -142 0 20 46
-22 -99 0 37 55
-8 -34 0 29 65
-20 51 0 II 17
-15 I01 0 3 -II
-81 -250 0 0 9
-7 -19 0 3 2
-7 -25 0 -6 -2
-13 -31 0 3 2
-19 -13 0 3 2
-2 17 0 3 2
21 35 o 3 2
15 35 0 3 -2
9 17 0 3 -2
-2 5 o -2 -2
4 -7 0 3 2
4 -7 0 -6 -2
-2 -7 0 -6 -2
-30 -91 0 5 12
-33 -76 0 5 8
-25 -34 0 5 I
0 20 0 I -II
58 101 0 -3 -7
110 143 0 -6 -19
96 140 0 -6 -15
72 44 0 -6 -II
-36 49 0 -22 -7
-66 --67 0 1 8
-85 -67 0 13 24
-61 -61 0 13 16
-2 -85 0 9 9
-6 -44 0 9 9
! -I0 0 2 5
-22 31 0 2 -2
16 67 0 -5 -I0
53 98 0 -12 -14
63 86 0 -12 -I0
28 42 0 -5 -2
-16 0 0 2 I
-47 -44 0 2 5
-50 -58 0 2 5
-18 -83 0 6 5
-9 -93 0 0 I
2 -42 0 0 I
tO -3 0 0 17
-21 44 0 -4 5
I0 65 0 -4 -3
21 86 o -B I
56 73 0 -8 I
14 35 0 0 5
-9 5 0 16 9
-25 -33 0 -4 -3
-32 -50 0 4 -_
-17 -88 0 4 -12
-5 -125 0 3 3
-§ -74 0 -I 3
-5 -23 o 3 3
-21 55 0 3 3













































































































S 3 68 160 -12 -14 43 119 0 -6 -ll 51 106 0 -1 -2 -4 21 0
S 3 68 190 -16 -1_ 40 126 0 -14 -11 29 106 0 -! -2 4 15 0
S 3 68 220 -19 -17 9S 23 0 -23 -21 73 55 0 -1 -2 17 20 0
S 3 68 2_ -B -20 23 26 0 -14 -21 6 16 0 3 -2 13 11 0
3 68 280 -34 -¢2 -28 -32 0 -40 -40 -27 -35 0 3 3 4 6 0
S 3 68 310 -16 -54 -51 -63 0 -6 -49 -49 -61 0 -6 -2 -4 -8
S 3 68 340 0 -21 -38 -126 0 3 -2] -27 -113 0 -6 -2 -9 -_7 0
S 3 76 I0 37 57 -29 -162 0 28 44 -23 -149 0 7 15 -6 -17 0
S 3 76 40 37 62 -24 -114 0 28 53 -34 -Ill 0 7 I0 8 ! 0
S 3 76 70 32 73 -7 -38 0 28 71 -17 -46 0 7 ] 12 I0
S 3 76 100 17 17 -18 58 0 16 28 -17 48 0 2 -9 -6 6 0
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S 6 90 160 -4 -17 -! -10 0 -9 -18
$ 6 go 190 -4 l -16 -10 0 -9 -6
S 6 90 _0 3 -5 -8 -3 0 -6 -6
S 6 90 250 -4 ] -t 31 0 -2 4
5 6 90 280 15 37 30 I! 0 I? 31
S 6 90 310 3 25 30 4 0 14 28
S 6 90 340 28 13 15 -16 0 _0 16
S 7 30 10 4 ! 7 -! 0 5 0
S 7 30 40 4 -7 -8 -8 0 5 -10
S ? 30 70 4 -7 -8 -15 0 0 -]0
S ? 30 100 4 -7 -8 -8 0 5 -lO
S 7 30 130 -4 1 -8 -8 0 -5 -5
S 7 30 ]60 4 -7 -8 7 0 1! -5
S 7 30 190 4 -7 -8 -1 0 0 -10
S 7 30 220 -29 1 7 7 0 -33 5
S 7 30 250 4 9 7 14 0 5 5
S 7 30 280 12 16 15 7 0 5 21
S ? 30 310 -4 1 7 7 0 0 10
$ 7 30 340 -4 9 7 -1 0 0 10
$ 7 40 10 0 -4 -4 ! 0 -5 -9
$ 7 40 40 4 -4 2 4 0 0 -6
S 7 40 70 -3 -4 2 | 0 -2 -6
S 7 40 100 -3 -8 -1 -! 0 2 -2
S 7 40 130 -3 -J 2 ! 0 2 3
S 7 40 160 O 2 5 l 0 5 3
$ 7 40 190 0 -t 2 -1 0 5 3
S ? 40 220 4 2 -4 -] 0 7 8
S ? 40 250 --lO 2 mI 1 0 110 "4
S 7 40 260 ? 8 -! -I 0 0 5
S 7 40 310 4 8 -1 -4 0 -2 5
S 7 40 340 0 2 -! -! 0 -2 -2
S 7 52 lO 1 -3 -4 6 0 0 -9
S 7 52 40 -5 -8 ! ]2 0 0 -9
S 7 52 70 -ll -12 1 ]5 O -12 -9
S 7 52 ]00 -14 -11 -I 6 0 -12 2
S 7 52 130 -8 -9 -8 -2 0 0 2
S 7 52 160 -7 -5 -8 -8 0 -12 2
S 7 52 190 -2 -5 -8 -8 0 0 2
S ? 52 220 -1 4 3 -4 0 0 2
S 7 52 250 2 tO 4 -2 0 0 2
S 7 52 280 5 17 7 -17 0 2 13
S 7 52 310 15 14 ]6 -1 0 1! 2
S 7 52 340 25 7 -1 2 0 23 2
S 7 60 10 -5 -1 0 I 0 6 -3
S 7 60 40 -I0 -5 -7 8 0 -3 -9
S 7 60 70 -19 -9 -7 14 0 -9 -14
S 7 60 100 -10 -J3 -11 8 0 -22 -i4
S ? 60 130 -5 -13 -11 l 0 -15 -14
S 7 60 160 -! -9 -7 -6 0 -12 --6
S 7 60 190 3 -5 -7 -6 0 -9 -9
S 7 60 220 9 -1 8 -6 0 -6 6
S 7 60 250 -I 8 8 I 0 6 15
S 7 60 280 8 20 II -16 0 I0 21
S 7 60 310 12 20 22 1 0 22 18
-7 -4 0 3 0 6 -1 0
-i3 -4 0 3 5 -8 -8 0
-3 5 0 8 0 -! -8 0
6 24 0 -3 -6 -I 6 0
22 7 o -3 5 6 -1 o
29 5 0 -g 0 6 -I o
16 -12 0 -3 0 -1 -9 0
3 IO 0 -4 2 ] -6 o
-7 -5 0 0 6 I -2 o
-12 -20 0 0 $ 5 7 0
-12 -20 0 0 2 5 7 0
-12 -20 0 5 2 5 7 0
-]2 5 0 o 2 5 2 o
-7 -5 0 5 2 I 7 0
9 I0 0 0 -7 I -2 0
9 I0 0 -4 -3 -4 -2 0
19 15 0 5 -3 -8 -6 0
9 I0 0 -4 -7 -4 -2 0
14 15 0 -4 -3 -8 -IO 0
-6 2 0 3 3 4 I o
-4 2 0 3 3 4 1 0
I 0 O -1 -I 0 I 0
3 2 0 -5 -5 -3 -3 0
5 4 0 -5 -5 -3 -3 0
8 8 0 -S -I -3 -6 0
5 0 0 -5 -5 -3 -3 0
-4 -5 0 -5 -5 0 I
-2 4 0 3 7 0 -3 o
I -7 0 7 3 0 5 o
-6 -9 0 7 3 4 5 0
-2 0 0 3 3 0 1 o
-3 4 0 0 3 3 -2 0
-3 14 0 0 3 -I -2 0
7 14 0 -4 -I -5 -2 0
7 4 0 -4 -8 -8 -2 0
-3 4 0 -4 -8 -5 -2 o
-3 -6 0 0 -5 -1 -2 0
-14 -6 0 0 -5 3 -2 0
-3 4 0 0 -I 3 -2 0
-3 -6 0 0 3 3 2 o
3 -21 0 4 7 3 5 0
18 -6 0 4 IO 3 5 0
-3 4 0 0 3 3 2 0
-5 8 0 -II 2 7 -q O
6 13 0 -7 2 -12 -5 0
3 13 0 -7 6 -8 2 o
o 3 0 13 2 -8 0 o
-If -5 0 13 2 -I 6 0
-8 -12 0 13 -6 -I 6 0
-6 -12 0 13 2 3 6 0
3 -2 0 13 -2 3 -5 0
3 -2 0 -II -6 3 2 0
6 -12 0 -3 2 3 -2 0
14 3 0 -11 2 7 -2 0
B-35
S 7 60 340 21 B 0 i 0 31 9 -2 5 0 -II -2 3 -5 0
S 7 68 I0 -9 0 I0 -I 0 -i0 I 2 2 0 -3 3 -I -4 0
S 7 6@ 40 -9 0 -13 9 0 -I0 -7 -12 8 0 I 7 -! -4 0
s 7 68 70 -23 0 -13 19 0 -19 -7 -12 15 0 -3 7 4 5 0
S 7 68 100 -9 -13 -13 ? 0 -I -15 -19 B 0 1 -2 -1 5 0
S ? _8 130 5 -13 -]3 9 0 -L -15 -12 2 0 1 -2 4 5 0
s 7 68 160 5 -13 -2 -1 0 7 -15 -12 5 0 1 -2 4 ! 0
s 7 68 190 19 0 -2 -I 0 7 -7 -5 -5 0 6 3 4 5 0
S 7 68 220 IQ 0 I0 -II 0 16 I I0 -12 0 1 -7 -I -4 0
S ? 6_ 250 -9 0 10 -i 0 -I0 1 I0 2 0 -3 -2 -I I e
S 7 68 280 5 26 I0 -21 0 -I 2_ 17 -IB 0 6 -2 -5 -4 0
s 7 68 310 5 13 21 -I 0 7 2_ 24 2 0 -3 -2 -I i 0
S ? 68 340 _ 0 -2 -11 0 I_ 9 I0 2 0 -3 -2 -5 -_ Q
S ? 7_ 10 -14 5 11 -9 0 -17 -1 5 -10 0 2 6 5 -2 0
S 7 76 _0 -? 5 -II 6 0 -14 5 -14 4 0 2 6 5 -2 0
S 7 76 70 -25 0 -II 24 0 -23 2 -7 _3 0 -3 0 0 -2 O
S 7 76 100 -? -19 -19 13 0 -3 -12 -11 !7 0 -3 -10 -5 -2 0
S 7 76 130 1 -19 -11 6 0 9 -12 -7 !0 0 -3 -10 -5 -2 0
s 7 76 160 6 -14 -6 -6 0 11 -12 -2 2 0 -3 -5 -s -7 0
S 7 76 190 17 -9 -2 2 0 _ -i -2 4 0 -3 -5 0 -2 0
S ? 76 220 12 -q II -13 0 17 -6 9 -12 0 -3 -5 0 -2 0
fi 7 76 250 -14 5 7 2 0 -14 -i 7 2 0 2 6 0 -2 0
S 7 76 280 17 25 7 -17 0 6 21 5 -._4 0 7 6 0 9 0
S 7 76 310 6 25 24 6 0 O 15 L9 0 0 7 6 5 9 0
S 7 76 340 12 5 -2 -13 0 9 2 -2 -14 0 2 6 0 4 0
S 7 84 I0 -12 lO 17 -13 0 -8 8 15 -10 0 O 4 5 -4 0
S 7 84 40 -I0 14 -8 1 0 -8 8 -4 5 0 0 4 -2 -4 0
S 7 B4 70 -29 -3 -18 20 0 -31 -3 -13 21 0 -5 -I -8 -4 0
S ? 84 100 -16 -35 -37 8 0 -8 -24 -23 13 O -5 -12 -14 -4 0
S 7 84 130 -5 -_ -22 I 0 3 -24 -13 5 0 -5 -12 -8 -4 0
S 7 84 160 3 -21 -10 -13 0 3 -13 -4 -IO 0 0 -7 -2 -4 0
S 7 84 190 14 -19 -I -5 0 14 -13 -4 -3 0 0 -7 5 -4 0
S 7 84 _0 ? -15 17 -15 0 3 -13 15 -10 0 0 -1 5 -4 0
S 7 84 250 -I0 14 13 3 O -8 8 5 -3 0 0 4 5 4 0
S ? 84 2_0 24 36 11 -1 0 14 29 5 -IO 0 6 I0 5 11 0
S ? 84 310 18 40 34 22 0 14 _ 24 13 0 6 15 $ 11 0
S 7 84 340 14 12 3 -7 0 14 8 -4 -I0 0 0 4 5 4 0
s 7 90 I0 -19 I0 27 -22 0 -6 II 17 -IO 0 -? 2 8 -14 0
S 7 90 40 -13 16 -19 -6 0 -6 14 -3 -I 0 -9 2 -18 -7 0
S 7 90 70 -3B 4 -34 19 0 -28 -4 -17 18 0 -? 8 -II I 0
S 7 90 I00 -13 -45 -57 |I 0 -22 -42 -40 6 0 8 -3 -18 8 0
S 7 90 130 0 -39 -27 3 0 -17 -39 -27 -4 0 8 -3 -5 8 0
S ? 90 160 13 -27 -II -14 0 -2 -23 -I0 -_7 0 14 -9 2 8 0
S 7 90 190 lY -21 4 -6 0 7 -23 0 -i0 0 14 2 2 8 0
s l 90 220 19 -21 27 -22 0 4 -14 17 -14 0 14 -3 8 -7 O
S l 90 _iO -13 16 19 II 0 -6 20 13 2 0 -9 -3 8 I ¢
S ? 90 280 25 46 19 3 0 3n 39 13 6 0 -3 2 8 1 0
S 7 90 310 13 53 42 36 0 23 45 33 )8 0 -9 8 8 I 0
S 7 90 340 6 I0 II -14 0 17 14 3 -4 0 -9 -3 8 -7 0
S B 30 I0 4 -3 0 I 0 6 -3 -3 4 0 -3 3 1 -7 0
S 8 30 40 4 -3 0 -7 0 I -3 -3 -6 0 I -2 I I 0
S 8 30 70 4 -3 -8 -7 0 6 -3 -8 -II 0 -3 -2 I I 0
S 8 30 I00 4 -3 -8 -7 0 I -3 -J -6 0 I -2 -4 -3 '?
S 8 30 130 4 -3 -8 -7 0 I -3 -8 -II 0 I 3 I I 0
B-36
S 8 30 ]60 -4 -3 -8 -7 0 -4 -9
S 8 30 190 4 -3 0 t 0 ! -3
S 8 30 22,0 -12 -3 8 8 0 -10 2
S 8 30 250 -4 5 8 8 0 -10 7
S 8 30 280 ]2 13 8 8 0 17 17
S 8 30 310 -12 S 8 8 0 -4 12
S 8 30 3_ i 4 m3 O l 0 "4 l 9
S 8 40 10 2 --2 --3 --8 0 4 --1
S 8 40 40 --4 --S 3 ] 0 --6 --13
$ 8 40 70 --4 --2 3 ! 0 "4 "!
S 8 40 |00 --1 --5 3 --2 0 --I --8
S 8 40 130 --4 --2 3 --2 0 "6 --3
S 8 40 160 --4 --5 0 --5 0 "6 --3
S B 40 190 --4 --5 --3 "B 0 --6 "3
S 8 40 220 2 -2 0 -8 0 -1 I
S 8 40 _0 2 S 9 7 0 I 1
S g 40 280 6 11 -9 16 0 4 13
S 8 40 310 6 8 -3 10 0 ]1 ]3
S B 40 340 6 2 0 -S 0 ]I 6
S 8 52 10 2 0 0 12 0 3 0
S 8 52 40 6 6 7 14 0 4 6
S 8 52 70 0 7 6 4 0 -6 11
S 8 52 I00 2 7 4 0 0 0 II
S B 52 130 0 4 7 0 0 2 8
S 8 52 160 -I -3 _ -8 0 I -3
S 8 52 190 0 -S -8 -14 0 2 -5
S 8 52 220 2 -3 -1 -14 0 3 -2
S 8 52 250 2 1 3 -5 0 4 -3
S 8 $2 280 -1 1 3 7 0 -7 -2
S 8 52 310 -6 -9 -11 3 0 -7 -13
S B 52 340 -4 -B -12 0 0 -t :8
S 8 60 I0 0 4 2 13 0 4 -2
S 8 60 40 4 0 6 13 0 B 10
S 8 60 70 4 0 6 -S 0 1 7
S 8 60 I00 B 0 2 -8 0 -5 I0
S 8 60 130 -5 4 2 -5 0 I I
S 8 60 160 -S 0 2 -12 0 I -S
S B 60 190 -5 -5 -5 -12 0 l -5
S g 60 220 -S -5 2 -12 0 4 -2
S 8 60 250 0 4 6 -1 0 4 4
S 8 60 280 4 8 6 16 0 ] ]
S 8 60 310 0 -5 -13 9 0 -11 -8
S 8 60 340 0 -S -17 2 0 -II -8
S B 68 IO -9 7 2 I! 0 -7 9
S B 68 40 5 -6 7 14 0 1 1
S 8 68 70 _ -3 6 -10 0 1 l
S 8 6B I00 20 -7 0 -16 0 19 -8
S B 68 130 -8 7 I -I0 0 -7 9
S 8 68 160 -9 5 I -17 0 -7 I
5 B 68 190 -8 -9 -7 -11 0 -7 -B
S 8 68 220 -]2 -6 3 -8 0 m7 --8
S 8 68 250 -6 1 12 7 0 -7 1
S B 68 280 $ 14 12 23 0 1 9

























































































































































































































s 8 6_ 34o 8 -2
S 8 76 I0 -12 9
S 8 76 _0 8 -6
S 8 76 70 8 -6
S 8 7b I00 23 -]I
S 8 76 130 -7
S 8 76 160 7 4
s 8 76 190 -7 -ii
S B 76 220 -t_ -11
S 8 76 250 -7 4
S 8 76 2_0 8 19
S 8 76 310 _ -1
S 8 76 340 3 -I
S B 84 10 -15 8
S B B4 40 ]I 0
8 84 70 ]I -12
S 8 84 I,)0 23 -12
S 8 84 130 -9 2
S 8 84 160 -11 6
S 8 84 190 -9 -I0
S B 84 220 -)5 -8
S 8 84 _0 -7 I0
S 8 84 280 19 21
S 8 84 310 3 0
S 8 84 340 -3 -6
S 8 90 IO -20 13
S 8 90 40 9 -4
S B 90 70 15 -21
S B 90 IO0 33 -21
$ 8 90 I_0 -14 ]
S 8 90 160 -14 7
S 8 90 19'0 -14 -I0
S B 90 220 -20 -I0
S B 90 250 -14 13
S 8 90 280 27 30
S 8 90 310 9 7
S 8 90 340 3 -4
S 9 30 10 8 -3
S 9 30 40 0 -3
S 9 30 70 -8 -3
S 9 30 lO0 0 -II
S 9 30 130 0 -3
S 9 30 160 0 -3
S 9 30 190 o -3
S 9 30 220 -8 5
5 9 30 250 -8 S
S 9 30 280 16 13
S ? 30 310 0 5
S 9 30 340 0 -3
S ? 40 I0 -3 0
S 9 40 40 -3 3
S 9 40 70 0 7
S y 40 I00 0 3













































































































I 0 3 2
7 o -4 I
13 0 I 6
-12 0 I -4
-18 0 I I
-9 0 I -4
-i_ 0 I I
-_ 0 i I
-7 0 I I
9 o I 6
26 0 6 ]
13 0 -4 -4
5 0 -4 -4
9 0 -3 0
17 O 2 0
-7 0 8 -5
-23 0 2 -5
-15 o -3 -5
-23 0 -3 0
-15 0 -3 0
I 0 -3 0
17 0 -3 5
25 o 8 5
17 0 2 5
I 0 -3 0
18 0 -6 4
18 0 -I -7
-28 0 5 -7
-40 0 15 -12
-34 0 -6 4
-31 0 -6 4
-13 0 -6 -I
6 0 -12 -I
24 0 -6 -1
45 o 5 I0
33 0 IO 4
3 o 10 4
6 0 -I I
0 0 -I I
-IO 0 3 I
-I0 0 -I I
-5 0 3 I
0 0 -I -3
-5 0 -I -3
6 0 -I I
6 0 3 -3
0 0 -I -3
6 0 -I I
6 0 -I I
2 o -2 3
2 0 -2 -I
4 0 -2 -5
-8 o 2 -5












































































































































































































40 160 -7 -3 -7 -10 0 -8 -5 -4 -5
9 40 190 -3 -3 -4 -7 O -6 -5 3 -5
9 40 220 0 0 6 -I 0 -3 -5 8 2
40 250 13 -3 3 3 0 11 -7 8 4
9 40 280 13 -3 -! 6 0 14 -2 6 9
9 40 3]0 -3 ¢ 3 6 0 -3 2 3 4
9 40 340 3 0 -1 6 O. 9 -2 -4 4
9 52 10 3 9 7 8 0 ! 2 0 9
9 52 40 11 13 18 iS 0 13 10 17 16
0 2 3 -1 -6 0
O 2 3 -5 -2 0
0 2 3 -1 -2 0
0 2 3 -5 -2 O
0 2 -1 -5 -2 O
0 2 -I -I 2 0
0 -6 3 3 2 0
0 2 7 6 -! 0
0 -2 4 -I -I 0
9 52 70 6 7 22 15 0 l] 14 30 15 0 -6 -4 -9 -! 0
9 52 100 -J 0 12 J2 0 1 6 21 13 0 -2 -7 -9 -1 0
9 52 130 -3 -9 4 2 0 3 ! 9 -3 0 -6 -11 -5 3 0
? 52 160 -3 -6 l -5 0 -S 0 2 -8 0 2 -7 -1 3 0
9 52 190 3 3 1 -6 0 2 -4 -1 -9 0 2 7 2 3 0
9 52 220 -1 3 -8 -12 0 -6 -4 -12 -15 0 6 7 6 3 0
9 52 250 -4 -5 -21 -17 0 -3 -3 -23 -Jl 0 -2 -4 2 -5 0
9 52 280 -_ -9 -18 -12 0 -6 -1! -17 -ll 0 -2 0 -] -1 0
9 52 310 -4 -5 -ll -5 0 -6 -6 -9 -3 0 2 0 -1 -1 O
9 $2 340 0 0 -9 5 0 -6 -6 -18 6
9 60 10 4 15 12 6 0 5 1! 8 9
9 60 40 9 19 17 11 0 II ll 17 18
? 60 70 0 6 17 15 0 S 5 20 15
9 60 I00 -4 -6 8 11 0 -2 -4 8 15
? _ 130 -9 -]9 0 2 0 -5 -I0 2 6
9 60 160 0 -15 0 -2 0 -2 -4 2 -4
9 60 190 4 6 0 -2 0 5 5 S -10
9 60 220 4 6 -S -6 0 2 5 -3 -16
0 6 7 I0 -I 0
0 -2 3 3 -6 0
0 -2 7 -I -6 0
0 -6 3 -5 -2 0
0 -2 -1 -1 -6 0
0 -2 -9 -1 -6 0
0 2 -9 -5 2 0
0 2 3 -S 10 0
0 2 3 -I 10 O
9 60 250 -4 -6 -9 -19 0 -5 -7 -30 -19 0 -2 -I 20 2 0
9 60 280 -9 -ll -22 -ll 0 -8 -7 -15 -16 0 -2 -J -5 6 0
9 60 310 -4 -2 -13 -6 0 -5 -7 -9 -4 0 2 3 -5 -2 0
? 60 340 9 6 -5 2 0 -2 2 -6 6 0 14 3 3 -6 0
9 68 JO 2 17 13 0 0 3 14 8 I 0 0 5 -I -4 0
? 68 40 5 25 17 8 0 3 23 17 9 0 0 0 -1 -4 0
9 68 70 -2 8 13 12 0 -6 6 17 18
9 68 100 -4 -6 4 5 0 -6 -3 8 9
68 I_ -8 -26 -5 -4 0 -6 -20 0 I
9 68 160 -2 -26 -I0 -3 0 3 -20 0 |
9 68 190 5 IO -3 8 0 3 6 0 |
9 68 220 4 12 -3 2 0 3 6 -8 -8
9 68 _ -6 -10 8 -16 0 -6 -3 0 -16
9 68 280 -12 -13 -22 0 0 -6 -if -25 -8
0 0 0 -I -4 0
0 0 0 -I -4 0
0 0 -4 -11 -4 0
0 0 -4 -11 -4 0
0 0 0 -I 5 0
0 0 5 4 5 0
0 0 -4 13 5 0
0 0 -4 4 10 0
9 68 310 -3 -I -12 -7 0 -6 -3 -17 -8 0 0 0 4 1 0
9 68 340 20 8 0 -3 0 20 6 0 ! 0 4 S 4 -4 0
9 76 JO 2 26 _5 -2 0 3 19 II -2 0 -3 4 3 3 0
9 76 40 2 26 20 7 0 6 27 17 6 0 -3 0 3 3 0
9 76 70 -3 3 9 7 0 0 ! 1 11 11 0 -3 -5 -2 -3 0
9 76 100 -7 -11 4 3 0 -5 -5 2 3 0 2 -5 3 Z 0
9 76 130 -7 -33 -11 -7 0 -8 -26 -12 -8 0 -3 -5 -2 3 0
9 76 160 -3 -29 -16 -7 0 -2 -29 -15 -5 0 2 0 -2 -3 0
9 76 190 7 12 -6 12 0 3 9 -3 11 0 2 4 -2 -3 0
9 76 220 7 17 -1 7 0 3 11 0 6 0 2 4 3 -3 0
9 76 250 -3 -tl 15 -16 0 -5 -13 17 -13 0 2 0 -2 -3 0
? 76 280 -12 -15 -22 3 0 -13 -15 -I8 6 0 2 0 -7 -3 0


























































































































































































































9 0 -5 0 -3
21 _2 -I 0 3
30 23 g 0 -3
2 12 9 0 -8
-l& 12 9 0 -3
-27 -10 -] 0 -8
-27 -22 -]I 0 3
II -]o 9 0 3
21 I -I 0 8
-8 12 -3c) 0 -3
-18 -22 -i 0 -3
2 -10 -I 0 3
II I -I 0 8
37 28 3 0 0
29 18 9 0 -6
-6 -5 6 0 -6
-27 -8 6 0 0
-49 -18 3 0 -6
-35 -18 -7 0 0
26 -2 12 0 0
31 12 6 0 5
-17 5 -28 0 0
-14 -25 -4 0 0
-3 -12 -4 0 0
29 Z5 -I 0 15
-I0 -6 12 0 -1
-4 0 12 0 3
6 -6 0 0 -6
1 0 6 0 -6
I 11 35 0 -6
I 16 6 0 3
-4 II -12 0 3
-4 II -12 0 7
J2 -11 -23 0 3
12 -II -23 0 3
I -11 -12 0 -I
-I0 0 12 0 -I
II 8 -4 0 0
4 21 4 0 4
-6 16 9 0 0
1 11 12 o 0
-I 3 ? 0 0
-I 3 I 0 -4
6 -2 9 0 0
-1 -7 4 0 0
-11 -14 ] 0 0
-6 -17 -15 0 -4
-4 -17 -18 0 0
9 -7 -12 0 0
7 13 -1 0 -2
20 27 II 0 -2
Z? 20 0 -2
2 23 34 0 2






























































































































































S 10 52 160 -10 4 3 7 0 -15 4 14 17 0 6 1 -8 -9 0
S 10 52 190 -3 2 -6 -6 0 -1 2 0 5 0 -2 ] -8 -12
S 10 52 220 2 -9 -24 -i8 0 4 -8 -24 -10 0 -2 -2 -1 -9 0
S 10 52 250 5 -16 -27 -18 0 6 -18 -30 -19 0 -2 ! 3 -1 0
S 10 52 2_ 3 -11 -26 -22 0 1 -14 -32 -25 0 2 1 7 3 0
$ 10 52 310 0 -6 -15 -20 0 3 -6 -20 -31 0 -2 -2 3 11 0
S 10 52 340 -1 -22 -13 -18 0 4 -20 -17 -25 0 -5 -2 3 7
S 10 60 10 -! 9 23 17 0 0 7 22 14 0 -2 -1 1 3 0
S I0 60 40 3 14 33 23 0 6 14 32 18 0 -2 -! -3 3 0
S 10 60 70 -1 9 23 23 0 6 23 29 23 0 -6 -17 -7 -1 0
$ 10 60 100 -1 Y 18 23 0 0 7 25 31 0 -2 3 -7 -5 0
S 10 60 130 -1 14 3 11 0 -3 10 11 18 0 2 -1 -7 -5 0
S 10 60 160 -! $ -3 -6 0 -12 4 0 6 0 10 3 -3 -9 0
S 10 60 190 -! 5 -13 -12 0 -3 ! -7 -14
S 10 60 220 3 -9 -23 -18 0 0 -12 -29 -23
$ 10 60 250 3 -13 -18 -12 0 3 -15 -32 -23
S 10 60 280 7 -9 -18 -18 0 0 -12 -25 -23
S 10 60 310 -1 -9 -13 -18 0 0 -6 -14 -14
S 10 60 340 -6 -27 -13 -12 0 0 -22 -11 -14
S 10 68 lO -4 8 21 14
S 10 68 40 3 16 29 21
$ 10 68 70 -7 -5 18 19
S 10 68 100 -6 11 13 16
$ 10 68 130 -1 12 -3 8
S 10 68 160 7 8 -6 -9
$ 10 6B 190 -2 12 -13 -Y
S 10 68 220 7 -6 _13 -13 0 0 -14 -20 -26 0 5 3 7 10 0
10 68 250 5 -16 -3 -5 0 0 -14 -I0 -14 0 0 -! 11 5 0
S 10 68 280 15 -2 -Jl -13 0 8 -5 -10 -14 0 5 3 2 l 0
S 10 68 310 -4 -10 -11 -14 0 0 -5 -10 -14 0 0 -1 2 1 0
S 10 68 340 -13 -30 -21 -16 0 -8 -23 -10 -14 0 -4 -! -7 -4 0
S 10 76 10 -7 8 21 15 0 -6 9 17 8 0 -1 -1 6 6 0
S 10 76 40 6 17 27 22 0 2 15 27 12 0 4 4 1 ]1 0
S I0 76 70 -12 -12 15 22 0 -11 -1! 14 16 0 -! -! 1 6 0
S 10 76 100 -7 12 10 8 0 -9 6 10 12 0 -1 4 1 -4 0
0 4 4 -4 -4 0
0 -1 4 -4 1 0
S 10 76 130 2 12 -8 8
$ 10 76 160 1! t2 -8 -5
5 10 76 1_ -3 17 -13 -12
S 10 76 220 11 -2 -8 -12
S 10 76 250 6 -16 4 -5
S I0 76 280 15 -2 -8 -t2
S I0 76 310 -7 -12 -8 -12
$ I0 76 340 -16 -36 -25 -|8
O -2 7 -3 -1
0 2 3 9 3
0 -2 -1 13 7
0 6 7 9 7
0 -2 -1 1 -1
0 -6 -5 -3 -!
0 0 5 20 22 0 0 3 -3 -4
0 0 14 30 22 0 0 -1 -3 -4
0 0 5 20 22 0 -4 -JO -3 -4
0 0 14 20 22 0 -4 -6 -3 -4
0 0 14 0 10 0 -4 -1 -7 -4













5 -20 -14 0 0 8 2 5 o
0 -4 12 -6 8
0 12 6 -3 -7
0 -1 18 -9 0 0 -1 -1 -4 -9 0
0 12 -2 -6 -4 0 -1 -1 -4 -9 0
0 7 -16 4 0 0 -I -I I -9 0
0 18 t -9 -7 0 -1 -I 1 -4 0
0 -6 -11 -13 -15 0 -1 -1 1 6 0
0 -14 -28 -26 -23 0 -1 -6 1 6 0
S 10 84 10 -8 10 34 32 0 -8 4 27 17 0 -2 2 9 14 0
S 10 84 40 7 15 34 34 0 11 25 27 31 0 -2 -3 4 9 0
S 10 84 70 -12 -15 16 27 0 -8 -6 15 17 0 -2 -8 -! 4 0
S I0 84 IO0 -5 19 10 4 0 -8 15 15 17
S 10 84 130 7 19 -17 -1 0 2 15 -10 2
$ I0 84 160 15 14 -21 -17 0 11 IS -10 -12
$ 10 84 190 -3 17 -21 -27 0 2 15 -10 -12
S 10 84 Z20 10 -6 -13 -24 0 11 -6 -10 -12
$ 10 84 _0 5 -15 5 -II 0 2 -16 2 -12
$ lO 84 280 16 -3 -I -II 0 II -6 -I0 -12
$ 10 84 310 -8 -17 -6 1 0 -fl -16 -10 -12
0 3 7 -I -6 0
0 8 7 -6 -6 0
0 8 2 -11 -11 0
0 -2 2 -II -17 0
0 -2 -3 -I -II 0
0 -2 2 4 -I o
0 3 2 9 4 0
0 -2 -3 4 14 0
B-4]
S 10 84 340 -22 -39 -lP -6 0 -18 -37 -23 -12 0 -7 -3 4 9 0
S 10 90 I0 -13 14 _2 42 O -H 12 37 136 0 -5 -2 0 3 0
5 10 90 40 5 14 36 42 0 7 15 33 36 0 -5 -2 0 3 0
S 10 90 70 -17 -26 12 28 0 -II -I0 16 29 O -5 -17 -4 -2 0
S tO 90 I00 -4 23 6 -1 0 -3 20 12 5 0 0 3 -4 -7 0
S tO 90 130 I0 23 -24 -8 0 7 20 -16 i 0 5 3 -9 -7 0
S 10 go 160 27 14 -30 -29 0 12 15 -23 -19 0 14 3 -4 -12 0
S 10 90 190 -4 23 -30 -36 0 -3 I5 -23 -31 0 0 8 -4 -2 0
S 10 90 220 10 -6 -12 -29 0 7 -10 -16 -3L 0 5 3 5 3 0
S I0 90 250 5 -16 12 -8 0 5 -16 2 -I_ 0 0 -2 15 8 0
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S 12 84 10 -34 14 -5 -114 0 -24 16 -14 -105 0 -10 -I 8 -9
S 12 84 40 32 45 -41 -114 0 26 41 -38 -96 0 6 4 -1 -19
S 12 84 70 56 70 -31 -99 0 45 66 -26 -gl 0 11 4 -6 -19
$ 12 84 100 22 37 -1 II 0 11 27 -5 26 0 I1 9 4 -14
S 12 B4 130 20 21 24 72 0 14 17 18 77 0 6 4 8 -4
S 12 B4 160 14 12
S 12 84 190 -lO -27 39 234
$ ]2 84 220 -4 -40 -3 lO0
S 12 B4 250 -20 -62 -26 -41
S 12 84 280 -14 -15 -37 -35
S 12 84 310 -24 -37 6] -75
S 12 84 340 -38 -19 14 -75
$ 12 90 10 -49 10 -9 -129
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S 12 90 190 -? -25 35 270 0 -I0 -29 29 215 0 I I 6 43 0
S 12 90 220 -9 -48 -19 103 0 -4 -45 -17 104 0 -5 -4 -3 0 0
S 12 90 250 -26 -66 -30 -33 0 -19 -67 -37 -40 0 -5 I 6 5 0
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Rg 7 5 5 6 8 9 9
I_ 7 lO 6 8 14 12 Jl
Rg 7 15 7 8 9 7 5
Rg 7 20 7 S 6 4 4
Rg 7 25 II 3 2 2 2
I_ 7 30 12 4 3 2 2
Rg 7 35 12 6 5 5 5
RM 7 40 14 7 8 6 6
RW 7 45 20 11 lO 5 4
RW 7 SO 24 9 9 6 4
RW 7 55 20 12 12 9 7
Rg 7 60 25 17 12 B 7
RW 7 65 17 20 20 15 ]3
RW 7 70 27 24 24 20 18
Rg 7 75 35 38 41 35 33
Rid 7 80 32 42 48 45 44
Rg 7 85 45 59 63 55 53
I_ 7 90 82 100 91 76 70
Rg 7 100 78 84 72 53 53
Rg 7 120 73 67 52 52 52
RW 7 140 69 69 69 69 69
Rg 7 160 87 87 87 87 87
Rg 7 180 87 87 87 87 87
Rg 7 200 87 87 87 87 87
R# 8 0 2 3 5 5 5
Rg 8 5 5 5 8 9 9
Rg 8 10 6 8 13 12 1]
I_ 8 15 7 g I0 7 6
Rg 8 20 7 5 6 5 4
I_ 8 25 10 3 3 3 3
B 30 13 4 4 5 5
RW 8 35 14 7 6 6 7
RW 8 40 17 10 8 8 8
I_ 8 45 24 13 11 8 7
Rg 8 SO 21 13 II 9 8
Rg 8 SS 17 17 13 12 II
8 60 18 19 19 15 14
8 65 17 22 23 18 16
10 10 10 7 5
15 .13 10 8 8
15 13 17 13 14
20 20 20 16 15
18 2g 27 17 12
31 32 46 47 48
37 49 51 43 40
56 61 58 46 44
75 92 100 50 49
73 85 76 S] 53
71 79 52 52 52
69 69 69 69 69
87 87 87 87 87
87 87 87 87 87
B7 87 87 87 B7
2 3 5 4 4
4 5 8 8 8
4 7 14 12 II
5 7 9 6 5
4 4 5 4 3
4 3 2 2 2
4 3 2 2 2
7 5 4 3 2
7 6 6 4 3
9 B B 4 4
Ii 8 7 5 5
14 II I0 8 7
19 15 18 13 II
20 20 20 16 14
18 29 27 15 8
31 33 47 48 48
37 49 50 41 37
56 61 57 46 42
75 94 I01 80 72
73 81 77 53 53
21 67 52 52 52
69 69 69 69 69
B7 87 87 87 87
87 87 87 B7 87
87 87 87 87 87
2 3 4 4 4
4 5 9 8 8
5 8 14 12 11
5 7 I0 7 5
4 4 5 4 4
3 2 2 2 2
5 3 2 2 2
2 6 5 3 3
6 6 6 4 3
9 9 8 5 4
lO I0 8 6 6
13 12 II 8 7
16 14 17 14 14
20 20 20 16 15
B-55
R# 8 70 27 26 26
R# 8 75 35 38 41
RW B 80 32 41 47
RW B 85 45 57 61
R# 8 90 81 95 86
Rg 8 I00 100 87 69
8 120 90 78 52
RW 8 J40 69 69 69
Rg 8 160 87 87 B7
R# 8 180 87 87 87
Rg 8 200 87 87 87
RW 9 0 2 4 5
RW 9 5 4 6 I0
RW 9 I0 5 I0 15
Rg 9 t5 7 9 I0
RW 9 20 8 6 7
9 25 ii 4 4
RW 9 30 13 6 5
l_d 9 35 14 I0 10
Rg 9 40 19 12 II
R# 9 45 22 15 15
RW 9 50 16 15 15
RW 9 55 16 ]6 18
RW ? 60 18 20 22
R# 9 65 18 28 29
9 70 28 30 30
I_ 9 75 35 39 41
RW 9 80 31 38 43
9 85 44 52 55
R# 9 90 79 132 72
R# 9 100 71 67 62
R_ 9 120 64 51 52
I_ ? 140 69 69 69
RW 9 160 87 87 87
R# 9 180 87 87 87
I_ 9 200 87 87 87
I_ I0 0 3 4 6
I_W I0 5 5 7 11
Rg I0 10 6 12 15
I0 15 7 II I0
Rg I0 20 8 7 7
I_ 10 " 25 12 6 7
R# IO 30 15 8 9
Rg ]0 35 16 15 14
Rg I0 40 17 19 16
RW I0 45 19 22 21
I_ I0 50 [6 _ 23
Rg I0 55 17 22 26
RW I0 60 21 26 29
I0 65 20 34 35
RW I0 70 28 35 35
I_ I0 25 36 40 41
I_ I0 80 31 34 38























































IO 28 27 17 12
31 32 46 47 48
37 49 51 43 40
56 61 58 q6 44
75 92 100 50 49
I0O 8_ 76 53 53
90 77 52 52 52
69 6Y 6Y 67 69
87 87 87 87 87
87 87 87 87 87
87 B7 87 87 87
2 3 5 5 5
3 6 10 9 9
4 9 16 12 I0
5 8 10 7 6
4 4 6 5 5
3 3 3 3 3
3 5 3 5 5
6 6 7 6 7
S 7 7 8 9
8 8 9 7 7
8 8 9 ? ?
13 12 12 ? 8
14 13 16 17 17
20 20 20 18 18
18 25 26 21 19
31 32 42 45 46
37 48 52 49 48
56 61 61 50 50
86 98 51 51
71 55 56 53 53
64 51 52 52 52
69 69 69 69 69
87 87 87 87 87
87 87 87 87 87
87 87 87 87 87
2 4 b 5 5
4 7 12 10 9
5 11 16 12 I0
5 9 ]L 8 7
4 5 7 8 8
4 3 6 9 9
4 4 7 II 12
6 6 9 13 15
6 6 I! 14 15
B 8 12 14 15
9 9 12 16 17
13 13 16 18 IB
16 13 16 22 24
20 19 20 21 21
17 19 24 26 26
_I 31 36 42 44
37 47 54 56 57
56 62 65 55 56
B-56
RW 10 90 77 59 48 49 49 72 77 95 54 54
Rg 10 100 74 60 50 53 53 71 .69 50 53 53
RE i0 120 72 60 52 52 52 70 60 52 52 52
R_ 10 140 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
10 160 87 87 87 B7 87 87 87 87 87 87
I_/ 10 IBO 87 B7 87 87 87 87 87 B7 87 87
Rg 10 200 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
Rg 1] 0 3 5 6 6 6 2 5 6 6 5
l_i 11 5 5 8 11 11 I0 4 8 12 II II
R# II I0 7 13 15 12 i0 6 12 16 12 II
II 15 8 11 I0 8 8 6 I0 I0 9 9
Rg Jl 20 9 7 8 9 9 4 S 7 lO 10
Ell II 25 II 7 8 11 12 3 4 7 13 15
Rg 11 30 16 12 12 12 II 4 6 9 17 18
Rg II 35 15 26 18 15 15 7 8 12 19 21
I_ 11 40 16 18 J9 20 21 5 9 13 19 2|
II 45 22 20 23 25 26 9 12 14 _ 22
I_# ]I 50 20 22 27 25 24 IO 13 18 24 26
Rg II 55 21 23 29 32 32 14 15 20 23 24
I_ 11 60 21 24 31 32 31 15 17 21 26 27
I_ 1! 65 20 36 _0 34 31 20 22 30 36 38
Rg li 70 29 38 40 32 29 17 21 28 38 40
R# ]1 75 35 39 43 44 44 32 J7 41 42 42
Rg II :30 31 34 41 52 55 37 47 59 60 61
RI/ 11 85 42 39 46 52 54 56 6| 71 58 58
R# 11 90 76 56 56 53 54 76 100 109 55 56
Rt/ 11 100 74 60 54 53 53 74 90 81 53 53
I_ ll 120 71 65 52 52 52 71 79 52 52 52
R# I! 140 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
R# 11 160 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 B7
]1 180 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
1_ 11 200 B7 B7 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
12 0 2 5 7 6 6 3 5 6 6 6
RW 12 5 5 9 ]2 II II 4 9 12 II I!
Rg 12 I0 8 15 15 I! I0 7 15 15 12 I0
Rg 12 15 9 12 ]0 9 9 7 12 I0 !0 i0
RW ]2 20 10 8 ]0 I0 11 4 6 9 1! 12
I_ 12 25 10 34 14 14 13 2 34 10 12 13
RW 12 30 17 13 19 18 18 4 6 J4 19 21
Rg 12 35 17 20 22 22 23 8 9 18 23 25
I_ 12 40 20 24 23 27 28 7 13 22 28 30
I_ 12 45 27 29 27 30 30 11 14 23 29 3i
I_ 12 50 25 3i 31 32 31 12 15 25 30 30
gg 12 55 23 32 33 35 35 17 17 23 31 33
Ril 12 60 23 29 34 35 35 18 21 23 30 32
Rg 12 65 20 37 44 36 34 21 24 36 44 47
I_ 12 70 30 41 43 34 30 17 22 31 44 48
12 75 35 38 45 49 50 32 41 45 42 41
R# 12 BO 31 33 44 59 63 37 47 61 63 64
12 85 41 35 46 57 60 56 61 74 60 60
Rg 12 90 76 ,54 62 5,5 56 78 ]13 118 56 57
12 I00 74 59 57 53 53 75 99 85 53 53
12 120 72 64 52 52 52 72 84 52 52 52
R# 12 140 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
B-57
RW 12 160 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
R_ 12 180 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
RW 12 2DO 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
Rli 13 0 3 5 6 5 5 3 5 6 5 5
13 5 6 I0 ]I I0 I0 4 8 II i0 i0
RW 13 I0 8 18 15 12 Ii 6 12 15 12 ii
R$# 13 15 I0 16 I0 9 9 6 I0 I0 9 9
13 20 I0 II I0 II II 4 5 7 9 I0
F'W 13 25 II II lO II II 3 I0 7 I0 II
_ 13 30 14 ? 12 13 13 4 5 9 13 14
RW 13 35 15 15 16 16 15 7 7 11 16 17
RW 13 40 17 17 20 18 ]8 6 B ]3 18 20
R_ 13 45 23 20 24 22 21 11 10 14 20 22
R# 13 50 21 21 29 23 22 12 11 16 22 24
t3 55 20 22 27 27 27 16 13 17 22 23
RW 13 60 21 24 27 27 26 17 16 19 23 25
Rg 13 65 19 32 35 29 27 20 21 27 30 31
Rii 13 70 28 34 35 29 26 17 24 28 32 33
RW 13 75 35 39 42 41 40 31 $5 43 44 44
R_ 13 80 31 36 43 49 5! 37 48 56 55 54
RW 13 85 43 47 52 52 54 56 61 66 56 56
Rid 13 90 78 73 68 57 57 75 97 106 63 62
RW 13 104 76 69 60 53 53 75 81 74 5_ 53
RW 13 12_ 72 76 52 52 52 71 72 52 52 52
RW 13 140 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
13 160 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
13 180 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
RW 13 200 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
.....EN8 OF FILE WRITTEN.....
tZ*P, D, T ANNUALPERCENTS,COOEPtSK
P 13 ¢ 76! 599 498 435 415 633 504 414 361 341 485 495 762 829 852
P 13 5 734 610 535 488 473 617 522 455 417 401 472 495 758 827 851
P 13 10 707 622 572 540 530 601 540 497 472 461 45q 496 753 825 850
P 13 15 679 633 608 592 587 586 557 538 527 522 447 496 749 824 849
P ]3 20 652 644 645 644 645 570 525 579 582 582 434 497 745 822 848
P 13 25 621 643 663 673 677 6]6 613 611 611 610 445 519 732 803 827
P 13 _ 60P 672 719 747 757 500 591 656 695 707 390 454 740 828 857
P 13 35 57t 696 784 838 856 459 613 722 788 810 362 520 752 850 883
P 13 40 531 692 808 877 900 5_ 654 758 821 841 412 588 714 790 815
P 13 45 523 690 802 869 892 534 670 766 824 844 440 551 630 678 693
P 13 50 495 667 7@9 863 887 491 649 762 830 853 418 493 545 577 588
P 13 55 471 646 770 846 871 483 636 746 812 834 430 472 502 520 526
P 13 60 517 655 753 81] 832 587 673 734 771 784 544 570 588 600 604
P t3 65 550 642 707 747 760 681 710 730 742 747 677 703 722 733 737
P 13 70 583 629 662 682 688 648 663 673 679 681 574 587 597 602 604
P 13 75 616 616 616 616 616 615 6t5 615 615 615 471 471 471 471 471
P 13 BO 637 637 637 637 637 571 571 571 571 571 455 455 455 455 455
P ]3 85 657 657 657 657 657 526 526 526 526 526 439 439 439 439 439
P IJ 90 678 678 678 678 678 482 482 4_ 482 482 422 422 422 422 422
P 13 100 ZIg 719 719 719 719 393 393 393 393 393 390 390 390 390 390
P 13 120 599 599 599 599 599 328 328 328 328 328 325 32'5 325 325 325
P 13 140 479 479 470 479 479 262 262 262 262 262 260 260 260 260 260
B-58
P 13 160 360 360 360 360 360 197 t97 197 197 197 195 195 ]95 195 195
P 13 180 240 240 240 240 240 ]31 131 131 131 131 130 130 130 130 ]30
P 1] 200 ]20 120 ]20 120 120 66 66 66 66 66 65 65 65 65 65
PW 13 0 961 911 866 873 828 320 606 92] 693 733
_ 13 5 941 904 869 847 840 321 599 892 721 759
13 10 922 8'97 873 857 852 323 591 864 748 785
13 J5 903 890 876 867 864 324 583 835 775 810
13 20 884 883 B80 877 876 327 575 806 803 836
F'g 13 25 864 878 897 892 894 344 $75 739 839 872
P# 13 30 854 872 885 892 895 324 552 75J 832 859
Pg 13 35 6"2] 858 885 901 906 304 545 786 890 918
Pg !3 40 794 854 896 921 930 328 550 706 944 974
PI/ 13 45 798 853 899 927 937 349 537 618 920 943
Pi/ 13 50 768 831 876 903 912 339 489 650 856 889
13 SS 734 761 781 793 797 366 450 649 771 811
PtJ 13 60 721 686 662 647 642 469 550 674 749 773
Pg 13 65 743 720 704 694 690 601 7|3 794 842 858
Pg 13 70 765 753 745 740 739 694 750 79'0 BI4 822
P_ 13 75 787 787 787 787 787 787 7'87 787 787 787
Pg 13 80 760 760 760 760 760 760 760 760 760 760
Pg 13 85 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734
PM 13 90 707 707 707 707 707 707 707 707 707 707
Pg 13 100 654 654 654 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
PI/ 13 |20 615 6!5 615 615 6IS 615 615 615 615 615
i_l 13 J40 575 575 575 575 575 575 575 575 575 575
P# IZ 160 536 536 536 536 536 536 536 536 536 536
PE 13 180 496 496 496 496 496 496 496 496 496 496
PI/ 13 200 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457
nISMALL I L_:GESCALE U-P AND V-O ANHUAL CORRELATIOHS, COPE CS, CLtt¢
CS 13 0 -55 -17 -47 -65 -70 I08 -27 -122 -181 -201
CS 13 5 -6] -22 -42 -$4 -58 82 -29 -107 -!56 -173
C$ 13 10 -67 -26 -38 -44 -46 ,56 -32 -93 -131 -!44
CS 13 15 -74 -31 -33 -34 -34 30 -34 -78 -106 -116
CS 13 20 -80 -36 -28 -24 -22 4 -36 -64 -82 -88
CS 13 25 -86 -71 -60 -54 -52 ! -73 -125 -157 -168
CS 13 30 -122 -67 -28 -4 4 -56 -75 -88 -97 -100
CS 13 3S -113 -46 2 30 40 -75 -25 1! 32 39
CS 13 40 -72 -8 37 65 75 -lOl |5 98 147 163
CS 13 45 -51 -9 22 40 46 -152 -8 95 157 177
CS 13 50 -I07 -52 -12 10 18 -169 -38 ,55 111 129
CS 13 55 -213 -89 O 52 70 -183 -72 8 56 72
C5 13 60 -I02 -I08 -15 41 60 -173 -93 -37 -2 9
CS 13 65 -137 -77 15 68 87 -231 -56 68 143 168
CS 13 70 -143 -82 19 79 99 -2'36 -58 82 168 196
CS 13 75 -149 -86 24 89 112 -283 -6[ 97 193 225
CS 13 80 -155 -91 2q 99 124 -309 -63 112 218 253
CS 13 85 -162 -96 34 llO 136 -335 -65 126 243 281
CS 13 90 -168 -tO0 38 120 148 -361 -67 141 268 310
CS 13 100 -181 -109 48 140 172 -413 -72 170 318 3_
CS 13 120 -18! -109 4_ 140 172 -413 -72 170 318 366
C$ 13 140 -181 -109 4B 140 172 -413 -72 JTO 318 366
CS i3 160 -181 -109 48 140 172 -413 -7"2 170 318 366
C$ 13 180 -181 -109 48 140 172 -413 -72 170 318 366
B-59
CS 13 200 -181 -I09 48 140 172 -413 -72 170 318 366
CL 13 0 308 -207 -576 -796 -869 23 145 235 289 309
CL 13 5 28? -202 -553 -763 -832 23 136 218 268 287
CL 13 10 220 -197 -530 -729 -795 23 126 202 248 265
CL 13 15 251 -191 -507 -696 -759 24 117 185 227 242
CL 13 20 232 -186 -484 -663 -722 24 107 169 207 220
CL 13 25 283 -150 -459 -644 -705 -18 69 132 269 182
CL 13 30 223 -159 -432 -595 -650 74 116 147 ]65 172
CL 13 35 56 -202 -385 -495 -532 30 107 163 196 207
CL 13 40 96 -183 -382 -502 -542 -4 40 71 90 96
CL 13 45 163 -170 -407 -549 -596 34 -30 -76 -102 -111
CL 13 50 137 -180 -405 -540 -586 50 -42 -116 -257 -171
CL 13 55 126 -144 -335 -450 -489 36 -50 -110 -145 -159
CL 13 60 79 -I08 -240 -320 -347 -2 -84 -143 -178 -190
CL 13 65 60 -138 -277 -361 -390 26 -94 -160 -200 -214
CL 13 70 41 -133 -254 -328 -353 26 -111 -]80 -222 -237
CL 13 75 22 -127 -231 -294 -316 27 -127 -197 -243 -25Y
CL 13 80 3 -122 -204_ -261 -280 27 -144 -229 -265 -282
CI. 13 85 -16 -117 -185 -227 -243 27 -160 -2_ -287 -304
CL 13 90 -36 -111 -162 -194 -206 27 -177 -258 -309 -327
CL t3 100 -74 -101 -116 -127 -132 28 -210 -297 -352 -372
CL 13 120 -74 -101 -11& -127 -132 28 -210 -297 -352 -372
CI. 13 140 -74 -I01 -116 -127 -132 28 -210 -297 -352 -372
CL 13 160 -74 -10t -116 -127 -132 28 -210 -297 -352 -372
CL 13 180 -74 -101 -116 -127 -132 28 -210 -297 -352 -372
CL 13 200 -74 -101 -116 -127 -132 28 -210 -297 -352 -372
.....END OF FILE WRITTEN.....
It_QUASI-BIENNIALOSCILLATIONS, CODE OF',QD, QT, OU, OR OVtU
15 1 291 I 807 I 554 I 404 I 353
(X' 20 2 248 2 778 2 537 2 392 2 344
Q_ 2'5 3 369 3 811 3 506 3 323 3 262
30 6 63 8 675 10 491 II 381 12 344
Of' 35 3 49 15 669 20 471 23 385 24 349
QP 40 9 39 22 665 31 491 37 387 39 352
OP 45 8 27 26 645 39 465 47 357 49 321
(]P 50 ? _39 27 595 40 422 48 317 50 282
OP 55 11 825 26 574 37 395 43 288 45 251
60 16 837 31 580 42 396 49 285 51 249
O_ 65 13 732 26 525 35 378 41 28? 43 259
70 21 689 21 497 28 360 33 277 34 250
75 8 646 16 469 21 342 25 266 26 240
80 5 603 10 441 14 325 16 254 _7 231
85 3 5bO 5 413 7 307 8 243 ? 222
90 0 517 0 384 0 289 0 231 0 212
OO 15 5 428 2 151 I 823 0 704 0 665
OD 20 10 368 5 95 I 770 1 653 1 614
60 25 15 410 7 188 2 30 I 805 1 773
QI) 30 6 287 5 B07 4 557 4 407 3 357
OO 35 6 76 ? 69? 11 523 12 417 13 382
Og 40 8 66 15 695 _ 522 23 419 24 384
OO 45 9 40 24 660 35 4?6 42 393 44 358
OD 50 8 B69 28 &25 43 450 52 346 55 311
B-60
55 8 842 26 589 38 408 46 299 48 263
QO 60 15 829 19 584 22 409 24 304 24 269
OD 65 13 704 16 466 18 296 20 194 20 160
O_ 70 lO 645 13 411 15 243- _6 143 16 110
QJ 75 $ 585 I0 355 lJ 191 12 92 12 59
QI) BO 5 526 6 300 7 138 8 41 8 9
Q[I 85 3 4,66 3 244 4 85 4 B60 4 828
Q_ 90 0 407 0 189 0 33 0 809 0 778
QT 15 4 |0 3 695 2 563 2 483 2 457
QT 20 6 4 6 673 4 529 4 443 4 4t4
QT 25 II IB 9 626 7 439 6 327 6 290
OT 30 9 9 I0 636 I0 462 Ii 357 II 322
QT 35 3 B53 9 63J 14 473 17 378 18 346
QT 40 ! 810 9 603 16 455 19 367 2J 337
QT 45 4 3 B $80 10 370 12 245 12 203
QT 50 l 784 2 492 3 283 4 157 4 115
QT 55 2 811 4 514 4 302 5 175 5 132
OT 60 6 18 6 5]3 5 245 5 85 5 31
OT 65 5 822 5 476 4 228 4 80 4 29
QT 70 4 8]7 4 454 3 194 3 40 3 856
QT 75 3 81J 3 432 3 161 3 869 3 8]4
QT 80 2 805 2 410 2 128 2 829 2 771
QT 85 1 799 I 388 ! 94 ! 788 ] 728
QT 90 0 794 0 366 0 61 0 748 0 685
QU 15 42 655 25 586 14 537 6 507 4 497
Q(J 20 84 504 5] 505 27 505 13 506 8 505
QU 25 126 3_ 76 390 4J 436 19 463 12 472
QU 30 158 205 99 355 57 462 31 526 23 547
QU 35 146 79 93 280 56 424 33 511 25 539
QU 40 56 843 47 22] 40 398 37 505 35 540
QU 45 21 591 24 102 26 374 27 537 28 59]
OU 50 49 289 43 793 39 282 36 498 35 570
_J 55 61 421 55 845 5J 278 48 460 47 520
QU 60 52 ]59 47 721 44 253 41 494 40 574
QU 65 44 7 39 640 36 221 34 493 34 583
QU 70 35 725 31 558 29 ]90 27 492 27 592
QIJ 75 26 573 24 476 22 158 21 490 _ 600
QU 80 J7 421 16 395 15 127 14 489 13 609
85 9 269 8 313 7 95 7 488 7 618
QU 90 0 118 0 231 0 63 0 486 0 626
Q_ 15 1 226 3 9] 5 866 7 809 7 790
04) 20 ! 264 6 140 I] 53 J3 0 14 853
Q9 25 l 438 9 246 ]6 J09 20 27 21 0
{N 30 ! 404 9 270 ]5 175 J9 117 20 98
Q9 35 8 274 J3 245 17 225 20 213 20 209
40 6 174 16 238 22 284 26 312 28 32l
45 7 44] |I 363 14 308 J6 275 16 264
Q_ 50 l 544 19 453 3l 389 39 350 41 337
09 55 5 647 II 543 15 469 J7 424 18 409
O9 60 4 571 9 533 13 507 15 491 15 485
Q_ _ 4 609 8 582 11 564 12 552 13 548
QU 70 3 648 6 632 9 621 I0 614 I0 61]
gV 75 2 686 5 68] 6 678 7 675 8 674
80 1 724 3 730 4 734 5 737 5 737
B-61
gV S_ 1 763 2 779 2 791 2 798 3 800
gV 90 0 801 0 828 0 B4S 0 859 0 863
..... ENDOFFILE WR]TTE_.....
,I_PflERICALHAR_WICS COEFFICIENTS, C0DE SP*:I
















































I -881 1240 272 770 1010 87 347 1_0 3
1 -1051 156_ 160 1006 1014 351 393 46 -221
I -1302 1834 85 1243 1499 416 288 -12 -475
1 -13_7 2771 -88 1384 2240 768 -131 _1_6 -642
I -1242 3707 -117 1218 2056 850 -298 -202 -783
[ -591 3511 -638 2072 -255 1210 -447 -98 -920
I 221 3594 -379 2791 -2082 1333 -683 -44 -1075
1 -1197 4623 -66 3334 -4594 -355 2211 574 -442
1 55_ 3331 -237 2488 0 0 0 0 0
i 6_1 2705 16 2047 0 0 0 0 0
I 607 2290 29 507 0 0 0 0 0
1 12o6 933 -595 139 0 0 0 0 0
i 986 -566 -3359 -250 0 0 0 0 0
i I0 -240 -76 -67 -212 160 -223 -42 -16
1 -3,5 -355 -61 -52 -346 233 -242 -47 -29
i -92 -541 -37 38 -480 304 -226 -66 -37
1 -4 -698 46 290 -713 350 -312 -110 -78
1 137 -260 -117 150 -543 686 -271 -157 -132
1 125 -490 -231 316 -743 649 18 -t59 -264
1 142 -781 -220 414 -368 222 235 -84 -167
1 106 -1023 -101 728 -226 -145 334 -12 -59
1 -317 -I126 531 250 24 -658 924 274 -140
1 -350 -512 582 -375 0 0 0 0 O
I 9 324 350 -237 0 0 0 0 0
1 109 1667 603 -290 0 0 0 0 0
1 -SO -1062 -237 1865 0 0 0 0 0
1 -157 735 -2659 704 O 0 0 0 0
2 -576 761 0 619 1379 -144 159 2_ 72
2 -625 1125 215 724 1673 -177 296 110 33
2 -39_ 1332 139 1073 1976 159 510 29 -218
2 -1096 1658 201 1197 2355 375 626 -4 -451
2 -844 24_ -38 1476 2520 739 310 -118 -581
2 -250 2920 -136 1515 1211 270 433 -21 -375
2 6l 2993 155 19_2 -1220 -63 _ 243 -370
2 501 2_25 346 2292 -2378 504 903 320 -384
2 -761 2642 197 2929 -4014 -181 3096 556 -313
2 1532 3063 -587 1289 0 0 0 0 0
2 690 2086 -273 816 0 0 0 0 0
2 37 1593 -1908 385 0 0 0 0 0
2 -16 1431 -I_89 -888 0 0 0 0 0
2 630 -60 -3774 -14a4 0 o 0 o 0
2 101 -41 -138 -184 -170 149 -326 -52 -25
2 176 222 -175 -366 -189 403 -530 -89 -28
2 235 70 -160 -324 -113 350 -669 -114 -11
2 336 135 -135 -339 -282 489 -805 -171 -48
2 357 -75 -31 47 -304 555 -629 -155 -153
























































2 194 -486 -338 478 -662 580 -44 -165 -175
2 386 -762 83 642 -665 799 -83 -164 -277
2 -72 -321 337 -42 -515 51 123 52 -114
2 -471 -453 _ 2 0 0 0 0 0
2 113 156 597 -55 0 0 0 0 0
2 293 1331 -320 -76 0 0 0 0 0
2 576 -841 -1548 1420 0 0 0 0 0
2 -446 1008 -2070 -1156 0 0 0 0 0
3 -327 312 23 274 1498 194 -167 -32 28
3 -522 274 415 676 1906 320 285 114 -69
3 -580 211 .5-35 887 2146 459 612 15 -215
3 -256 173 108 1070 2035 538 472 -83 -433
3 420 375 -291 1092 1076 232 286 -135 -210
3 1029 852 -I15 964 515 500 208 -82 -217
3 1670 865 -401 952 -112 260 80 39 -82
3 1550 544 218 1108 -693 -154 682 240 -141
3 q6 271 769 1527 -865 -490 2872 852 -46
3 1418 2048 -33 -300 0
3 269 1289 804 -434 0
3 -71 1299 474 -409 0
3 209 467 276 -540 0
3 1088 -155 -4063 -761 0
3 90 -56 -94 -I00 -81
3 56 -130 -126 -78 -18B
3 129 -238 -62 -92 -264
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
27 -189 -20 -I
87 -190 -33 -32
-7 -243 -37 -2
3 128 -197 -73 -23 -320 -38 -257 -53 -33
3 127 -278 -16 138 -495 112 -59 -39 -156
3 169 -208 -175 63 -121 -94 93 -55 -62
3 257 -79 -399 85 -182 297 55 -I19 -182
3 216 -49 -34 259 -292 -58 381 37 -17
3 126 422 220 -359 -705 371 -49 -67 -I05
3 -288 80 -22 -187 0 0 0 0 0
3 -238 530 -135 408 O 0 O 0 0
3 162 1723 -518 -777 0 0 0 0 O
3 1130 -427 -1869 431 0 0 0 0 0
3 -304 430 -2055 200 0 0 0 0 0
4 -459 -592 112 322 1273 I0 234 30 117
4 -319 -819 472 499 1488 121 533 95 -50
4 14 -I0_ 449 473 1576 177 551 -42 -17
4 599 -1216 250 98 1190 249 397 -II0 -17
4 1314 -1392 @6 -213 820 115 138 -192 136
4 1637 -1969 -73 -198 -92 -94 334 -108 170
4 .25?6 -1601 -364 -1082 331 -343 -438 -121 345
4 2774 -209B 122 -764 343 307 -336 59 236
4 2621 -3036 495 -284 760 -92 -30 221 204
4 1634 -2286 -31 140 0 0 0 0 0
4 90 -1584 355 638 0 0 0 0 0
4 -169 -2090 -40 756 0 0 0 0 0
4 334 52 -982 -1153 0 0 0 0 0
4 900 439 -3888 -1663 0 0 0 0 0
4 -I0 -73 -55 -22 -181 -1_2 57 14 I0
4 -44 213 -31 -116 -206 -151 40 -2 73
4 41 78 124 -120 -231 -309 -34 17 114
























































4 15 27 301 10 -516 -580 252 77 I17
4 358 336 203 -369 -187 -6_7 -103 -¢5 254
4 475 388 -23 -307 -157 -287 -165 -107 121
4 140 70 0 -148 -194 -396 356 -6 142
4 Z_7 503 447 -536 272 150 -23 -56 -14
4 16 704 181 -504 0 0 0 0 0
4 -_:!: a?'? 269 -775 0 0 0 D O
4 139 1645 -278 -1611 0 0 0 0 0
4 1084 -32 -1414 -_6 0 0 O 0 0
234 149 -2049 -472 0 0 0 0 O
5 -461 -827 -193 21 1236 46 11§ -87 120
5 -405 -1138 201 -89 1062 167 435 -31 -43
5 -83 -1261 207 -266 1067 -47 548 -81 134
5 505 -2029 246 -892 211 -13_ 569 -47 270
5 820 -23_3 -1 -1575 -64 -223 440 -147 428
5 1257 -3345 153 -1889 135 -538 459 -87 439
5 2076 -2684 -104 -3002 369 -366 -829 -409 788
5 2129 -4467 -650 -1679 446 404 -1180 -326 402
5 3059 -5203 478 -1232 1932 420 -1539 -42 317
5 941 =3887 249 -847 0 0 0 0 0
5 421 -4788 50 316 0 0 0 0 0
5 849 -4199 -179 1288 0 o o 0 0
5 719 -676 -992 -420 0 0 0 0 0
5 901 -278 -2890 1279 0 0 0 0 0
5 -35 195 -111 31 -265 -31 4 -18 16
5 -46 301 -74 -95 -232 -I17 21 3 42
5 70 178 55 -SO -230 -234 -I08 -19 38
5 99 261 197 -78 -137 -317 -168 -8 62
5 220 212 206 -170 -429 -538 -$3 -22 80
5 269 354 -189 -206 -550 -447 -90 -139 184
5 168 831 -170 -581 -596 -344 170 -I02 187
5 213 962 -I03 -587 -737 -331 108 -57 209
5 289 1171 290 -673 -573 194 -203 -172 7
5 37 522 308 -681 0 0 0 0 0
5 -176 498 693 -1183 0 0 0 0 0
5 -280 1163 -25 -1525 0 0 0 0 0
5 231 439 -813 -487 0 0 0 0 0
5 411 -673 -1671 960 0 0 O 0 0
6 -433 -1575 84 IS 1535 116 119 -22 -8
6 -198 -2625 221 134 1958 137 217 61 -261
6 66 -3324 271 -_2 1993 -209 316 38 36
6 384 -7_602 441 -1109 1744 -342 312 74 322
6 294 -4194 89 -1700 1736 -749 298 -26 784
6 117 -4549 -5_ -2116 1806 -891 201 -97 952
55 '6 723 -4788 -194 -2134 879 -704 -313 -I 808
6 1306 -3750 -6_ -2945 -512 -10 -1143 -301 8_2
6 2527 -6108 334 -2552 887 469 -1842 -110 442
6 1425 -4104 595 -2907 0 0 0 0 0
6 1331 -5958 328 -733 0 0 0 0 0
6 965 -4838 21 1085 0 0 0 0 0
6 939 -1013 -1067 124. 0 O 0 0 0
6 672 204 -3358 1253 0 0 0 0 0
6 -57 412 -111 -94 -364 -26 -18 -34 40
6 -192 836 3,5 -246 -656 -201 15 -5 66
B-64
SP 85 10 334 -52 -982 1153 0 0 0 0 0
SP 90 IO 900 -438 -388,9 1663 0 0 ' 0 0 0
SP 25 ]0 2 -6 -39 60 -84 148 54 14 -8
30 10 12 -66 -15 30 8 175 -34 -20 -58
S_ 35 10 18 58 ?6 "34 -57 337 -30 I0 -94
SP 40 10 59 -89 97 82 -]63 351 -145 -14 -107
SP 45 10 179 140 312 -52 -356 629 5 24 -122
SP 50 ]0 450 -9 276 178 -176 849 -218 -59 -276
S_ 55 I0 679 -380 14 321 40 425 -357 -131 -270
S_ 60 I0 323 -351 -5 30] 49 361 157 -55 -99
SP 65 I0 85 109 510 172 -322 -17 _7 -9 2
70 10 -68 -36 300 154 0 0 0 0 0
SP 75 10 -35 589 151 I]7 0 0 0 0 0
80 |0 589 -459 -403 93] 0 0 0 0 0
SP 85 10 1084 32 -1414 66 0 0 0 0 0
SP 90 10 234 -149 -2049 472 0 0 0 0 0
SP 25 11 -481 648 -167 131 1300 -212 186 -51 -32
SP 30 11 -408 1089 158 137 1413 -370 464 -20 114
SP 35 11 -109 1610 282 374 1268 -244 629 -4 95
SP 40 11 519 2112 268 853 508 -84 530 6 -56
SP 45 II 800 2554 33 1340 256 96 461 -55 -155
S_ 50 11 1000 3016 273 1903 -60 250 765 71 -186
SP 55 11 973 2377 -120 2930 -871 316 554 -64 -583
SP 60 11 661 2208 -111 2959 -1655 280 502 -56 -728
SP 65 11 -539 2535 783 2808 -1888 -286 2335 559 -363
70 I| 321 2900 87 1592 0 0 0 0 0
SP 75 1| -486 2952 676 1088 0 0 0 0 0
SP 80 II -302 1562 179 1170 0 0 0 0 0
85 11 719 676 -992 420 0 0 0 0 0
SP 90 11 90] 278 -2890 -1279 0 0 0 0 0
SP 25 11 2 -]02 -83 -57 -146 61 -24 -16 -5
30 11 21 -179 -65 13 -197 146 -85 -9 -36
SP 35 11 116 -66 32 -76 -287 296 -249 -48 -48
SP 40 II 182 -144 174 -117 -272 413 -386 -56 -59
SP 45 lJ 275 5 160 -50 -644 643 -273 -73 -84
SP 50 II 315 -218 -223 61 -524 523 -281 -186 -198
55 11 210 -655 -112 436 -579 481 61 -124 -180
SP 60 11 301 -781 88 500 -658 494 76 -35 -88
SP 65 II -178 -161 461 81 -1029 231 316 -68 -75
SP 70 II -119 -240 422 374 0 0 0 0 0
SP 75 II 45 580 261 374 0 0 0 0 0
SP 80 II 247 193 -378 741 0 0 0 0 0
SP 85 II 231 -439 -8]3 487 0 0 0 0 0
90 11 411 673 -1671 -960 0 0 0 0 0
SP _ 12 -477 1433 108 116 J639 -239 211 11 56
SP 30 12 -39] 2297 ]48 44 1631 -321 440 105 282
SP 35 12 -190 2904 231 538 1481 -34 64H 126 54
SP 40 12 -67 3051 442 1389 1093 156 899 222 -307
SP 45 12 -143 3594 125 1885 1107 590 818 113 -642
S_ 50 12 -723 3746 -8 2408 403 851 1182 94 -8]5
SP 55 12 -201 3969 295 2394 26 835 490 -47 -763
SP 60 12 -492 2533 7 3708 -1961 477 835 97 -993
S_ 65 12 -582 5098 -124 3359 -3499 682 ]094 203 -640











































































6 -157 1006 ]55 -462 -879 -436 -9 -47 136
6 -318 1645 209 -946 -1241 -614 135 -_3 298
6 246 864 148 -699 -9]4 -791 -206 -143 278
6 384 337 -14 -370 -561 -785 -i16 -143 250
6 333 388 -103 -316 -249 -480 107 -46 261
6 Z_2 7@0 -290 -848 -500 -499 326 -i_2 246
6 33i 1407 63 -I012 -259 -I 178 -65 177
6 -_B? 851 367 -166 0 0 0 0 0
6 -779 494 336 -520 0 0 0 0 0
6 -8_J 748 514 -1044 0 0 0 0 0
6 -ioi 1o61 -624 -1611 o 0 0 0 0
6 -475 -1183 -2589 1459 0 0 0 0 0
7 -505 -I126 67 -458 1185 -176 -182 -58 -20
7 -470 -1820 187 -476 1450 -282 -214 -13 -35
7 -467 -2415 194 -502 1719 %37 -352 -119 259
7 -653 -2654 95 -8_8 2154 -453 -431 -160 371
7 -1023 -3505 -561 -1244 2744 -831 -599 -370 755
7 -769 -4327 -227 -1226 2755 -630 -660 -231 832
7 35B -4608 -523 -1668 1009 -1045 -1133 -159 837
7 1613 -3206 -525 -3314 -440 -1038 -2134 -342 12250
7 2712 -6106 -124 -2458 1206 1016 -1677 32 217
70 7 IS77 %369 -331 -1201 0 0 0 0 0
75 7 1200 -7179 21 -123 0 0 0 0 0
8¢ 7 6_2 -5700 233 1133 O 0 0 0 0
85 7 1206 -933 -595 -139 0 0 0 0 0
90 7 _86 566 -3359 250 0 0 0 0 0
25 7 -I00 522 -44 -130 -392 -98 -54 -11 44
30 7 -109 625 0 -199 -454 -157 -41 -3 68
35 7 -37 502 8 -68 -476 -3_ -230 -64 80
40 7 -57 889 64 -446 -809 -313 -165 -81 99
45 7 -46 929 -17 -522 -841 -_68 120 -68 156
50 7 4 712 -125 -432 -608 -566 299 -81 189
55 7 -95 1052 -ii0 -616 -516 -237 568 -13 135
60 7 -77 1186 -51 -831 -843 149 556 10 46
65 7 -121 -I178 912 966 1939 301 1394 547 -73
70 7 -433 379 357 310 0 0 0 0 0
75 7 -365 -67 251 -101 0 0 0 0 0
80 7 -382 -158 818 -819 0 0 0 0 0
85 7 -50 1062 -237 -1865 0 0 0 0 0
90 7 -157 -735 -2&59 -704 0 0 0 0 0
25 8 -503 -907 -61 -516 1300 64 3 -32 -69
30 8 -505 -1429 _ -5F_ 1529 II 17 -4 -82
35 8 -764 -1731 I08 -833 2151 -403 158 -107 242
40 8 -818 -2281 267 -918 2610 -565 214 -121 359
45 8 -748 -3038 -391 -1373 2830 -I013 -I0 -333 721
5<) 8 155 -3256 -1_ -1596 1214 -397 -74 -198 525
55 8 1177 -4372 -84 -11% 297 121 -320 -48 320
_0 B IQ88 -3365 -63 -2127 -521 -276 -7_ -32 480
65 8 3314 -4647 -191 -1687 746 663 -1323 -l_ 154
70 8 1_6 -4586 -244 -725 0 0 0 0 0
75 8 1094 -7017 -537 1277 0 0 0 0 0
80 8 445 -6044 -1835 26_34 0 0 0 0 0
8 -16 -1431 -1589 888 0 0 0 0 0


















































8 83 127 -103 116 -187 -_ -277 -32 II
8 196 -164 -67 205 74 -318 -364 -35 40
8 264 -160 -2 258 127 -281 -525 -51 -7
8 352 -65 33 209 42 -370 -600 -88 21
8 358 247 35 -205 5 -428 -473 -102 93
8 371 553 -148 -322 -461 -208 -382 -191 -20
8 74 722 -201 -616 -506 -412 201 -74 131
8 202 722 229 -622 -636 -614 212 -73 267
8 -9 946 476 -356 -307 83 132 92 91
8 -581 768 486 -311 0 0 0 0 0
8 -386 340 375 -702 0 0 0 0 0
8 -150 -277 -35 -867 0 0 0 0 0
8 576 841 -1549 -1420 0 0 0 0 0
8 -446 -1008 -2070 1156 0 0 0 0 0
9 -269 -356 27 -243 1470 -207 -255 -54 -35
9 -405 -511 409 -570 1975 -468 88 42 58
9 -559 -,561 546 -677 2"Z90 -734 434 -76 321
9 -119 -499 228 -926 2151 -755 241 -155 443
9 538 -453 -556 -1153 1473 -529 -146 -367 479
? 138b -1205 -76 -785 932 -711 -240 -215 412
9 2083 -1673 -427 -471 -212 -318 -355 -94 89
9 2545 -1784 -167 -455 30 188 -566 -86 70
? 2982 -3117 508 145 2456 -226 -273 354 136
9 1774 -3800 -109 1306 0 0 0 0 0
9 2"75 -4635 715 2044 0 0 0 0 0
9 -14 -4175 481 2512 0 0 0 0 0
9 209 -467 276 540 0 0 0 0 0
? 1088 155 -4063 761 0 0 0 0 0
9 80 101 -85 58 -I01 2 -168 -12 -6
9 83 131 -122 5 -51 -66 -174 -31 21
9 164 199 -27 30 -69 31 -238 -_ -20
9 164 180 -55 -44 -82 83 -260 -53 -19
9 177 Y6 -57 -47 -143 -148 -70 -41 76
9 73 387 -251 -183 -158 116 182 -66 57
9 123 260 -246 -224 -258 -_I 324 -37 167
9 217 -290 44 -104 186 226 467 87 -82
9 9 731 268 -314 -684 152 171 5 8
9 -363 590 -31 -302 0 0 0 0 0
9 -458 427 -51 -1171 0 0 0 0 0
9 42 -666 -593 -147 0 0 0 0 0
9 1130 427 -1869 -431 0 0 0 0 0
9 -304 -430 -2055 -200 0 0 0 0 0
10 -421 413 75 -150 1225 -149 143 2 -53
I0 -381 690 360 -380 1334 -390 485 17 134
10 -189 836 352 -244 1362 -571 665 -77 262
I0 448 1119 240 43 727 -511 558 -93 146
10 1179 1153 -73 290 62 -438 365 -118 37
10 1433 1438 -56 492 -669 -290 636 -10 -64
10 1898 1051 -332 1338 -880 126 463 _ -302
I0 1,9,41 396 209 1752 -1305 -36 606 215 -502
I0 1295 1441 423 1174. -226 -742 1498 481 -II0
I0 712 -130 -424 1418 0 0 0 0 0
10 -782 149_ 296 89 0 0 0 0 0
10 -991 198 35 1168 0 0 0 0 0
B-67
SP 75 12 -84 3674 -23 1902 0 0 0 0 0
80 12 -85 2077 -160 1227 0 0 0 0 0
SP 85 12 939 1013 -1067 -124 0 0 0 0 0
SP 90 12 672 -204 -3358 -1253 0 0 0 0 0
SP 25 I2 8 -250 -112 -23 -196 46 -105 -42 -23
S£ 30 12 -74 -412 19 -37 -348 239 -182 -42 4
SP 35 12 -70 -665 f34 220 -607 454 -167 -73 -5_
SP 40 12 -112 -873 139 432 -796 710 -204 -135 -168
45 12 315 -54_ -12 473 -925 9_ -451 -241 -278
SP 50 12 538 -184 -124 211 -468 911 -484 -259 -299
55 12 450 -404 -18 284 -33 524 -118 -I13 -313
_£' 60 12 345 -749 -328 881 -265 535 142 -74 -283
S_ 65 12 -50 -1017 -31 812 -191 540 529 -27 -407
SP 70 12 -194 -186 563 -300 0 0 0 0 0
_' 75 12 -260 _5 351 -250 O 0 0 0 0
80 12 -345 1191 409 12 0 0 0 0 0
SP 95 12 -101 -1061 -624 1611 0 0 0 0 0
_' 90 12 -475 1188 -2589 -1459 0 0 0 0 0
.....END DF FILE WRITTEN.....
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR THE GRAM PROGRAM
Input to GRAM is as follows:














Height of starting position, km
Latitude of starting position (degrees, southern lati-
tudes negative)
West longitude of starting position (degrees, 0 to 360
degrees, or east longitudes negative)
Solar 10.7 cm radio noise flux (10 -22 watts/m 2) at time
of calculations. Use zero if height does not go over
90 km. Use 230 for design applications or consult Aero-
space Environment Division (AED) of Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) for monthly predictions.
81 day mean solar 10.7 cm flux. Use zero if height does
not go over 90 km. Use 230 for design applications or
consult AED, MSFC for monthly predictions.
Geomagnetic index aD. Use zero if height does not go
over 90 km. Use 20_.3 for design steady state conditions,
or 400 for maximum conditions, or consult AED, MSFC.
Date for starting time of calculations (month, date, two
digit year). Use month 13 for annual reference period.
Time for starting position (hours, minutes, seconds).
Use time corresponding to local time - 0900 for design
steady state, or 1400 maximum conditions.
Latitude displacement (degrees) between successive posi-
tions (new lat = old lat + lat increment). Use zero if
trajectory positions are to be read in.
West longitude displacement (degrees) between successive
positions (new long = old Ion + Ion increment). Use zero
if trajectory positions are to be read in.
Height decrease (km) between successive positions (new
height = old height - height increment). Normal profiles
are generated downward. If an upward generated profile











Number of positions to be computed, not including initial
position. Use zero if trajectory pos-lt-ions are to be
read in.
Time displacement (seconds) between successive positions
for automatically generated profiles (new time = old time
+ time increment)
0 for linear profile generated automatically internal to
the program, or value equal to unit number (e.g. 5 for
card input) for a trajectory with each position to read
in.
0 for no non-print output of atmospheric parameter values,
or value equal to unit number to get non-print output.
Lowest latitude (magnitude) for which geostrophic winds are
to be used in 4-D (0-25 km) and Jacchia (above 90 km) height
segments. Otherwise, interpolation is used to fill in winds.
In middle heights (25-90 km), the spherical harmonic model
is used at all latitudes.
r_
GROVES INPUT UNIT -
RANDOM INPUT UNIT -
QBO INPUT UNIT -






4-D, P, D_ T,
SCRATCH UNIT
Unit number for tape containing Groves and stationary per-
turbations (SCIDAT tape in Appendix A). Use any available
unit number.
Unit number of file from which random perturbation data are
to be read. If same as Groves input unit, these are read
from SCIDAT tape. If card input, use 5.
Unit number of file from which QBO parameters are to be
read. If same as Groves input unit, these are read from
SClDAT tape. If card input, use 5.
Unit number for 4-D input data tape. Use any available
unit number.
1 means compute random perturbation output, 2 means do not
compute random perturbation output.
1 means compute QBO output, 2 means do not compute QBO output.
Initial number for random number generator used to compute
random perturbations (can be any odd positive integer).
Use 1 for standard design applications.
0 means read NMC grid data from SClDAT tape, otherwise
these data are read from cards.
Unit number for scratch file for 4-D grid profiles required
in computations. Use any available unit number. This nor-









Unit number for scratch file to store NMC grid point data.
Use any available unit number. This normally is a tempo-
rary drum file.








TL, PS, DS, TS
INITIAL UL, VL,
US, VS
tive pressure, density, and temperature perturbations,
percent. Use zeros for standard design applications.
Initial values of large scale and small scale random wind
components, m/s. Use zeros for standard design appli-
cations.




Use only if linear profile is not to be generated automati-
cally. Each record has time (seconds), height (km), lati-
tude (degrees), and west longitude (degrees).
Only if trajectory input is used. Same form as a trajec-
tory position but with any negative height value.
The trajectory input records are optional, in free field format. If
included, use as many records (e.g. cards), as necessary.
Input for the following sample output listing is a_ follows:
CARD1: 92.0, 28.45, 80.53, .0, .0, .0, I, I, 75, O, O, O, .0, .0, 2., 47, O, O,
O, 20,
CARD2: 3, 3, 3, 4, I, I, I, O, 12, 13
CARD3: 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
A SUMMARY OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AN
INPUT DATA DECK IS AS FOLLOWS
Initial Data
Card I, as described at the beginning of this Appendix
Card 2, as described at the beginning of this Appendix
Card 3, optional, included only if random option = 1
C-3
NMC Grid Data
Optional. Include as card input only if this is not to be read from
the SCIDAT data tape.
Random Perturbation Data
Optional. Include as card input only if the random input unit is 5 and
these data are not to be read from the SCIDAT data tape or some other input
file. Do not include if random option = 2.
qBO Parameters
Optional. Include as card input only if the QBO input unit is 5 and
these data are not to be read from the SCIDAT data tape or some other file.
Do not include if QBO option = 2.
Trajectory Position Data and Backup Card
Optional. Include if trajectory, rather than linear profile generated
by the program is to be evaluated, and if trajectory option is 5. Trajec-
tory data is on other file if trajectory unit is not 0 or 5.
More "Data of the Same Kind IStartin_ with Initial Data, Card l)
If additional trajectories or profiles are to be evaluated, the data
may be input one set immediately after the other. The program is actually
more efficient for such multiple runs if the month remains the same. This
is because as long as the month remains the same the SCIDAT data tape read








OUTPUT TO GRA_I IS AS FOLLOWS
Computed from input date, set equal to zero for month 13
(annual'average)




















Position and time where atmospheric parameters are eval-
uated
Computed from Jacchia, 4-D, or Groves - plus - stationary
perturbations, depending on height.
Monthly means plus random perturbations and QBO pertur-
bations
From thermal wind equations using finite differences of
Jacchia, 4-D, or Groves - plus - stationary perturbations,
depending on height.
From mean isentropic surface slopes
Stationary perturbations, QBO perturbations and amplitudes,
and random perturbations and magnitudes for the small scale
(S), large scale (L), and total (T) perturbations. Per-
turbations are those which are added to monthly means to
produce total results output.
Following is a listing of sample output from the GRAM program. Initial
lines of output are merely listings of the input data for easy reference.
These listings are provided to indicate formats and kinds of input and output
data. For a listing of the input cards for these sample outputs, see earlier
in the Appendix.
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4-0 INPUTt/gET = 4
FIRST RAN_ NUHBER= I
WNCRE_ OPTION= 0
NMCGR[OPOINTSSCRATCHUNIT = 13
[NE[IAL LAT = 28.45 OEG
MEANF]0.7 = 0.00
GREENWICHTIME = O: O; 0
WESTLON INCREMENT= 0.00 BEG




4-]1P,n,I BATk SCRATCHUNIT = 12
_LIA# DATE= 2442414.0
INITIALUEST LO_ = 80.53BEG
AP : 0.00
HEIGHTINCREMENT= 2.00 KN
_]_ _OSTROPHtAT = 18.0
0_0 INPUTUNIT = 3
QBO OPTION = I
INITIAL P,B,T = O,OO% O.O0 l 0.00 Z SIGMAP,D,T = 11.13 % 11.06 Z 6.58 Z
INITIAL U,V = 0.00 N/S 0.00 N/S SIGNAU,V : 47.48 M/S 93.93 N/S LARGESCALE
INITIAL PeO,T = 0.00 Z 0.00 Z 0.0_ l SIGMAP,D,T : 7.53 _ I1,89 Z 7.81 Z
INITIAL U,V = 0.00 M/S 0,00 N/S SIGM.AU,V = 3J,35 ff/S 62,02 N/S S_LL SCALE
IMITIALUPS,VIIS= -10.71 I -9.1_ZINITIAL#DL,VDL= -10.39 Z -I6.73 I
$I PERCENTEVIATIONS FRON 1962 US STANDARDATHOOPHEREAPPEAR BELOWPRESSU_E_DENSITY_0 TEMPERATUREVALES $I_
UNPERTURBED(I_GHTHI.YMEAN) MEAN PLUS PERTURBATIONS INERTIAL
................................ WIND PERTURBATIONVALUES
HEIGHT LAT (ST PRES. BENS. TE_ GEOSTROPH. PRES, BENS. TEHF' TOTE SHEAR
(KN) LON (HI  (E6/ (BEG WINDIN/SJ (NT/ (KG/ (DEG WIND (N/S) (8/S/KM) ...........................
T]ME (BEG) (BEG) i_Z2) H_t3) KEL- Ntis2) N$Z3) KEL.................. P 0 T U P W
(SEC) VIM) E-g N-S VIN) E-W N-S E'-W N-S (Z) (I) (Z) N,'S HIS Clb'S
90.00 28.45 80.53 .199E÷00 .367E-0S 189. O. 4..230E÷00 .390E-_ 207. -30.
0 21.01 1S.SZ 4.ST 40.1Z 23.0Z 14.3I
88.00 _,#5 80,53 ,2BJE_O ,513E-05 lgJ, 7. 7, _331E_'00o556E-0_ 209, 13,
0 18.5Z 12,0Z 5.9% 39.4Z 21.3Z 15.6%
66. -.8 -.4 -.06
7.9 7.8 .1 OP
O.O 0.0 0.0 O, O. ON)
0,0 0,0 O,O O, O,
9.4 2,6 6.7 -4. 7.
7.7 11.8 8.2 30, 62. S16S
6.3 3.6 2.7-26. 54. RML
II.1 11,4 7.0 47. 97. SI_
15.7 6.3 9,4-30, 62. RANT
13,5 16,4 10.8 56, llS. SI6T
60. -3,3 -1,2 -,09
7.7 7.3 .4 8_
-.! -,I -.0 -0, O.
.2 ,1 .00. O, t_6
7.6 -.5 8.1 14. 2_. R_
7.3 10.0 7.1 26. 52. SIGS
10.1 9.1 I.I -8. 28, RAt_
10,4 lO,O 6,2 41, 82, _!_.
17.7 8.5 9.2 6. 53.
C-6
Bi.N 2B,45 80.53 ,398[400 .716E-05 194, 14, 9, .455E÷00 .747[-05 213, 22.
0 16.0% I],2Z 7.4% 32.7% 22.9% 18.02
$1,00 28,45 80,53 ,560E÷00 ,996E-05 196, 18, JO, ,637Ef00 ,10,IE-04 214, 5,
0 ,12,_ 4,1% 8,7Z 28.5% B,8% 18,6%
g'2.00 28.45 80.53 .782ESr00 .138E-04 198, 20,
0 9,1% -,4Z 9.8][
gO,O0 28,45 80,53 ,109E÷01 ,191E-04 200, 21,
0 5,3! -4.7Z 10,8%
12.7 14.1 9.4 48. 97, SIGT
5. -3.3 -[.2 -.Z6
7.5 6.8 .7 5P
-.1 -.2 -.0 -1. O. O_
,4 .2 ,1 1, O. H_&
3.6 -2.0 5.6 22. -13. RAM
6.9 7.8 5.9 20, 39. SIGS
10.9 6.6 4.4 -13. 9. R_I.
9.6 8.1 5.2 33, 64. SIGL
|4,5 4,6 9.9 9. -4. E,_T
I1.8 11.3 7.9 39. 75. STGT
5. -.9 ,6
9. .86_f00 .146E-04 200. -3. -9. -.9 .6
21.1% 5.3% 15.2%
-.25
7.3 6.4 1.0 SP
-.1 -.4 -,0 -1. O. [_0
.6 .4 .! 1. O. _t
6.4 I.I 5,3 28. -!, RARS
6.5 6.5 5.1 17. 30. SItS
7.5 3.7 3.8-40. -4. _At_
8.9 6.9 4.5 29. 50. SIGL
14.0 4.8 9.1-12. -S. R_I"
II.0 9,5 6,8 34, 58. SIGT
7. .129E÷01 .207E--04 202. -14. -2. -.9 .6
15.B% 3.3% 12.0%
-.28
6.9 5,B 1,1 SP
-.l -.4 -,0 -1. O. gBO
,8 .5 .2 I. O, 8_G
10.6 4.7 5.9 ]9. O. RAILS
6.1 6.2 4.7 17. 26. _[GS
.S 1.4 -.8-40. -18. _L
8.2 6.9 4.3 29. 45. SI_
II,I 6,1 5,0-21,-18. R_T
10.2 9.3 6.4 33. 53. SIGT
_.0_ 28.45 80.53 .152E_Ol .262[-04 203. 2e. 4..163E÷01 .23'9E-04 203.
0 2.2Z -4.8Z 7.7Z 9.7Z 1.3% 7.9%
-,31
6.5 5,2 1.3 ._
-,0 -,5 -.0 -1, O. gl_O
1.0 ,6 .2 2, O, 8A6
6.8 4.5 2.3 3. 3. Rd_ff;
5.6 6.0 4.4 16. 23. SIGS
3,2 4.5 -1.3 -37. -13. R4M.
7.4 6.9 4,0 29, 40. SIEL
IO,O 9,0 l,l -35, -10, RI_T
9,3 9.1 5.9 33. 46, SIGT
2. -28. -3.1 1.5 -,36
6,1 4.7 1,4 SP
.0 -.6 -.0 --0, O. 0_0
1.2 ,7 ,? 2. O. el_
3.2 4,1 -,9 1. -I, R_S
5,2 5.9 4,6 17. 21, SItS
4,1 2.9 1,1 -26. -32. E-_
6.8 7.0 4.3 31. 39, SIGL
C-7
7,3 7.1 .2-25, -33. RANI
8,6 9,2 6.3 35, 45, SIGT
76.00 28.45 80.53 .212E÷01 ,3591-04 206. 34.
0 .7l -3.81 4.71
2, ,2251f01,3821-04 204, lh -44.-3.1 1.5
7,0% 2,21 3,9Z
-,37
5,7 4,1 1.6 SP
,2 -.6 -.0 O, O. OBO
1,4 ,9 .3 2, O. EAG
-2,4 ,S -2,9 2, -3, RA@VS
4,8 5,8 4,8 17. 20, $InCl
8,5 6.4 2.1-25.-43, RAgL.
6,2 7,2 4,5 33, 38, SIGL
6,1 6,9 -,8 -23. -46. RANI
7,8 9,2 6.6 37, 43. SI@T
74.00 28.45 80,53 ,293E÷0! ,4901-04 208, 38. -2. ,289H01 .5271-04 188. -2. -23, -1,1 1.7
0 -.31 -2,27. 2.01 -l,8Z 5,0l -8.01
-,28
5.4 4.3 1.1 SP
.3 -,5 .0 1. O, 080
1,6 1,0 ,3 3, O. HAG
-7,4 1,6 -9.0 -6. 4. _ANS
4.6 5,6 4,6 18. IB, SIG$
5.'{ 6.4 -,9 -35. -26, RANL
5.8 7.2 4.5 34. 34. SIC,L
-1.9 8.0 -9,9-41. -21, RANT
7.4 9,1 6.4 38. 39. SIG[
72,00 28,45 80,53 ,401H01 ,659E-04 212, 40, -5, ,441E_01 ,760E-04 199.
0 -.9Z -I.OZ .II 8.9l 14.1% -6,3Z
9, -1,1 1,7 -,14
5,2 4,4 ,7 SP
.5 -.4 .0 1. l. 0BO
1,8 1,2 .4 3, 1.
-1,9 4.2-6.0 -8. 15. RIVIS
4,6 5,3 3,8 19. 15, SI6S
11.2 11.6 -.4 -32. -2. RAW_.
5.9 7.2 4.1 35. 28. S]GL
9,3 15.7 -6.4 -41. 13. RANT
7,4 8,9 5,6 40, 32, SIGI
70,00 28,45 80.53 ,550H01 .887E-04 216, 43, -8, .586EF01 ,974E-04 207. -14, -5, -1,1 1,7
0 -,41 1.3Z -1.71 6.1Z 11,3Z -6,01
-.00
5.0 4,6 ,3 SP
.7 -.3 ,1 2. 1. 2_)
2,0 1.3 .4 3, 1. lt_
-.8 1,9-2.7 -16. 4. RANS
4.6 5,! 3,0 20, II. Sl_
6.6 8.3 -1.7 -43, -I, RANL
5.9 7.1 3.5 36. 19. SIGL
5.8 10,1 -4,4 -59. 3, RANT
7.4 8.7 4.6 41. 22, $161
68,00 28,45 80,53 .742Et.01 ,116E-03 222, 48, -6, ,737E+01 ,122E-03 207, 30, -29,-2,9-1,1 -.39
0 -.4Z l.?l -2,21 -1.0_' 7.1I -8.81 4,7 4.8 -.1 SP
hO -.1 .1 3. I. O_
2.2 1.4 ,4 3. 1. tWWi
-4.7 -,8-3.9 -7. 1. RA/,IS
4.5 4.9 2.6 20. 12, SIGS
3.1 6.0 -2,9-14. -25, _:,,L
C-8
l_.O0 28,45 80.53 .100E_2 .152E-03 230.
0 ,SZ 3.22 -2,3Z
54, -4..105E_02 ,161E-03 225.
5.8Z 9.7Z -4,6Z
64.00 28.4S 80,53 .133E_02 ,176E-03 237. 52. -1, ,13_Ef02 ,202E-03 233.
0 1,5Z 4,1Z -2,5Z 3,6Z 7,4Z -4.4Z
62.00 28.45 80.53 ,17,5EH)2 ,250E-03 244.
0 1,6Z 4,6Z -2.8Z
60.00 28,45 80,53 .230E_2 .320E-03 251,
0 2,4Z 4.5Z -1,9X
58.00 28,45 80.53 .299E_02 .406E'-03 257.
0 2,6Z 3.9Z -I,IZ
43, 3, ,184E_02 .264E-03 241,
6.4Z lO,4Z -4°22
5,8 7.1 3.4 34, 20. SI_
-1.6 5.2 -6.8 -22. -24. R,.'_/I'
7.4 8.6 4,3 40. 23, SIGT
28. -21, -2,9 -1,I -.33
4,8 4,8 -,I SP
1,2 ,l .I 4. l, 0_0
2,4 1,5 .5 4. I. _
-4,7 -3.4 -1.2 -3. 8. R_i'_
4.4 4.6 2.3 20. 13. SIGS
8.4 9.6 -1,2 -27. -26. _/_L
5,8 7,1 3.3 32, 20, SI6L
3,7 6,2 -2.5 -30. -18, RAHT
7,3 8,5 4.0 38, 24, $181
-3, -21, 4,7-1.8 .01
4.8 4.9 -,1 SP
1,6 .6 ,2 4. 1, gBO
2.6 1.6 ,5 4, I. _
-2,4 -2,1 -,3 -26, 14. R_S
4,4 4,5 2,1 19, 14, SIGS
2,9 4,8-I,8-33, -34, RP,W,.
5,8 6,8 3.1 30, 19, SIGL
,S 2,6 -2.1 -59. -20. R,._T
7,2 8.1 3,8 35, 24. SITT
-5. -19. 4.7-1,8 .39
4,8 4,9 -.1 SP
2.1 1.1 ,3 4. 1. 080
2,8 1.8 ,6 4. 1: HAG
-1,7-1,2 -,5-27. 13, RAk_
4,3 4.3 2.2 18, 13. S16S
4.3 5,5 -1,2 -25, -35, RAI_
5.7 6.3 2,8 27, 17. S]6L
2,6 4.3 -1.7-52. -22. R,_T
7,1 7.6 3,6 32, 21, SlfiT
33. 6, ,229E_02 .323E-03 246, -9,
I.SZ 5.6Z -3.9Z
28. 6, ,298E_02 .417E-03 249. -36.
2.3Z 6,7Z -4,2Z
-7, 4,7 -1,8 ,74
4,8 4,9 -.I SP
2,5 1,6 ,3 4, O. OBO
3,0 1,9 ,6 5. I,
-6,1 -3.6 -2.5 -17. 9, RM_S
4.2 4,1 2.2 16. 13. SIGS
3.1 3.0 .1 -31, -23. R_
5,7 5,7 2.5 24. 14, Sl_
-3,0 -.6 -2,4 -47. -14, RANT
7,0 7,0 3.3 _, 19. SIGT
3. 2.6 .2 ,_
4,7 4.6 ,1 SP
2,3 1.8 .3 4. 1, _1_0
2.8 2.1 ,5 5. 1, et4fi
-5,3 -3.1 -2.2 -25, 16. R_S
4.1 3,9 2.2 15. 12. 516S
C-9
56.00 28.45 80.53 ,38_£+02 .515E-03 263, 23.
0 3.2Z 3.6Z -.3][
54.00 28.45 80.53 ,501Ef02 ,652[-03 267. 18.
0 3,2Z 3.3% -.0Z
52,00 2B,4S 80,53 ,640Et02 ,824E-03 271, 14,
0 2,8Z 2,9Z ,2Z
50,00 28.45 80,53 ,811£f02 o10]E-02 275, 9,
0 1.7! .SZ I,SZ
6, ,432E÷02 ,57_-03 262, -34. 10, 2,6 ,2
14,6][ t5,5_ -.6Z
2,8 4,0 -1,2 -43, -20, RAM.
5,4 5,3 2,3 24, t3, SIE,L
-2,5 ,9 -3,5 -68, -4, RAWT
6,8 6,6 3,1 28. 18, S[G[
6, ,525£_02 ,69_-03 264. -17,
8,3][ 10,3][ -t,SZ
.48
4,6 4,3 .3 SP
2.1 2.0 .2 3, 1. QBO
2,6 2.3 ,4 5, 1.
-J,0 ,4 -|.4 -]5, 29. RA#S
3.9 3,8 2.1 14, 12, SI6S
9,8 8,9 ,9 -48, -26, RAM.
5,2 4,9 2,1 25, 11. SIGL
8.8 9,3 -.5 -_, 4, R_I
6,5 6,2 2,9 29, 17, $16I
8. 2,3 -,0 ,30
4,5 4,0 ,5 St
2,1 2,2 ,2 3, 1, Q_O
2,5 2.5 ,3 5, ].
-2,7 -,3 -2.4 -9, 19, R_
3,8 3°6 2.0 14. 12, SIGS
5,4 4,6 ,8 -29, -17, RIglL
5,0 4.7 1,9 25. lh SIS.
2,7 4.4 -1,6 -38, 2, R,_/T
6,3 5,9 2.7 28, 16, SI61
6, ,711Ef02 ,920E-03 271, -18, 17, 2,3 -,0 ,15
14,3Z 14,9][ ,OZ 4,4 3,7 ,7 SP
2.2 2,4 .J 3. O. OPO
2,5 2,6 ,3 5, 1, 1_6
-1.1 1.8 -2,8 -8. 20, R_IS
3,6 3,5 1.8 lJ. 12, 5165
9.6 7,2 2,6-26, -9. RANL
4,9 4,6 1,7 26, ]h SlG_
9,8 9,0 -,2-34, II, RART
6.1 5.7 2,5 29. 16. SIGT
6, ,84Ef02 .lJIf-02 268. -27. 14. 2,3 -o0
6.3;{ 8,1_ -1.1Z
48,00 28,45 80,53 ,103E{03 ,13_-02 273, 8, 4, ,106[f03 .135E-02 274, -12.
0 l.lZ ,0% 1,0Z 3,5Z 2,4_ 1,3I
.05
3.5 2.6 .9 SP
2.3 2.6 ,I 2. -0. GBO
2.6 2.6 .2 4. 2.
-4,5 .9 -5,4 -23, 15, R_
3,5 3,4 1,6 12. 11. SIGS
6,6 3,9 2,7 -15. -6, RANL
4,7 4,5 1.6 26. II, SIC4.
2,1 4,8 -2.7 -38, 9, RkRT
5,9 5,6 2,3 29, 16, SlG|
3, ,5 ,6 -,03
2,6 1,5 1,0 SP
2,4 2.5 ,3 h -0, 0_0
2,5 2,5 ,4 4. h '_
-4,5-1,3 -3,3 -8, 6, R_
C-IO
46,00 28.45 80.53 .132E1"03,168F-02 272.
0 .3Z -2.0X 2,0X
44.00 28.45 80.5_ .|68E403 .216E-02 269.
0 -.gX -4.3Z 3,1Z
¢2.00 28.45 80.53 .218E(0] .286E-02 264,
0 -I.OX -4.5X 3.31I
7. 3. ,134E+03 .174E-02 268. -35,
1.7Z i.3X ,SZ
6. 2, ,164E+03 .214E-02 2&7. -23,
-3.IX -5,2X 2,3Z
3.3 3.2 1,7 11, 11, SIG£
4.& 1.2 3,3 -13. -8. RA_
4,6 4,3 1,7 25, 11, SIGL
.0 -.l .l -21, -1. RANT
5,6 5,4 2.4 28, 15. SIGT
6. O..213E+03 .283E-02 262. -14.
-3.2Z -5.4Z 2,3Z
9. ,5 .6 -,07
!.6 ,3 !.2 SP
2,4 2,4 ,5 -0, -1. gBO
2,5 2,4 ,7 3, 1. _G
-3,2 -,5-2,7 -3, 17, RA_
3.1 3,0 1,7 IIo I0. SILLS
2,2 1,4 ,7 -39. -I0. RANL
4,4 4,2 1,8 25, I0, SIGL
-I,O 1,0-2,0 -41, 7, RANT
S,4 5.1 2,5 27, 14, SIGT
7. ,3 .7 -.07
.7 -.i 1,4 SP
2,4 2.1 .7 -1. -I, g)O
2,4 2,1 .8 3. I. t14_0
-4,5 -2,4 -2.2 -3, 16, RAMS
2.9 2,8 1.8 I0. 9. SIGS
.I -,6 ,7-25, -10. RAN4.
4.2 3.9 1,9 24, 10, SIGL
-4,4 -3.0 -1,4 -28. 6. RANT
5,1 4.8 2.6 26. 13. SIGT
7, .3 .7 -.0_
1.3 -,0 1,5 SP
2.2 1.8 ,7 -5. -1. 080
2,2 1.8 .8 4, 1.
-8.0 -3.3 -4,7 -4, )I. RA_
2,7 2.6 1.8 9, 8, SIGS
3.8 ,7 3,1 -13, -3. RA/fL
4.0 3.5 2.0 22, 9. SIGL
-4.3-2,6 -1.6 -17. 8. RANT
4,8 4,3 2,7 24, 12. SIGT
40.00 28.45 80.53 .279[+03 ,373E-02 260. 5. -1, ,287E+03 .38_-02 263. -11. -2, .3 ,7
0 -3.0Z -6.7:[ 3.8Z -.OZ -5.0Z 5.1X
38.00 28.45 80.53 .3&SE+03 .504E-02 252. 6, -2, ,3flOE+03 ,521E-02 254. -17. 7. -.4 .5
0 -3,3X "6.IX 2.9Z ,GZ -2.9Z 3.9Z
-.05
.7 -.8 1.4
2.1 1.4 .8 -5. -2. 880
2.1 1,4 ,8 S. 2,
-2,0 -1,5 -,6 4. 6, RA/¢S
2.6 2,3 1,8 8. 7. SIGS
2.9 1,8 l.I -16. -S, RANt
3.7 3,1 2.1 20. 8, SIGL
.9 .4 .5-12. O, RAgT
4.5 3.8 2.8 22, 11, SI6T
-.07
,2 -.9 I.I
1.8 1.2 .8 -7. -I. O_
1,8 1,2 .8 7. I.
C-ll
36.00 28.45 80.53 .477E+03 .681E-02 244,
0 -4,3Z -6.2Z 2.0Z
34,00 28.45 80.53 .62BE+03 .921E-02 -2.38.
0 -5.3Z -6.9Z 1,8%
32.00 28.45 80.53 .033E+03 .125E-01 233,
0 -6,3Z -8,1Z 2.2Z
30,00 28,45 80.53 .110E+04 ,169E-0! 229,
0 -7,BZ -8,4Z I.OZ
7, -3, .5t0E+03 .7006-02 255. -15, -5, -,4 .5
2.4Z -3.5Z 6,4Z
-1,4 -1,5 .0 -0, 10. RA_
2,3 2.2 1.9 8. 7. SIGS
3,8 3.7 .1 -16, 1, RAIg.
3.4 2.9 2.0 19, 8. SI_
2.4 2.2 ,l -17. l]. RAgl
4,2 3,6 2,8 20, 10. SIO1
7. -4, ,657E+03 .949E-02 242, -19, 5, .6 .I
-.9Z -4,0Z 3,7Z
-.13
-,3 -hl ,8 SP
1,6 1.0 ,8 -9. -1, g_
1.6 1.0 .9 9. 1, NAG
,8-1,8 2.5 2, O. R_S
2,1 2.2 1.9 7, 7. SIGS
4,5 3,6 ,9 -15, -1, k4_L
3,1 2,7 1,9 17. 7, 5161.
5,3 1,8 3,4 -13, -1. RAiWT
3,8 3,4 2,7 19. lO. SIET
-.18
-.8 -h2 .5 SP
1,3 ,7 .9 -9, -1, OBO
1,3 ,8 .9 10, h M_
,3 -J .4 6. 9. RAgS
1,9 2.1 1,8 6. 6, SIGS
2,9 2,4 ,5 -21, I, RAgL
2,8 2.5 ),B |6, 7, SICk.
3,2 2.3 .9 -16. IO, RANT
3.4 3.2 2,6 17, 9, SIGT
5. -4..833E+03 ,124E-01 235. -3. -3. ,6 .l
-6,3_ -8.31 2.7% -1.2 -1.4 ,2




1.0 .5 ,9 -9, -1, gBO
1,0 .7 .9 10, h flAG
-1.9 -,9 -,9 10. 3, RAgS
I'.8 1.9 1,8 6. 5, SI_
.8 .2 .6 -9, -2, RANt
2,5 2,3 1,7 14, 6, Sl_
-1.0 -.7 -,3 h 2, RAgT
3.1 3,0 2,4 15. 8, SIGT
28,00 28,15 80.53 .tSlE+04 .235E-01 _5, 4. -3. ,|51E+04 ,228E-01 231,
0 -6.4:: -6,2Z ,If -6,8I -9.1Z 3.11
,6 .| -,11
-1.7-1.5 -,I SP
,8 .2 1.0 -B. -I. OBO
,8 .5 1,0 10. I. &'_
-,0-h2 1,2 10. -3, RAgS
1,6 1,8 1,7 5. 4, 5165
2,3 h2 I,! -4, -I, RPWq(.
2,2 2,1 1,5 12, 4, SIGL
2.3 -,0 2,3 5. -4, RN(T
2,7 2,8 2,3 13. 6. SIGT
6, -8. .2 -.I
0,0 0,0 0.0 5P
.5 -,2 ,9 -6. -I, OllO
C-12
26.00 28.45 80.53 .207E'_04 ,328E-0l 220, 3. -3, .20E÷04 .316£-0! 230. 5. O. ,2 -.l
0 -5,3Z -4.37 -l,OZ -4.8Z -7,7Z 3,37
24.00 28°45 80,53 ,284Ef04 ,457E-01 2]6, 4. -2, ,785[f04 .449E-OJ 22J, J, -2, Jol ,3
0 -4.6X -2,6X -l,9X -4.2X -4,4Z .3Z
22°00 28.45 80.53 ,391E_04 .643E-01 2]2, 6. -1, ,389E÷04 ,636E-0! 213. 5. -5, -,! -.0
0 -3.51 -,3X -3,2X -3,9X -I.4X -2,57
20.00 28.45 80.53 ,545[_04 .914E-0! 207. 16. 3. .546Et04 .916E-OI 208. 6. -3. -1,6 -.3
0 -l,$Z 2,ax -4,2X oi,3! 3.OX -4.0X
ll.O_ 28.45 80.53 .759E_04 ,I29EtO0 205, 19, 4. .759Et04 .I.'_E÷O0 206, 12. -0. -3.3 -.4
0 .3Z 6,0X -5,4Z ,37 5,6Z -S,OZ
,6 .6 J,O 9, l, _
-,8-2,7 J,9 3. -3, RAHS
J,5 ],6 1.5 4. 3. SIGS
-,0 -,2 ,1 6. -0, RA#L
2,0 1.9 1,4 11. 4, SI_
-,9 -2.9 2.1 9. -3. R/_IT
2.5 2.4 2.1 12. 5. $1GT
-,07
0,0 0,0 0,0 9'
,2 -,6 ,9 -S, -1, OBO
,4 ,7 ,9 8. 1, _
.8 -I,$ 2,4 7, 2. R_
1.3 1.3 1,3 4, 3, SIGS
-,S -1.5 J.O -0, 2, RAt/L
1.8 1,6 I°3 10. 3. SI6L
.3 -3.0 3.3 7. 4. R_T
2.2 2.0 1.9 10. 4. SIGI
0.0 0.0 0.0
.] -.7 .8 -3. -I. 080
.3 .7 .9 7. t.
,2 -.2 .3 O. 2. R/_tS
.S .6 .6 3. 3. SIGS
,! -1.0 1.2 -0, -1. R_l¢..
,6 .7 ,6 8, 3. Sl_
,3-1,2 1,5 -0. 1. R_T
,Q .9 .8 9. 4. SIGT
.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 SF'
.I -.5 .7 -0. -1. 0_
.2 .6 .7 6. I.
.0 -.2 .2 3. I. RA/_S
.4 .6 .5 3, 3. SIGS
-.& -.4 -°2 -3. -4. RA#_L
,6 .7 .5 8. 3. SIC_
-,6 -.S -.0 -0. -3. R_T
•7 J.O ,8 9, 5, SIGT
-.00
O,O 0,0 0.0 SP
,1 -.3 ,6 2, -0, Q_
,2 .5 .6 5, I, M6
-.6 -,6 -,0 O. 1, R_S
,4 ,7 .5 3, 3. SIGS
.7 1.1 -.4 -12. -6. RA,_t
,6 ,9 .5 8, 4, SIGL
.l ,5 -.4 -ll. -5, RA_T




16.00 28°45 80,53 ,I07E_05.183E_00 204. 30,
0 3,5_ 9.8X -5.8X
14.00 28,45 80,53 ,149E_05 ,24&E+O0 210. 37,
0 5,0_ B.{_ -2,9Z
12,00 28.45 80.53 ,205E÷05.32BE÷O0 217. 35,
0 5,5X 5._ ,3X
10.00 28,45 80,53 .278E+05 ,421E÷00 230, 32,
0 4.8X 1.8l 3,0Z
8,00 28.45 80.53 .370E+05.529E_00 244, 26,
3, ,107E+05 .181£+0_ 207, 16, -15, -4,1 -,3
4, ,14_+05 .244E400 212_ 22, -6. -I,I -.I
4,71 7.2X -2,3Z
3, ,204E+05,335E+00 212. 20, -lh 2.1 .I
5.2X 7,3X -2,0%
3, ,28_2E*05,423EfW 232. II, -I. 3,5 ,2
6,6% 2,41 4,1%
3, ,_67£+05 ,526E÷00 243, 4. -9. 3.9 .2
,I -,3 ,5 2. -0, Q_O
,2 ,4 ,5 4. O,
-,I -.5 .3 2, 3. RA_
,5 ,9 ,6 3, 5. SIGS
,Q .4 -.3 -11, -8. RA_e..
.6 1,0 .6 9, 5, SI_
-.I -,I -,0 -9, -4, RA_T
.B 1.3 ,8 9. 7. SIGT
-._
0,0 0.0 0,0
.I -.2 ,4 2, 4. OH
,1 ,3 ,4 3. O,
-,4 -1,2 .8 2. -8, RAS_S
,6 I,I ,7 3, 6, SXGS
.5 ,5 .0 -18, -I0. RA_W¢
,7 1,2 .6 lO, 7, SI_
,2 -,7 .9 -16. -IB. RANT
,9 1.6 ,9 I0, 9, SlGT
-,04
0.0 0.0 0.0
,0 -,2 ,2 2, -0, @_
.I ,2 ,2 2, O,
-.8-1,2 ,4 -6. I, R_
,7 I,I ,7 4. 7, SIGS
.5 .5 .0 -fl. -10, RANt
,9 1,3 .7 II. 8. SIGL
-,3 -.7 ,4 -17, -9. R_T
I,I 1.7 1.0 12, 11. SIGT
,07
0.0 0.0 0,0
.0 -,I ,I 1, -0, 0_0
.0 ,! ,I 1. O,
-.4 ,6-I,0 4. -8, R_
,7 1.0 ,8 4. 8, SIGS
.! 1.5 -1,3 -20. -6. RAWt
.9 hl ,7 13, 9, SI_.
-,3 2.1 -2,4 -16, -15. R/efT
i.I 1.5 1,1 13. 12, SIfT
,l&
0,0 0,0 0,0
0,0 0,0 o.o O. O, OBO
0,0 O,Q 0,0 O, O. 1_6
,I -,7 ,7 -5, -4, R_NS
,7 .9 .8 5. 9. Slrs
1,6 1.2 .3 -17, -0. RANt
.9 1.0 .8 14, I0, SIC.4.
1.7 .6 1.1 -22, -4 "_:T
1.1 1,3 1,1 15, 14. aIGT
C-14
0 3.9]: ,6]: 3.31: 3.lZ .0]: 3,0]:
6,00 2B.45 _X),53 ,486E÷05 ,654E÷00 _9, 20. 3. ,479E_-05 ,655Ef00 255, 4, -14, 3.6 ,3
0 2,9Z °,92 3,8Z 1,5]: -,7]: 2.31
4,00 28,45 80.53 ,62E405 ,80E_00 27t. J2. 3, .631E+05 ,808E_00 272. 15, -2, 3,5 .3
0 |.9Z -I.4Z 3.3Z 2.32 -1,4% 3,8]:
2.00 28,45 80,53 ,804E405 ,996ET00 281. 6. 2, ,807E_05 ,989E_00 284, 5, 2, 3,5 1.0
0 l,J]: -1,1]: 2,2Z 1,5I -I,?Z 3.22
0,00 28.45 80,53 ,102Et¢_ ,123E+0! 288. -l. -l, .JO2E÷06 .124£÷0! 287, -4, 4. 5.6 ],4
0 ,SZ .7Z .t]: .TZ 1,2Z -.5Z
0,0 0,0 0.0 SP
0,0 0,0 0,0 o, O. 0_0
0.0 0.0 0.0 O, O, _AG
-.3 -.0 -,3 -4. -2, _RS
,6 ,8 .8 4, 8, SIGS
-,5 -,5 .0 -18, -I0. RAilt
,8 .8 ,8 12, 9, SIGL
-.8 -,5 -,3 -22, -13. RA_T
1.0 1.1 I,t 13, 12, SIGI
,27
O,O 0,0 0,0 SP
0,0 0.0 O,C, O. O, t]BO
0,0 0,0 0.0 O, O. M_
-.7 ,5 -1,3 O, -9, RA_
,5 .7 ,7 3, 6, SIbS
-,6 -.4 -,2 -16, -8, RA/_.
,7 ,7 .7 lO. 8. SI_
-I,3 ,1 -1.4 -15, -17, RA/IT
,9 1.0 1,0 11. 10, SIGT
,2g
0,0 0,0 0.0 SP
0,0 0,0 0.0 O, O, Q@O
0,0 0,0 0,0 O, O, lid6
,2 -.3 ,6 -l, -6, RA/tS
,5 ,6 ,7 3, 5. SIGS
.2 .3 -.l 3. 1, RANL
.6 ,7 ,7 9. 6, Sl_
,4 -.1 ,5 2, -5. R_l"
,7 ,_ 1.0 9, 8. SIGT
-.00
0,0 0.0 0,0 SP
0,0 0.0 0,0 O, O, O_
0,0 0,0 0.0 O. O.
,2 -.6 .7 -3. -3. RA.WS
.4 ,e ,8 2. 4, SIGS
,2 -.I ,3 2, 3, R/WIt
,5 ,8 ,B 7, 5, Sl6t
,4 -.7 1.0 -I, O. R_CT
.6 I,l 1.2 7. 7, SI6I
-.14
0.0 0.0 0,0 SP
0,0 0.0 0,0 O, O, g_
0,0 0.0 0.0 O. O. t_A8
-.3 -,0 -,3 O. 1, RtWCS
.3 1.4 1.4 I. 3, SIGS
•3 .6 -,3 -3, 4. RARt.
.4 1.4 1,4 5, 4, SIG{
-,1 ,5 -.6 -3, 5, R_T




Following is a listing of the Global Reference Atmospheric Model
(GRAM)- Mod3. Sequencenumberscontaining a four character subroutine
code and a four digit numberappear on the right of the printout.
D-I
I0
FIRST DATA CARD READS INITIALHEI_T (KH),INITIALLATITUDE (DEG)GRAM
INITIALLO_ITUDE (DEG),FI0.7,MEAN FI0.7,AP, MONTH,DAY, RAM
YEAR (TOTALYEAR - 1900),GREE_ICH HOUR, MINUTES,SECONDS, GRAM
LATITUDE INCREMENT(DEE),LONGITUDEINCREMENT(DEG), GRAM
HEIGHT IECREASE(KM),NAXINUHNUMBEROF POSITIONS(EXCLUDING GRAM
INITIAlPOSITION)TO DE COMPUTED,TIE INCREMENTDETWEEN GRAM
POSITIO_3,IRtdECTGRY_TION, _TPUT OPTION,MININ_ GEOSTROF_41CGRAH
lATITUDE GRAM
C_IOTEMP/IGTEMI,IOTEM2,1UG,NIIC_,DDrXHJD,PHII,_I GRAM
. N_NE,RPI, RDI, RTI, _I, SDI, STI, RUI, RUt, _I, SVI,GRAM
9090











MONTH = 0 GRAM
IOPT=O GRAM
H=O, GRAM
IF(IOPT.EQ.O,OR.(IOPT.GT.O.AMD.H,LT.O.))GO TO 6 GRAM
READ(I_T,IO) IET,H,_I,THET _AM
FORMAT() GRAM




























6 MN = MONTH GRAM 28






















IF (GLAT.LT,5.) GLAT = 5.




SET NSAME TO AVOID SETUP


























C COfl4)ERTLONGITUDEINCREMENTORADIAHS GRAM 55
DTHETR=DTHETIFAC GRAH 56
C READ_TA T_E TO INITIALISE ARRAYS GRAH 57
CALLSETUP GRAM 58
NT - ! GR_I 59
[F(IOPT°EO,O) GO TO 1B GRAM 60
READ(IOPTPIO)IETrH_PHI_THET CRAH 61
]F(ABS(PHI).LE.90.) GOTO 16 CR_ 62
PHI = SIG#(]80.-ABS(PHI)_PHI) CRMf 63
THET= THET_. 180, CRAN 64
16 IF(THET.LT,O,)THET=THET.I'360. CRAH 65
IF{THET,GT,360, ) THET= THET- 360. GR_ 66
PHIR=PHI_FAC CR_ 67
THETR=THETCFAC CRAg 68
60 TO 19 CRAH 69
18 H = HI - OH CRAg 70
C,,,.,OISPL_ES POSITIONBEFOREEVALUATIONOF M'ffosPHERICPARAnETER8 CRAg 7]
IET = ]NCT CRAH 72
PHIR=PHIIR÷I)PHIR CRAH 73
THETR=THETIR'iPTNETR CRAH 74
IF (ABS(PHIR),LE.PI/2,) GOTO 17 CRAll 75
PHIR = SI_(PI-ABS(PHIR),PHIR) GRA_ 76
THETR= THETR"FPI GRAH 77
17 IF (THETRoGT,2.¢PI) THETR= THETR- 2,_I GR_ 78
IF (THETR.LT,O.) THETR= THETR÷ 2,1PI CRAH 79
C A--FOUATORIPJ.EARTHRADIUSI,B = POLAREARTHRAQIOS CRAg 80
C EPS=EARTHECCENTRICITY CRAH 81
19 A = 6378,160 CRAg 82
B = 6356,7747 CRAH 83
EPS=(1,-(BtB)/(ACA)) CR_ 84
C,,,,,CO_iPUTES RADIUSTO HEIGHTH, AgOGRAVITYAT HEIGHT_O CRAg 85
C LATITUDEPHIR GRAH 86
CALL RIG CRAtl 87
ISEC=ISECO_'IET GRAM 88
ISEC--HOO(ISEC,60) GR_ 89
HIN = MINO ÷ IET/60 CRAM 90
I_ = IHRO ÷ gIN / 60 CR_ 91
tlIN = HODiHIN_60) CR_ 92
C,.,,,CONPUTES P,D_T,U,V AT FIRST POSITIONAFTERINITILL POSITION CR_ 93
IF(HJ,LE,30,) LOOK=I CR_ 94






















20 NT = NT ÷ I











C I_REHENT THE HEI6HT
22 H = H! - DH
IF (H .LT, 0,0) GO TO5
C I_NT TIIE_TITU_
PHIR=PHIR÷ItPHIR
C INCRE_NT THE LONOITU_
THE_=THETR_DTHETR
C.....READS _g INflJTIF ABS(LAT)GTR 90 DEG
IF (ADS(PHIR),LE,PI/2)GO TO 23
PHIR=SI_<PI-ABS(PHIR),PHIR)
THETR=THETR+PI
23 IF (THETR,GT,2,$PI)THETR= THETR - 2. I PI








C COMPUTERADIUS _D _ITY AT NEW POSITION
CArL RIG




































































































IFG.2,' DE6',T83_'INIIIAL WEST LON = ',F6.2,' _E6',/,' FIO.7 = ',FgRAM 179
$8.2, GRAM 180
2T43,'MEAM F!0.7 = ',F7.2,T83,'AP = ',FB.2d,' DATE= ',I2,'/',I2,GRAM 181
3"/',I2,T43,'GREEHglCH TIHE = '_I2,':',I2,':',I2/,' LAT INCREMENTGRAM182
4= ',F6.2,' DEG',T43,'_ST LON INCREWENT= ',F6.2,' DEG',T83,'HEI',GRAM 183
$'GHT INCR', GRAM184
5'E_NT = ',F7.2,' KN',/,' NAXIHUNHUNBEROF POSITIONS= ',I4,T43,GRAM 185
6'TIMEINCREWENT= ',14,'SEC',I2X,'TRAJECTGRYOPTION = ',14, 6RAM I86





CO_ON/AIUCON/A(26,3), D(26), X(26), KOUNT ADJU 4
DI_NSION PQ(26), QQ(26), UC(26), VC(26), gC(26), U(26), U(26), ADJU 5
$ g(26) ADJU 6
ASSONPTIONS@ ADJU 7
HS IS THESURFACELEVEL ADJU 8





HSJ = HS ADJU 14










DOS I=JJ,N ADJU 25
UC(1)=SQRT(SP(KOUMT,I)) AOJU 26
VC(I)=SQRT(SD(KDONT,I)) AOJU 27




C..... _TS UPOUADRATUREFACTORS ADJU 31
PQ(J)=SOO,¢(FLO_T(INT(HSJ_I,))-NS)/(COk_TtT(KO_T,])) AD_ 32
_(1)---500,$(FLOAT(INT(HSJ+I,))-HS)I(_NST_T(KEUWT,JJ)) RDJU 33
15 [=JJ,_ ADJU 34
IP=I÷I ADJU 35
PQ(I)=5OOo/iCONST$T(KIX_T,])) AD..ILI
15 _(I)=500,1(C_STST(KOLIkITrlP)) _I)Jtl 37
60 TO58 ADJU 38








DO 20 I=1,26 ADJU 47




DO35 I=1,_ ADJIJ 52
















IF(I,EQ,_) GOTO30 ADJU 69
A(12,3)=-(I,-QQ(1))$(I,+PQ(IP))/_I+(I,/BWI+I,/_I)$ ADJU 70





































































































































































































































































































DP= P(II_JJ_2) - P(I1FJl_l)
IF (DP) 510P520_5i0
510 8H! = AI_(P(Ii_J1,2)/_)





















































































































































































K=NO.OF _RDER DIAC_]NALS,N=K+I=INPESOF PRIN.DIAG DIAG 5
_H=TOTALNO.OF DIAGS. DIAG 6
X(II=SOLUTION DIAG 7
COMOt_/ADJCO_I/A(26,3),B(26),X(26) BIAG 8
K = I DIAG 9
P_=K÷I DIAG 10
DO30 L=/,N DIAG 11
AL._=d(LT_() OI_ 12
A<L,H)=I, DIAG 13
IF(L,EQ.H) GOTO15 PING 14
I2:_INO(I_,N-L) DIAG 15
DO I0 I=i,12 DIAG 16
MPI=NH DIAG 17
10 A(L,HPI)=A(L,HPI)/ALH DIAG 18
15 B(L)=B(L)/AL8 DIAG 19
IF(L.EQ,N)GO TO 30 DIA6 20
25 I=I,12 DI_ 21
LPI=LH DIAG 22
FACT=A(LPI,M'-I) DIAG 23
DO20 ._1,12 DIAG 24
NJI=H÷J-I @lAG 25
20A(LPI,MJI)=AiLPI,NJI)-A(L,8+J)IFACT DIAG 26








40 I=l,12 @lAG 35
44)SU_=SLW4_A(NNL,NH)_X(I_4L÷I) @lAG 36
50 X(NNL):B(NMI.)-S_ DIAG 37
RETURN @lAG 38
END DIAG 39
SUBROUTINEFAIR(P6,DG,TG,PJ, DJ, TJ, IH,P, B,T, FAIR I
$ I)PYG,DPXJrI)PYJ,DPX,@PY, DTYGrDTXJ_DTYJ,DTXrDTY) FAIR 2




DATA CZ 11.0,0,9045085,0.6545085,0.3454915,0.0954915,0,0/ FAIR 6
C HEISHT INDEX FAIR 7
I =(IH - 05)/5 FAIR 8
C _OVES FAIRIN6COEFFICIENT FAIR 9
CZI = CZ(1) _ FAIR IO
C J_IA FAIRINGCOEFFICIENT FAIR II
SZI = 1.0 - CZI FAIR 12
C FAIED TE_ERATURE FAIR 13
T = TG_CZl+ TJ_SZI FAIR 14
C FAIRED_ESS_ FAIR 15
P = EXP(ALO6(PG)tCZI+ ALO6(PJ)SSZI) FAIR 16
C FAIRED DENSITY FAIR 17
D = EXP(ALOB(_)ZCZI + EOB(DJ)ZSZI) FAIR 18
_X = DPXJ FAIR Ig
C _/DY FOR 6EOSTROPHICWIN_ FAIR 20
BPY=DPYGZCZI+_YJtSZI FAIR 21
DTX = DTXJ FAIR 22
C DTIDY F_ T_R_W_LWINDS FAIR 23
DTY = DI'Y6$ CZI + DTYJ _ SZl FAIR 24
RETURN FAIR 25
END FAIR 26
SUOR_TINE GEN4D BEN4 I
C.....BEWEI_ATESS =_9 _ 16 4D PR_ILES P,D,T AND SI6_S SP,SD,ST AT EN4 2
C _ID _ LATITUDESAND LONBITUDES6LAT,GLON,CURRENTLATITUDE, @EN4 3
C LONGITUDE=CLM,CLON.PREVIOUSLATITUDE,LONGITUDE=PtAT,PL_. BEN4 4
COHNON/C4/BLAT(16),GLOg(I6),RG,P(16,26),D(16,26),T(16,26), BEN4 5
$ SP(16,26),SD(16,26),ST(I6,Ib),PLOg,CLON_HS BEN4 6
COHMOglIOTEHPIIOTEHI,IOTEMI,I_,NHC_,DOD,XMJD,PLAT,CLAT, _N4 7
$ NSAME,RPI,RDI,RTI,SPI,SDI,STI,RUI,RVI,SUI,SVI, BEN4 8
$ HN,IDA,IYR,HI,PHIIR,T_TIR,GZ,RI,Z,PHIR,THETR_FIO,FIOBrAP, GEN4 9
$ I_,HIN_N_RE,DX,HL,VL,DZ,B,E_,IO_LOOK,DUHHY(20) BEN4 I0
COMONIPDTCOH/IU4,HONTH,IOPR,P6(18,19),TG(IBtlg),oG(18,19), BEN4 11












F = 0.017453293 GEN4 24
NG = 16 BEN4 25
DX = PLOt#- CLOg BEN4 26
C.....LONGITUDEDI_LACEMENT FROg _EVIOUS TO C_RENT POSITION _N4 27
DY = CLAT - PLAT EN4 28
C.,.,.LATITUDEDISPLACENENTFROg PREVI_ TO CURRENT.POSITION _N4
IF (DY) 20,10,20 GEN4 30
10 IF (DX) 15,12,15 GEN4 31
12 K = 0 BEN4 32
GO TO 40 GEN4 33
D-ll
15THETA= 180, + SIGN(90,_DX) _N4 34
80 TO 30 GEE4 35
20 THETA= ATAN(DX/DY)/F GEN4 36
IF (DY.GT,O.)T_TA = T_TA ÷ 180, _N4 37
IF (THETA.LT,O,)THETA = THETA + 360, _N4 38
C.....T_TA = AZIHUTHANGLE OF TRAJECT_Y, USED TO ORIENTLAT-LONGRID _N4 39
30 K = INT((THETA+ 67,5)145.) GEM4 40
C INDEXWED IN COMPUTEDGO TO FOR II0 TH_ 180 GEN4 41
IF (K.GT,8)K=K-8 _N4 42
C NORTH POLAR GRID GEN4 43
IF (CLAT,GT,75.0,AND,K.GE,3,_D.K,LE,7)GOT 200 GEN4 44
C SOOTHPOLAR GRID GEN4 45
IF (CLAT.LT,-75,0.AND.(K,_.7.0R,KoLE,3))GOT 200 _N4 46
C.....INITIALESTIHATEOF REFEREE LATITUDE (LOWERLEFT GRID POINT) GEN4 47
40 LATO = 511NT(CLAT/5.) GEM4 48
IF (CLAT,LT,O,)LATO : LATO - 5 GEM4 49
C.....INITIALESTIMATEOF REFERENCELON61TU_ (LOWERLEFT GRID POINT) GEN4
LONO=StINT(CLON/5,) _N4 51
C.....ADJUSTSLATO,LONOACC_DI_ TO DIRECTI_ OF TRAJECTORYAZINUTH _N4 52
IF (K.GT.O)GO TO 100 _N4 53
LATO = LATO - 5 GEN4
LONO:LONO÷ 10 6EN4 55
GO TO 190 GIZN'I 56
100 GO TO (110,120,130,140,150,160,170fiGO),K GEN4 57
110 LATO = LATO-IO GEN4 58
L_O : L_O + ]0 GEN4 59
GO TO 190 _N4 60
120 LATO: LATO-IO BEN4 61
LONO: LONO+15 GEM4 62
TO 190 _N4 63
J30 LATO : LATO-5 GEN4
LONO = L_O÷I5 _ 65
GO TO 190 GEN4 66
140 LONO: L0_)+15 6EN4 67
GO TO 190 6EN4 68
150 LONO : LO_+IO _N4 69
GO TO 190 _N4 70
160 LONO = L_O+5 GEN4 71
GOTO 190 GEM4 72
170 LATO: LATO-5 GER4 73
LO#O : Logo÷5 _ 74
GO TO i_ _N4 75
180 LATO = LATO-IO _ 76
LO#O: LONO+5 C_N4 77
190 IF (LOgO,fiT.360) LONO: LONO- 360 GEN4 78
DLI:I,25 GEN4
IF(ABS(CLAT),GE,I8) GOTO 192 GEN4 80
DLI:3,0 GEM4 81
LATO=-IB _N4 82
192 DO 195 I:I,4 GEM4 83
112 : 1+12 6EN4 84
DO 195 J==I,I12_4 _N4
GLAT(J) : LATO + 1,255(J-I) _N4 86
C ..... LATITU_ LONGITUDEGRID AT 5 PEGREEINTERVALS _N4 87
D-12
195 GLON(J)= LOgO- 5, _ (] - 1) GEN4
GO TO400 GEN4 89
C POLARGRID GEN4 90
200 N6 = 9 GEN4 9]
DO210 J=Jr8 _N4 92
C....,POLAR rEID LATITUDES1-8 = f75 (N) OR-75 (N) GEN4 93
6LAT(J) = 8IGN(TS.tCLAT) GEN4 94
C..... POLAR6RID LONGITUDES1-8 AT 45 DE6 INTERVALS GEN4 95
210 GLON(J) = 45,$(J-1) GEN4 96
C,.,..POLAR 6KID LATITUDE9 = POLE÷93 OR -90 GEN4 97
GLAT(9) = SIGN(90._CLAT) GEN4 98
C,,.,,POLAR 6RID LONGITUDE9 = 0 GEN4 99
GLON(?) = Oo GEN4100









IF (CECK.GT.O.) _ TO 491 GEN4 IlO
DO420 Jt=],25pl GEN4111
J=26-JI GEN4 112
CHECK = P(I,J) t D(I,J)$ l(17d)_ SP(I_J)$ SD(IyJ)_ STiI,J) GEN4 113
C FINDS INDEX IHV _ HIGEST HEIGHTWITH NON-ZERO_TA GEN4 I14
I_ = J GEN4 115
IF (C_CK.GT.O.) 60 TO 440 BEN4 116
4_ C_TINUE BEN4 IT7
C HEIGHT = HEI_T INDEX - I GEN4 118
440 Zl = IHV -I. GEN4 119
C SPR,S_TSTR=SIGHASAT EI_T Zl GEN4 I20
SPR = SPiI,I_) _N4 121
SDR=-SD(I_INV) GEN4 122
STR=STiI_IHW GEN4 123
C.....IF HEIGHT ZI EO 20 KM, USE _OVES AT 30 KM FOR INTE_OLATION_ EN4 124
C OTHE_ISE U_ _OVES AT 25 KN _N4 125
IF (I_.GE.21) _ TO 480 EN4 126
C.....EVALUATESGROVESAT 2'3KM FOR INTERF_]LATIONAND EfiUl127
C FILL IN OF ZERO _TA BEN4 I_
CALL 6TERP(25_GLAT(1)_P2P_,T2pPG_,TG,I)PY,DTY_DP2Y) GEN4 129
IHP = IHV ÷ I GEN4 IJO
DO 4_ K=IHP,26 GEN4 131
C.....AVOIDS INTERPOLATIONOF P,D,T IF ONLY SIGMAS_E ZERO EN4 132
IF ((P(I,K)tD(I,K)_T(I,K)).GT.O.)GO TO 445 GEN4 133
H---K-I _N4 134
C.....INTERPOLATESBETWEEN4D AT HEIGHT Z! AND GROVES AT 25 TO FILL GEN4 135























C COMPUTEPERTURBATIONSTO GROVESMODEL GEM4 150
$ ,OP2X,DP2Y,PPXY) GEN4 151
C.....APD STATIONARYPERTURBATIONSTO GROVESMO_L GEM4 152
P2 = P2I(1. ÷ DP) GEM4153
P2 = 02_(1. _ DD) GEN4 154
[2 = T2t(]._ DT) GEM4 155
IHP = IHV ÷ I GEM4 I56
O0 490 K=IHP,26 GEM4 157
C.....AVOIDS INTERPOtATI#6P,P,T IF ONLY SIGMASARE ZERO GEM4 158
IF ((PiI,K)_DiI,K)$T(I,K)),GT.O.) GOTO485 GEM4159
H=K-I GEM4 160
C.....INTERF'OLATESBETWEEN4P AT HEIGHT ZI AWB GROVESAT 30 KM TO GEM4 161





485 SP(I,K)= SPR GEM4 167
SD(I,K)=SDR GEN4 168
C SET MISSINGSIGMASAT HEIGHTI GEN4 169
490 ST(I,K)= STR GEM4 170
471CONTINOE 6Ei¢lITI
IHP = IHU - I GEM4 172
492 K=2,9 GEH& ]73
IF (SP(I,K) ,LE . 0,) SP(I,K)= SP(I,I) GEM4 174
IF (SO(I,K),LE,0.) SD(I,K)=SD(I,I) GEM4 175
492 IF (ST(I,K),LE.0,) ST(I,K)= ST(I,1) GEN4 176
PO 495 K=IO_IHP GEM4 177
C......SETS ALL ZERO SIGMASTO SIGMA AT HEIGHT Z] GEN4 178
IF iSP(I,K).LE°O,O.AND,P(I,K).GT.O,)SP(I,K)= SPR GEN4 179
IF (SD(I,K),LE.O.O,AND.DQ,K).GT,O,)SD(I,K)= SDR GEM4 IBO
495 IF (ST(I,K).LE,O,O.AMD.T(I,K).GT.O°)ST(I,K)= STR GEM4 181
500 PA = P(I,I) GEN4 182
TA = T(I,I) GEM4 183
R =287.05 GEN4 184
G=GZ$(I.÷(Z/(RI-Z))_2) GEM4 185
K = 2 GEM4 186
5]0 P_ : P(I,K) GEi_I 187
T8 = T(I,K) GEM4 188
IF ((PBZTB) .OT.0,) GO TO 520 GEM4 189
= K _ I GEM4 190
GO TO 5]0 GEN4 191
520 IF (TA-TB)560, 570, 560 GEM4 192
560 TZ = (TA-TB)/ ALOG(TA/TB) GER4193
GO TO 575 GEM4 194



















































































































































































IF(NMCOP.NE.O)GO TO 2 GETN
GO TO I GETN
IF(NREC.NE.1977)60 TO 6 GETN
MOVESPASTFIRSTE_ _ UNITIUG GETN
READ(I_,999%END=42)IDU_Y 6ETN
FORMAT(AIO) _TN
GO TO 41 GETN
RETURN _TN
_ITE(6,200)NREC,IOTEN2 _TN
FORMAT(IHI/IX,16,'RECORDSWRITTENBY GET_C IN SCRATCHFILE',I3)ETN
STOP _TN
WRITE(6,400)I_ GETN












_BROUTINETO_LECT FI_I_S_RE_TEMPERATURE,AND_NSITY PR_ILES (GRID








































































































































































































































































































































































































































J = INT((I_'ll÷ [00.)/10.)
IF (J.LT.I)J = !
IF (J.GT.18)d = 18
C UPPERLATITUDEINDEX
_=J_l
C.....CHECKF_ DENSITYOR IENPERATURELEQ 0
CHK = DG(I,J)I TG(I,J)Z DB(I,JP)$ TG(I,JP)
IF (CHK)10,10120




C.....LATIIIJDEVIATIONFR_ GRO_S _RAY POSITI_
20 PHIF= (PHI+ iO0.- |O,$J)/IO.
TL= TG(I,J)_ (TG(I,JP)- TG(I,J))tPHIF
C LAIITU_INIERI_I]LATION










30 _Y = (PG(I,JP)- PG(I,J))$ 0.5
C DT/DYFORTHERHALWIN_
DTY= (TG(I,JP) - TB(I_J)) $ 0.5
JM= J - 1
IF (JN,LT.1) .._ = JP









IF (Zl - Z2 ) 20,I0,20
IO O = UI


























































20 A = (Z-Z])/(Z2-Z]) INTE 7
U = U! + (U2_I)S A INTE 8
U = Ul + (U2-UJ)_ A INTE g
C,....LINEARINTERPOLATI_BETWEENUI,UIAT (IGHT ZI _O U2_U2AT INTE I0




5 IF (Z1 - Z2) 20,10_20 INTE 2
10 P=PI INTE 3
D = DI INTE 4
C SETSP, Dt T = PlfB1,T1,IF Z! = Z2 INTE 5
T =T! INTE 6
RETURN INTE 7
20 A = (Z- ZI)/(Z2- ZI) INTE B
T = TI + (T2 - TIBIA INTE 9
O = DI + (_2 - DI)SA INTE 10
P=P1 + (P2-PI) SA INTE ll
C....,LIHEAR INTERPOLATIONBETWEENP1,BlyTI AT HEI6HTZ1 ANDP2,D2_T2 INTE 12




C,,,.,INTERPOLATESBETWEENPI,PI_T]AT HEIGHTZl ANDP2pD2,T2AT INTE 2
C HEIGHTZ2 TOOUTPUTVALUESOFP,D,T AT HEIGHTZ INTE 3
C.....CHECKSFOR TI_DI,T2,D2PRODUCT= O, FORGASCONSTANTINTERPOLATIOUINTE4
CHK=TISBI_T2SB2 INTE 5
IF (CHI()lO,lO_S INTE 6
5 IF (ZI- Z2) 20,IOF20 INTE 7
I0 P=PI INTE 8
D = D1 INTE 9
C SETSP,D_T= PI_D1_T1IF ZI=Z2 INTE 10
T = T] INTE 11
RETURN INTE 12
20 IF(PISDlSTlSP2SD2ST2.LE,O,)GOT 30 INTE 13
A=ALOG(D2/D1)/(Z2-Z]) INTE 14
C LINEARINTERPOLATION LOGD INTE 15
DZ=DISEXP(AI(Z- Zl)) INTE 16
A=(Z-ZI)/(Z2-ZI) INTE 17
C LINEARINTERPOLATION T INTE 18




LINEARINTERPOLATION 6_ CONSTANTR INTE 22
R=(R2-RI)SA+RI INTE 23
PRESSUREFRONPERFECTGASLAW INTE 24
P = BZIR STZ INTE 25
O = DZ INTE 26








_BROUTI_ INTER4( CLAT_CLON,IZ, P_ D, T,
$ P4_ IMF T4_ PPX,BPY_DTX_DTY,DPXXPDPYY,PPXY)
CO_ONtIOTEHP/IOTEH!JIOTEH2,ILI6_Nf]COP,OO,X_D_PHI! _I_
.NSANE
C..... INTERPOLATESBETWEEN4D _RR_YSP(I,ZH),D(I,IN_,T(I,IH) AT _IP
C LOCATIONSLATITUDEGLAT(I) LONGITUDE_ON(I).
C CLAT,CLON= CURRENTLATITUBEf,LO_ITUII.
C IZ = HEIGHT N6 = NUMBEROF 4DGRIDPOSITIONS









C HEIGHTINDEX= HEIGHT_ I
IH = IZ ÷ I
5 IF (ICHK.GT.I)GO TO 220
IF (NG.GT.9)GO TO I00
















IC = IA f8
C UPPERRIGHTINTERPOLATIONI DEX














































































IA = I + INT((6LON(I) - XLON) / 5)
C,o,,,IA = LOWERLEFT (REFERENCE)INTERPOLATIONINDEX
IA = IA + 4 S INT((CLAT - 6LAT(I)) / NDL)
C LOWER RIGHT INTERPOLATIONINDEX
TB = [A + 1
C UPPERLEFT INTERPOLATIONINDEX
IC = IA + 4
C UPPERRIGHT INTERPOLATIONINDEX




200 IF (NSANE,EQo] )NSANE=2
CALL6E_D
IgSYfl = 'S'
ICHK = ICHK + I
BO TO5
220 WRITE(6,250)










PiON = iCL_ - 6LON(IA))/(ELON(IB)- OLON(IA))
Co.o,,RELATIVELATITUDEDISPLACENEHTFROI4REFERENCEPOSITION(IN)
IX.AT= (CLAT- 6LAT(IAi)/(ELAT(IC)- OLAT(IA))
DPX=P(IB,IH)-P(IA_IH)
Co,°.oDP/DXFOR 6EOSTROPHICHIND EQUATIONS
[IPX = DPX+ (P(ID, IH) - P(IC,IN) - I_X)S_AT
DTX= T(IB_IH) - T(IA, IH)
C,..°,DT/DX FORTHERH_d.HIND EQUATIONS
DTX= DI'X "f (T(ID,IH) - T(IC, IH) - DTX)SDLAT
DPY = P(IC, IH) - P(IA,IH)
C°,,°,DP/DY FORGEOSTROPHICHIND EQUATIONS
DPY= OPY+ (P(IDs,IH) - P(IDI'IH) - DPY)$DLON
OTY= T(IC_IH) " T(IArlH)
C, ,,, ,DI/PY FORTHE_AL WINDEG4JATIONS
DTY= DTY+ (T(IDI, IH) - T(IDI, IH) - DTY)$Pt.O#




































































310 DPXY= P(ID,IH) - P(IC,IH) - PIID, IH) + P(IA,IH)
IF (80D(IB,4) ,EQ,O) GOTO 320
II = IA
12 = IB + 1
13 = IC
14 = ID + 1
SX=I,
GOTO 330
320 I1 = IA- 1
12 = IB




I LAX(IA),OR,LAX(14).NE,LAX(IA))GO TO 360
DPXX = P(12rlN)- P(I]rlH)
DPXX = DP)CX+ (P(14,1H)- P(13,1H)- DPXX)IDLAT
IF (IC.GT.12)GO TO 340
I! = IA
12 = IC + 4
13 = I8
14 = ]D + 4
SY=I,
60 TO 350
340 11 = IA- 4
12 = IC




I LAX(IA).OR.LAX(14).NE.LAX(IA))60 TO 360
DPYY = P(12,1H)- P(II,IH)
DPYY = DPYY + (P(14,1H)- P(13,11f)- DPYY)IBLO_
DPXX =(DPXX - 2.1DPX )ISX
DPYY =(DPYY- 2,$DPY )_Y
RETURN







C.,,..INTERPOLATESFUNCTION(ARRAY)F FROM WW_UESOF BI.ATAND BI.ONAT
C INDEXVALUES IA, IB, IC, Ig TO OUTPUTVALUE FLL AT N_IGHT IN












































































































































































































IF (ABS()_),GT.O,O01)GO TO 66
ITH=IT_I





































































































,FINOSRRNI)OHWIND STANDARO OCUI_TIO__T HEIGHTH (KH),LATITUDE
PHI (DEGREES),FROH UR ANI)_ ARRAYS
DIENSION UR(25,10)wUR(25,10)
,I - LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
IF (H,LT,,g5.,) I = 1 "_ INT(H) / 5
IF (H.GE,_,) I=19÷(INT(H)-80)/20









,PHI1 - LOWERLATITU])EFORUR _i) _ ARRAYU_LUES
PHII=-]10.÷20,¢J
,PHI2 - UPPERLATITUDEFORUR _[ _ ARRAYVALUES
PHI2=-llO.÷20,),JP
IF (I.6T.19) GOTO lO



























































20 IF (IP.GT,19)GO TO 30 INTR
C UPPERHEIGHTFORUR _D _ ARRAYVALUES INTR
Z2=5.$(IP-I) INTR
GO TO40 INTR
307.2= 20.Z (IP- 15) INTR
C INTERPOLATE_ LATITUDEAT LOWERHEIGHT INTR
40 CALLINTERWiUR(I,J),_(I,J),PHII,_(I,JP),VR(I,_),PHI2,UI,VJ,NTR
SPHI) INTR















































































































































C sRg4, SIHPSONSRULEQUADRATURE 6,F,KUNCIR
C DEFINITIONS-
C A = LOWERLIMITOF INTEGRATION
C @ = UPPERLINITOF INTEGRATION
C FU_ = INTE_O FUNCTIONSUBPROGR_
C EPS= RELATIVERRORCO_)EIW,ENCECRITERION
C M= N_XINI_Nt_BEROF INTEGRATIONS
C R = RESULTOF INTEGRATION



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































$ _ , IDA,IYR,Nl,PHIIR,THETIR,G,RI,H,CLAT,CLONFI ,FIOB,AP,
. IHR,MIN,NHORE,DX,HL,VL,DZ
NSANE,RPI,RDI_RTlr SPlp SDt_STIP RUI, RVI_ SU], SV]gJACC
JACCHCALCULATESTHEPRESSURE,_NSITY,ANDTEMPERATUREAT A




THET= LONGITUDEINEOREES (0TO 360DEGREESTURNINGWEST_RO)
FIO= SOLARRADIONOISEFLUX(XE- 22 WATTS/NI¢2)
FIOB= 81-DAYAVERAGEFIO
AP = GEEW'IAGNETICINDEX
M = MONTH(FORYEARLYHEANVARIABLESM IS SETTO 13)
IDA= DAYOF NONTH
IYR= YEAR
IHR= HOUROF DAY (UNIVERSALTINE)
NIN= MINUTE (UNIVERSALTIHE)
XHJO= MEANJULIANPAY (SETEQUALTOZEROFORANNUALMEAN)
PO = PAYNUMBERWITHRESPECTTOJAN0 OF YEARIYR
OUTPUT
PH = PRESSUREINUNITSOF NTIN_2
DH = _NSITY IN UNITSOF KG/Hg$3
TH = TEHPERATOREIN KELVINPEOREES
PD= DAYNUMBERWITHRESPECTTOJAN! OFYEARIYR

















































































C1 : SIN((_O, / YDA) $ 0.0174532925 * (DD _ lO0,O))
IF (PHIR) 80,70tOO
70 C2 : 0.0
GO TO
80 C2 : (SIN(PHIR) *$ 2) * (PHIR / ABS(PHIR))
DENSITYWITHSEASONALVARIATIONS
90 ZYO: Z - 90,0
DLRHO= 0,02 _ zgo _ EXP(-O,045 ! ZfO) ; CI * C2
= DH * EXP(DLRHO)
MOLECULARWEIGHTWITH SEASONALVARIATION
IF (Z - 120,0) 100,100,150
lO0 EH : EM÷ 0,006 * Z?O $ C1
GO TO 250



















200 DEH: EXP(-O,02424 # zgo) * (0.0316 t Z?O - 0.0002257 * zgo t Z?O)JACC
EM : EM + DEN$ C1$0,5 JACC
TEMPERATUREWITH SEASONALVARIATIO_
250 IF (Z-260,0)270,300,300
270 ZI]O = Z - I10.0
DTH : -2,291753I ZllO _ 0.02154336* ZIIOSZIIO-4.17_671E-05 $
$ (ZllO ,I 3)
DTH: EXP(-O,290655 _ SORT(ABS(ZIIO)))! DTH
TH : TH _(DTH $ C1 Z C2 ITH) / 100,0
DENSITY IN METRICUNITS AND PRESSURECALCULATED
300 _ = DH * I000.0




C,,.,.PRODUCES2 RAND_ NUMBERS,P], D2, PICKET)FROM A N_MAL DIST,
C WITH ZERO MEAN AND UNIT VARIANCE
REAL L
50 X = RaND(O)
Y = 2*RA#D(O)- I
XX = X**2
YY = Y,t2
= XX _ YY
IF (S-J)51,51,50





SUBR_TINE PDTUV (PSP,DSP, TSP, CLAT,CL_, IH, PS, _, TS,
I)PX,DPY, DTX, OTY,DP2X,I)P2Y,_XY}








































AT HEIGHT]H PDTU 4
DINE_IONPSP(8910,12)H)SP(8_10rI2)tTSP(8_lOrI2) PDTU 5
IF (IH.LT.52) GOTO10 PDTU 6
,r (IH.GT,84) GOTO20 PDTU 7
HEIGHTINDEXK PDTU 8
K = ((IH÷4)/8) - 4 PDTU 9
GOTO30 PDTU ;tO
K = (IH-20)/IO PDTU 11
60 TO30 PDTU 12
K = 8 PDTU X3
XLOg= CLOg PDTU 14
IF (CLOg.LT.IO.) XLON= 360. _ CLOg PDTU 15
LOMERLOg6ITUDEINDEXJ PDTU 16
J = £NT((XLOg_ 20°)/30,) PDTU 17
C,.,..OLOg - RELATIVELOg6ITUPEDEVIATIOgFRONCORERREFERENCELOC_TIOgPDTU





JP = J_! PDTU 2]
IF (JP.6T°12) JP=I PDTU 22
C LOImERLATITUDEINDEXI PDTU 23
I = INT((CLAT_ 110°)/20.) PDTU 24
C UPPERLATITUDEINDEXIP PDTU 25
IP = I÷1 PDTU 26
IF (IP.GT,IO) IP=IO PDTU 27
C..°..DLAT - RELATIVELATITUDEDEVIATIONFROHCO_R REFERENCELOCATIOgPDTU 28
DLAT= (CLAT-20.II _ 110.)/20. PDTU 29












C_°..°DPX - DP/DXFORGEOSTROPHICglNl)S PDTU 42
WX = (PSP(K,I,J) - PSP(K,I,JP)) / 6. PDTU 43
DPX= DPX+ ((PSP(K_IP,J) - PSP(K_IP_JP))/6. - PPX)$DLAT PDTU 44
C.....DPY - DP/DYFORGEOSTROPHIC_ _PS PDTU 45
OPY=(PSP(K,IP,J)-PSP(K,I,J))/4° PDTU 46
]]PY= BPY÷ ((PSP(K,IP_JP)- PSP(K_I_JP))/4. - PPY)XPI.Og PDTU 47
C..... _TX- _T/PXFORTHERHALgXN_ PDTU 48
_TX = (TSP(K,I,J) - TSP(K_I_JP))/ 6. POTU49
DTX= 9TX + ((TSP(K_IP_J) - TSP(K,IP_JP))/6. - DTX)_AT PDTU 50
C..... DTY- DT/PYFORTHER_LgJNgS PDTU 5!
DTY= ITSP(K_IP_J)- TSP(K_I_J))/ 4. PDTU 52
DTY= OTY÷ ((TSP(K_IP,JP)- TSP(K_I_JP))/4, - DTY)tDLOg PDTU 53
IF (IP,GT,9) 80 TO 90 PDTU 54
PPXY= (PSP(K_IP_J)- PSP(K_IP,JP)- PSP(K_I_J)÷ PSP(K_I_JP))/24,PDTU55
JX=J- _ PDTU 56
















I)P2X ÷ ((PSP(K,IP,JX) - PSP(K,IP,JP))/6. - DP2X)ZDLAT
(PBP(K,IP,J) - PSP(K,IY,J))/4.



















IF(IIL_.GT.PI) I]LO# = 2,_I - _Og






























































I#:_HI= (_, - ABS(PHI1))_$2
PHGT= 0.22 ÷ O.OD25B_(SQRT(A_SiCH)I$3))
IF (DHGT,GT,5,) DH6T= 5.
VOS= (11,0 - 2.102E-4$DPHI)$DH6T
VTS = (3.0 ÷ 5.146E-4¢DPHI)_DH6T
VLIS= (6.2 - 3.615E-4*DPHI)*I]H6T
VBL : (20.7 - 1,346E-3ZDPHI)ZDHGT
VTL = 7,3tl]HGT
VUI. = (31.2 - 3,503E-_]]PHI)_OH6T
HLS = 20. ÷ .OI255CH_CH














































GOTO 40 PERT 44
RTS=Io/EXP{RTS) PERT 45
RVS=SQRT(HLS.l'(DZ/PUS)l$2) PERT 46
IF(RVS.LE.lOO.)60 TO 50 PERT 47
RVS=O. PERT 48
60 TO 60 PERT 49
RVS=I./EXP(RVS) PERT 50
RDL:SQRT(HLL÷(DZ/WL) I$2) PERT 51
IF(ROL,LE,IOO,)GO TO 70 PERT 52
RDL=O. PERT 53
GO TO80 PERT 54
RI)L=I,/EXP(RDL) PERT 55
RTL=SORT(HLL÷(DZJVTL)$$2) PERT 56
IF(RTL.LE.IOO.)GO TO 90 PERT 57
RTL=O, PERT 58
GO TO 100 PERT 5Y
RTL=I./EXP(RTL) PERT 60
RgI.=SQRT(HLL÷(DZ/VULI$$2) PERT 61
IF(I_I.,LE,IOO,)GO TO IlO PERT 62
RVL=O, PERT 63




I SDS2,STSI,STS2,SUSI,SUS2,SgS1,SVS2,UIS|gUliS2_VQSJ,V_2tRIS,RTS, PERT 68
2RVS) PERT 69
CALL CORLAT(ALrKgCL_DLgEL_FLp6L,HLpAIL,AJL,_bSPLI_SPL29SDL1, PERT 70
! SDL2rSTLI_STL2,SUL1tSUL2,SPLI,SVl.2rUDLI _UDL2PVDLIrPPL2t PERT 7t
2RDL_RTL,RVL) PERT 72




CALL i_ORHAL(ZOrZT) PERT 77
US2=FS/US1÷6SSDS2'I'HS$ZD PERT 78
9S2=kI SJL'VSli-AJSSDS2÷AKS$ZT PERT 79




CALL I,IOi_M_(ZD,ZT) PERT 84
UL2=FL/_UL1+6L_])L2+HLJIZP PERT 85




















IF (X2-Xl) 20,10,20 PI_S






IF (DA.LT,PER2)DA= DA+ PER PHAS
IF (DB.LT.PER2)DB= DB+ PER PHAS
Ilk = DA+ (DB- DA)_(X- X1)/(X2 - XI) PHAS
IF (D_,GT,PER)DA = D_ - PER PHAS
IF(B_.LT,O,)_=D4+PER PHAS




.COMPUTESQDO VALUESPO,Dg,TQ,UQ,VgATHEIGHTN, LATITUDEPHI OBO6
























IP= IH + I
IF (IP,GT,17)IP = 17
PHA= ADS(PHI)
C LOWERLATITUDEI#DEX
JL = INT(( F'HA + 10.)/20,)
C UPPERLATITUDEINDEX












































































C JULIAN DAYFORJANO, 1966
XNJDO= 2439126
C TXHERELATIVETO JAN O, 1966
THJD= XHJD-XHJDO




HI = 5. + 5,¢IH
C LONERLATITUDE
_IJ = _,(JL - I0,
C UPPERLATITUDE
_IP = _,$_-I0o





C,....INTERPOLATEG QBOP,D,T A_LITUDE _ LATITUDEAT UPPERHEIGHT
CALL INI"ERZ(PAQ(IP_JL),DAQ(IP,JL)pTAQ(IPIJL) _PHIJ,PAQ(IP,JP),
2DAQ(IPrJP),TAO(IP,JP),PHIP,PA2rDA2,TA2_PHA)
C.....IHTERPOLATES OBOP,D,T AMPLITUDEONHEIGHTAT LATITUDEPHI
CALL INTERZ(PA1,DA1,TAI,HI,PA2, DA2PTA2,1_pPA,DA_TArH)
C..... INTERPOLATESQ80 P,D,T,U,U PHASEONLATITUDE_P HEIGHT
CALLPHASE(PD(I(IH,JL),PHIJ:P_(IH_JP) _PHIP,PDI_PHA)







CALL PHASE(TDI, HI, TD2_HP,TD:H)
CALLPHASE(UDQ(IH,JL)_PHIJ,UDQ(IH_JP)_PHIP,UD1,PHA)





C.....INTE_OLATE8O_ glND AMPLITUDEON LATITUDEAT LONER HEIST
CALL INTE_(UAQ(IH,_I.),VAO(IH,JL),PHIJ,UAQ(IH,JP),UAQ(IH_JP),
5PHIP,UAI,P_I _PHA)
C.....I_E_ATES QBOWIND AMPLITUDESON LATITUDEAT UPPER HEIGHT
CALL INTE_(UAO(IP_JL)rvkg(IP_dl.),PHIJ,UAO(IP,_),VAO(IP,JP)
6FTIIP,_2,VA2,PHA)
C.....INTERPOLATE5g_ WIND AHPLITUDESON HEIGHTAT LATITUDEPHI
CALL INTE_(UAI,VAI,HI,_2,VA2,UP,UA,VA,H)
































































,PRODUCESA _ANDONNUMBERFROMA UNIFORMDIST,FROM0 TO ÷1 RAND
INTEGERXO RAND
IF (XO.NE.O)X = XOI262J44, RAND
X = XI509 RAND










C,..,.GRAVITYG AT H, LATITUDEPHIR(RADIANS)
C.....RADIUSRI FROMCENTEROF EARTHTOHEIGHTH
C.....B = P_AR EARTHRADIUS,EPS= ECCENTRICITY
CPHI2= CUS(PHIR)I$ 2
C EARTHR_IUS
RI = B / SORT(To- EPS$ CPHI2)
C C2PHI= CUS(2*PHIR)
C2PHI= 2, *CPHI2- Is
C C4PHI= COS(4*PHIR)
























G = %80616* (I.- 0.0026373* C2PHI+ 0.0000059, C2PI41$ C2PHI)RIG
.EFFECTIVERADIUS RIG
RE = 2. * G / (3.085462E-3÷ C2PHII 2.27E-6- C4PHI* 2oE-9) RIG
G AT HEIGHTH RIG
G:G/ (1o÷ (H/ RE)),12 RIG
RADIUSAT HEIGHTH RIG








IF (H.LT.?5.)I = INT((H-20.)/5.) RTER
IF (H.GE,?5.)I = 14 _ INT((H-BO.)/20.) RTER
IP: IH RTER
IF ¢IP.GT,20)IP = 20 RTER
LOWERLATITUDEINDEX RTER
J = INT((PHI+ JIO.)/20,} RTER
JP = J+1 RTER
IF (JP.GT.IO)JF':IO RTER



























































10 ZI:20,*(I°I0) RTER 19
20 IF ([P,GT,14)GO TO 30 RTER 20
C UFPER HEIGHTFOR PR,DR,TR ARRAfS RTER 21
Z2:-S,IIP÷20, RTER 22
GO TO 40 RTER 23
30 Z2=20,_(IF'-IO) RTER 24
40 PHII=-IIO.+20.IJ RTER 2S
PHI2=-IIO,_20,_.@ RTER 26
C.,,.,INTERPOLATEON LATITUOE AT LOWERHEIGHT RTER 27
CALL INTERZ(PR(I,J),DR(I_J},TR(I,J),PHII,PR(I,JP)_DR(I,JP}, RTER 28
I TR(I,JP),PHI2_PI.DI,TI_PHI) RTER 29
C.....INTERPOLATEON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT RTER 30
CALL INIERZ_PR(IP_J),DR(IP_J),TR(IP,J)_PHII_PR(IP,JP)_DR(IP,JP),RTER 31
I TR(IP,JP),PHI2,P29D2,T2.PHI) RTER 32
C.....INTERPOLATIONON HEIGHT USINGLATITUDE INTERPOLATEDVALUES RTER 33






C.....ENTRY POINT TO READ STATIONARYPERTURBATIONDATA, AND RTRA 4
C RANDOMPERTURBATIONDATA IN SETUP RTRA 5
IWHERE=2H, RTRA 6
REAB(IUG,IOO,END=3)NDATA RTRA 7
100 FORMAT(A2,1917) RTRA 8
RETURN RTRA 9
ENTRY RTRANI RTRA I0







DO I I=I.10 RTRA 18
I 14(1)=NDATA(I+3) RTRA I9
RETURN RTRA 20
ENTRY RTRAN2 RTRA 21





DO 2 I=l_lO RTRA 27
2 14(1)=NDATA(2+I) RTRA 28
_TURN RTRA 29
3 _ITE(6,200) IUG_IWHERE RTRA 30
200 F_MAT('I PRE_TURE END-OF-FILEFOUND ON UNIT ',12/ RTRA _I




C.....COMPUTESVALUES P,D,T,U,VAND SHEARDUH,DVHFROM INPUT AND SCIM 2
D-41
ARRAYS IN COiIAONPDTCOM, INPUTTO SCINOD IS% SCIN 3
6 = GRAVITYAT POSITIQN RI = RADIUSAT HEIGHTH SCIM 4
PHIR = LATITUDE iRAQIANS) THETR= LONGITUDE(RADIANS) SCIN 5
FIO = FIO.7 SOLAR FLUX FIDe = MEAN FI0.7 FLUX SCIN 6
AP = SOLAR-GEOMAGNETICA SUB P INDEX SCIN 7
MN/IDA/IYR= DATA (IYR = FULL YEAR-1900) SCIN 8
IHRXHIN= TINE HI = PREVIOUSHEIGHT SCIN 9
PHIIR = PREVIOUSLATITUDE THETIR= PREVIOUSLONGITUDE SClN I0
RPI,RDI,RTI= PREVIOUSRANDOMPERTURBATIONS SCIN II
SPI,SDI,STI= PREVIOUSRANDONSTANDARDDEVIATIONS(SIGMAS) SCIM 12
RUI,RVI : P_VIOUS RANDONWINDS SCIM 13




$ _, IDA, IYR, HI, PHIIR,THETIR,G,RI,H,PHIR,THETR,FIO,FIOD,AP,SCIM 18




. ,PSP(8,10,12) SCIN 23
. ,DSP(B,IO,12),TSP(B,IO_I2)_PAQ(17,5),DAQ(17_5)yTAQ(17,5), SCIN 24
. PDQ(17,5),DDQ(17,5),TDQ(17,S),PR(20,10),DR(20,IO),TR(20,IO),SCIM 25
.UAQilT,5>,VAQ(I7,5),UDQ(I?,5),VDQ(iT,5),URi25,10),VR(25,10),PQ SCIN 26










$ TH,DTX,DTY,DUH,DVHrPH,UPRE,VPRE,DUPRE,DUPRE SCIN 37
CONM_/C:HK/PCKi4_4,3i,DCK(4,4,3)_NO(2) SCIM 38
CO_ON/CHIC/LA(4,4),N_(2),IWSYN,UCOEF(I4,9)_VCOEF(_4_9) SCIN 39
F_TOR FOR RADIANSTO DEGREES SCIN 40
FAC = 57.2Y57795 SCIM 41
I_YN : ' ' SCIN 42

























C PREfENTLATITUDE,BEG SCIH 67
PHI = PHIRtFAC SCIM 68
C PRESENTLOH6ITUBE_BEG SCIM 69
THET= THETRtFAC SCIH 70
C PREVIOUSLATITUDE,EG SCIM 71
PHIl= _I]RSF_ SCIM 72
C PREVIOUSLONOITU_,[IEG SCIH 73
T_TI = THETIR_AC SClN 74
C.....FCOi_Y= NORTHC_PONENTCORIOLISFACTORTI_ESDISTANCEFOR SCIM 75
C 5 DEGREESOF LATITUDE SCIH 76
DY5 = 5000,1RI/FAC SCIH 77
DX5 = DYSICOS(PHIR) SCIH 78
FCORY= DYSISIN(PNIR)/(120.tFAC) SCIM 79
C.....IN JACCHIAOR MIXEDGROVES-JACCHIAHEIGHTRANGE SCIH 80
8 IF(H.GT,90.O)GO TO I0 SCIH 81
C.....IN 4-1) DATAHEIGHTRANGE SCIM 82
IF (H.LE.2'J.O) 60 TO500 SCIM 83
C IN GROVESORMIXERGROVES4D HEIGHTRANGE SClH 84
' 60 TO200 SCIH 85
C,,..,INIXE/)JA_HIA-GROVESRANGEPHEEDTO FAIRDATA SCIH 86
10 IF (H,LT,II5,) 60 TO20 SCIH 87
C.....FOLL_INGIS THEPUREJACCHIAHEIGHTRANGESECTION SCIM 88
C,.,,,JAC_IAV_¥.UESAT CUR_ENTPOSITION SCIH 89
CALLJACCH(H,PHIR,THET,PHpDH_TH) SCIM 90
_IN = PHIR÷ 5, / FAC S'ClM91
THETE= _T - 5, _IM 92
C,,.,,JACCHIAVALUESAT CURRENTPOSITI_+5DEGREESLAT,FOR DP/DYAND SCIM 93
C DTII)Y SCli_94
CALLJiW3CH(H,PHIN,I_Td:_W_,D_T_) SCIM 95
C,,,.,JACCHIA VALUESAT CURRENTPOSITION-5DE6REESLON_FORBP/DXAND SCIH 96
C DT/DX SClM 97
CALLJACCH(H,PHIR,THETE,PHE,DHE,THE) SCIH 98
C DPtDYFOR6EOSTROPHICWIND SCIH 99
DPY:PHN-PH SCIMI00
C _/DX FORGE_OPHIC WIND SCIfiI01
_X:=FI+E-PH _IM 102
C DT/DXFORIHERHALWINI)SHEAR _IH 103
DTX : THE- TH SCIM104
C DT/DYFOR THER_IALWINDSHEAR SCIH105












DTZ = (TB - TN)/5000.
C.....VERTICALMEAN WIND
_H = -_I(UHiDTX/DX5 + VHoIDTY/DY5)/(G÷ CPIDTZ ÷ UH_DUH+VHIDVH)
C GO TO RANDOMPERTURBATIONSSECTION
GO TO 800
C.....FOLLOWING15 THE NIXED JACCHIA-GROVESHEIGHTRANGE SECTION
C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
20 IHA : _(INT(H)IS)
C UPPER HEI_T INDEX
IHB = I_ + 5
C L_ER HEIGHTFOR INTERPOLATION
HA = IHA_I,




_IN = _IR ÷ 5. / FAC
THETE= THET - 5.
C.....JAC_IA VALUESAT LOWER HEIGHT,CUR_ENTLAT-L_5 OE_EES
C LAT, F_ DP/DYAND DT/DY
CALL JACCH(HA,PHIN,T_T,P_rD_TJN)
C.....JACCHIAVALUESAT LOWER HEIGHT,CURRENTLAT-LON-5DEGREES
C LON, F_ DPIDX,ANO DTIBX
CALL JACCH(HA,PHIR,THETE,PJE,DJE,T_)
C JAC_IA DP/DYAT LOWER HEIGHT
DPXJA----PJE-F'J_
C JACCHIADPIDY AT LOWERHEIGHT
DPYJA=P_-PJA
C _CCHIA DT/DX AT LOWERHEI_T
DTX_ = TJE - TJA
C JACCHIADT/DY AT LOgERHEIGHT
DTYJA = TJN - TJA
C.....JACCHIAVALUESAT URPERHEIGHT, CURi_ENTLAT-LON
CALLJACCH(HB,PHIR,THET,PJB,DJBrTJ8)
PHIN = PHIR f 5o I FAC
THETE=THETE-5
C.....JACCHIAVALUESAT UPPERHEIGHT,CURRENTLAT/LO#÷5DEGREES
C LAT, FOR _/OY ANO DT/DY
CALL JACCH(HD,PHIN,THET,P_,DJN,TJN)
C.....JACCHIAVALUESAT UPPER HEIGHT,CURRENTLAT-LON-5DE_EES
C LON, FOR DP/DX _D DT/DX
CALL JACCH(NB,PHIR,THETE,P_,D._,T_)
C JACCHIADP/DX FOR GEOSTROPHICBINDS
_XJB = PJE - PJB
C J_CHIA DP/DY FOR GEOSTOPHICWINDS
DPYJ8= PJN - PJD
C Ji_CHIADT/DX FOR THERMALWIND SHEAR

























































DTYJB= TJN - TJB
C..... GROVESAT LOWERHEIGHT, TO BE FAIREDWITH JACCNIA
CALLGTERP(IHA,PHI,PGA,DGA,TGA,PG,DG,TG,DPYGA,bTYGA,DP2YGA)
C.....GROVES AT UPPER EIGHT, TO BE FAIREDWITH JACCHIA
CALL GTERP(IHB,PHI,PGB,DGB,TGB,PG,DG,TG,DPYGB,DTYBB,DP2YGB)












C.....EASTWARDC_PONENT OF GEOSTRO_IC WIND
CALL WIND






































= -CP;(_IDTX/DX5 + UH_DTY/DY5)/(G+ CFn_DTZ+ UHZD_ + VHtD_)SCIH 194
C 60 TO RANDOI4PERTURBATIONSSECTION
GO TO 80O
C.....THE FOLLOWINGSECTIONIS FOR GROVESOR MIXED GROVES 4D HEIGHTS
C UPPER HEIGHT INDEX





C.....UPPER STATIONARYPERT_BATI_ HEIGHT = 40
IF (H.LT.40.O)GO TO 210
C.....UPPER STATIONARYPERTURBATIONHEIGHT = 90
IF (H,GT.84,0) GOTO 220
C.....UPPER STATIONARYPERTURBATIONHEIGHT= 52,60,68,76,0R84
IHSD = 81((INT(H)+ 4)/8) + 4
C.....UPPER STATIO#_Y PERTURBATIONHEIGHT= 52
IF (I_B.LT.S2.0) IHSD = 52
GO TO 230

































C NIXED GROPES4D SECTION
IF IH.LTo30.O)GO TO300
C LOWER HEIGHT INDEX
IHGA = IHGB - 5
C LOWERHEIGHT INDEX
HGA = IHC,Atl.
C.....C_OVES AT LONER HEIGHT
CALL GTERP(IHGA,PHI,PGA,DGA,TGA,PG,DG,TG,DPYM,DTYGA,DP2YGA)
C.....LOWER STATIONARYPERTURBATIONHEIGHT= 30
IF IH.LT.40.O)GO TO 240
C.....LOWER STATIONARYPERTURBATIONHEIGHT= 52,60,68,76,OR 84
IHSA = 8Z((INT(H)÷ 4)/8) - 4
C.....LOMZR STATIONARYPERTURBATIONSHEIGHT= 40
IF (IH_.LT.40.O) IHSA = 40
GO TO 250
240 INSA = 30
C LOWER STATIONARYPERTURBATIONHEIGHT










C.....HEIGHT INTERPOLATIONOF GROVESDP/DY,DT/DY,AND D2P/DY2
CALL INTERZ(@PY_,DTYGA,DP2YGA_NGAfDPYG_,DTYGB,DP2YGB,HGB,_YG,
$ DTYG,DP2YG,H)
C.....HEI6HT INTERPOLATIONOF STATIO_ewRYPERTURBATIONDP/DX AND DP/DY
CALL INTERW(_XSA,DPYSA,HSA,DPXSB,DPYSB,HSB,I_XS,_YS,H)






C.....UNPERTURBED(MONTHLYMEAN) VALUES FOR OUTPUT
Tb'H= T_ i (]. + T_)
= PGH _ (I. ÷ _H)
OGH = D_ _ (I. + DSH)
C TOTALDT/DX
DTX = DTXS * TGH
C TOTALDT/DY
DI'F= TGHtOTYS+ DTYGZ(I._ TSH _ DTYS)
C TOTALDP/DX
DPX : DPXS I P_
C TOTALDP/DY

























































PPXX= PGHZ(2,t_XS - _2XS)
_YY = PGHX(2,=I)PYS- DP2YS) .1. (2,.¢DPYG- DP2YG)g(1, +PSH÷_YS)




PH= (1. f PO) ¢ PGH
= DGH_ (1, .1"DO)






DTZ = (TGB$(1,-I-TSB]- TG_(1,÷TSA))/5000,
C..... VERHCALNE_ giRD
gC_l:-CPt(USHgDTX/DXS.I.VGH_DTY/DT5)/ (G.I-CP¢DTZ.I.UGI.fitDUHTUGHSDVH)
C GO TO RANDOM PERTURBATIONSSECTION
GOTO 800
Coo,,,THE FOLLOWJN6IS THE HIXEDGROVES4D SECTION
C°.,,,_RERATE GRID OF 4D PROFILESIF PREVIOUSHEIGHTGE 30
300 IF (H1.GE.30,.OR,LOOI(.EQ.1} CALLGEN4D
IHCK = 24
DO 310 KND = 1_3
IKtiO= IHCK _ KND
IF ( IKHD.GT.26 )IKND=26
DO310 IND = 1,4
DO310 dNO= 1_4




C..... LAT-LONINTERPOLATIONOF 4D DATAAT 25 KH
CALL INTER4( PHI,THET,25, P4DrD4D,T4D,P4A,D4A,T4A,
$ DPX4,DPY4,OTX4,DTY4,DPXXA,OPYTAPDPXYA)
C GROVESPLUSSTATIONARYPERTURBATIONS
PB = PGBt(1, "1"PSB)
C PtD,T
DD = _Bg(I, ÷ DSB)
TB = TGB¢(1, i" TSD)
DPXD= P_$DPXSB
DF'YB PG_DI:'YSD.f DPYGD:Ic(I,4"PSB ÷ DPYSD)
IIPXXD= PGDI(2,$DPXSB- ]_2XSB]
OPYYB= PGB¢(2.tDPYSB- DP2YSB)i- (2,¢DPYGB- I)P2YGB)¢
$ (1. ÷ PSB _ DPYSB)- (DPTGB- DP2YGD)/_DP2YSD
_XYB = (PGD t" DPYGB)tDPXYSDt" PPYGBZH}PXSD
DTXB= TGDIDTXSB
DTYB= TGDt[ITYSD+ DTYGB¢(I, .t- TSB"1'DTYSB)
C..... HEIGHTINTERPOLATIONBETWEEN4D AT 25 M/D GROPESAT UPPERHEIGHT
C [#/DX ANDDP/DY
CALL INTERW(DPX4,DF'Y4_25,, i_XD, DPYB,HSB_DPX,DPY,H)





























































.HEIGHTINTERPOLATIONBETWEEN4B AT 25 AND GROVESAT UPPER HEIGHT
DT/DX AND DT/DY
CALL INTERW(DTX4rDTY4r25.,DTXD,DTYg,_B,DTX,DTY,H)




IF (I_(],EQ.2)GO TO 350
C QUASI I:_]ENNIALPERTUR_TIO_3
CALL OBOGEN









I)l-Z= (TB - 14A)i(IOOO,$(_D- 25,)}
C.....VERTICALMEAN WIND
WGH---CPt(UGHIDTX/DXS÷VGHtDTY/DY5)/IG-_CPgDTZTUGHI_HqVGHI_H)





500 IF (H.GE.O,O)GO TO 510
IF (H.LT,-O.015)GO TO 505
C IF -15 METER LE H LT 0 , H IS SET TO 0
H=O,
GOTO 510
C NO MORE COMPUTATIONSTO BE MADE IF HEIGHTLT -5
505 NNORE= 0
RET_N
















































































513 HB = IHBII.
C.....LAT-LON INTERPOLATIONOF 4D VALUES AT UPPER EIGHT





C..... LOOPTO FIND LOWESTVALID HEIGHT
HB=HB+I.
GO TO 515






C.....LAT-LO_INTERPOLATIONOF 41)VALES AT LOWER HEIGHT





















C°....HEIGHT INTERPOLATIONOF DT/DX AND I)T/DY
CALL INTERW(DTX_,DTY4A,HA,DTX4B,DTY4B,HB,DTXd)TYPH)
C,....EIGHT INTERPOLATI_ OF D_/DX2, I)2P/DY2,_I)D2P_XBY
CALL INTERZ(1)PXXA,_YYA,_XYA,HA,I)PXXB,_YYB,I)PXYB,HB,DPXX,_YY,
$DPXT,H)

































































DTZ = (lB - TA)/(IOOO.Z(HB - HA))
C.... VERTICAL_AN WIND
= -_Z (UB_DTX/DX5 ÷ VGI4XtDTY/DY5)/(C-+C,PIDTZ÷UN_D_÷V_N
C 0]_0=0IF N LT 10
IF (H.LT.]O.)GO TO B00
IF (IOI_LEQo2)60 TO 650
C COIq_UTESQUASI BIEMIAL PERTURBATIONS
CALL OBOG_




C AD_ O_ MIND PERTURBATIONSTO U,U
UH--UGH_UO
VH=-VGN+_
C.,...THEFOLLOWINGIS THE RANDOHPERTUR_TIOMS SECTION












IF (IO_.GT,I) GO TO 830
C.....INTERPOLATESRANDOHWIND I_t_GNITU_STO HEIGHTH, LATITUDEPHI
CALL INTRUU(_,VR,H,PHI,S_,S_)
CALL INTRUU(PLP,OLP,H_I_PH,_)










C..... _F N LE 25 USE4]) DATARAIfIW]NP_B_TSIGN_%S
IF (H,LE,25.) GO TO 810



























































810 C_I.L INTER4( PHItTHETrIHA, SP4,SD4,ST4,PApDA,TA,
$ _X,OPY_DTX,DTY,DPXX,_,_XY)
C.... .LkT-LON INTERPOLATIONONP,D,T SIGHSA_T UPPERHEIGHT
CALL I_rll_R4( PHI,THET,ZHB, SP4_SD4fST4,PD,DD,TBp
$ DPX,DPY_DTXpDTY,DPXX,_YY,DPXY)
C,.,, .HEIGHT INTERPOLATIONOF 5161_5
CALL INTERZ(PA,BA,TA, HA_PB,DB,TD, HB,SPH,SDH,STH,H)
IF(PH$_TH,LE.O. ) GO TO825











C..,, ,CO_UTES HORIZONTALDIXPLACENENTDX BETMEEMPEEUIOUSANDCURRENT
C POSITION, HORIZONTALSCALEHI., A_D VERTICALSCALEUL
C..... CONPUTESPERTURBATIONVALUESPRH,I_HpTRHpURH_D PItH
CALLPERTRD
C ADDSP,NiDON PERTURBATIONSTO PH,DH,TH
PH = PH_(I. "I'PRH)
1}t = DH$(I. ÷ DI_I)






















































































C.....SETS _EVIOOS HEIGHT TO CURRENTHEIGHT,FOR NEXT CYCLE














































CONVERTSgIRD SHEAR TO N/SIKM
D_ = DUHi 1000,


















































































































13FS.I,IOX,' SP'_/IO2X,3FS.J,2FS.OJ' QBO'/IO2X,3FS.1,2F5.O,' 8k6'/1SCI8 623









CONHON/C4/XL( 16), YL( 16) t l_
S


























































IF (XL(II),BT.J7.1B)GO TO 31
IF ((J.LT.I]._.(J,GT,SI))60 TO 70
IF ((I,LT.LIHL(J)),_,(I+BT.LI_(J)))GO TO 70
311C(1)=IIlO00÷J




IF (XL(II).BT.17,18)GO I0 34
IF (((I.6T.(LIMU(J)-1)),AND.((J.GE,IS).AND.(J.LE.37)))
I ,OR.(J.GT.50))GO TO70
IF ((I÷I,GT,LINU(J÷i)_,OR.(I,LT,LI_L(J÷I)))60 TO 80































































































IF (ABS(XL(II)).LT.85,0) GO TO51 SELE109
IPT(II,I)=I SELE]10


































1 ) GOTO 52 SELE120
IF (JL(K2).EQ.72) JL(K2)=O SELE 121
IPT(IIFI)=_(K2)$17-1L(KI)+I ELE 122
IF (IL(K).NE.O) 60 TO 100 SELE 123
IPT(II,1)=JL(K2)$4+I SELE 124
IPT(II_5)=I SELE125
GO TO I00 SELE 126
52 COt#TINUE SELE 127
IF (JL(1).EQo72)JL(I)=O SELE128
D-55





























IF ((J,LT.15),OR.(J.GT.37))GO TO 72
IC(2)=I'I000+J÷I
GO TO 76
72 IF ((J,_E.]),AND.(J,NE,51))GO IO 74














































































THREE NMC, ONE EQUATORIAL SELE 183
IPT(II,5)=2212 SELE 184
IC(2) = 0 SELE 185
L=i1.(II) SELE 186
IPT(II_2)=((L/5)+I)14 SELE 187
IF (L,_,355) IPT(II,2)=4 _LE 188
IF (I,EO.LI_L(J))6U TO 84 SELE 189








GOTO 88 SELE 198









REWIND IOTEN2 SELE 208
DO 89 I_=I,1977 ELE 209
RE_D(IOTEH2) IJ SELE 210
89 K=I,4 SELE211





[0 150 1=1,16 SELE217






































DATA IDAY/0,31,5%90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334/ SETU 20
XNJO= O, SETU 21
IF /NN,GT,I2) GOTO 2 SETU 22
IDA = II_¥(M#) + IDD _TU 23
DD= IDA SETU 24
IF (MOD(IYR,4).EQ,O,AND.HN.GT.2) IDA = IDA + 1 SETU 25
XNJD= 2439856. + 365. _ (IYR - 68,) + IDA + ZNT((IYR - 65.) SETU 26
$ 1 4.) SETU 27
C.....SECONDDATA CARP READS,FREE FIELD, THE FOLLOWINGDATA: SETU 28
C IUG = WIT txq.&NDERF_ GROPES _TA TAPE SETU 29
C IUR = UNIT NLN_SERFOR R_DON SIGMADATA SETU 30
C (IF I_=IUG UNIT I_ WILL DEREAD) SETU 31
C IUQ = UNIT WONDER FOR ODD DATA SETU 32
C (IF IUQ=IUGDATA ON TAPE ON UNIT IUG WILL BE READ) SETU 33
C I_ = UNIT FOR 4-D TROUT P,D,TO-25KMDATA SETU 34
C IOPR = _ND_ OUTPUTOPTION _TU 35
C....,I_R=I RAND_ OUTPUT I(]R_=2NO R_ OUTPUT SETU 36
C IOPO = QBO OUTPUTOPTION _TU 37
C.....l_O=I OBO OUTPUT I_O=2 NO QBO OUTPUT SETU 38
C NRI : STARTI_ RANDOMNUMBER SETU 39
C NMC_ = N_ GRID DATA READ OPTION SETU 40
C.....NMC_=O READS N_ GRID DATA FROM UNIT IU6,OTHERWISEREADS FORM SETU 4I
C CARDS SETU 42
C..,o.IOTENI=UNITFOR 4-D P, D, T DATA (SCRATCflFILE, DOES NOT NEED TO SETU 43
C BE ASSIGNED) SETU 44
C.....IOTEH2=UNITFOR N#C GRID POINTS (SCRATCHFILE, DOES NOT NEED TO SETU 45
C BE ASSIGNE_) _TU
2 READ(5,10)IUG,IUR,IUQ,IU4,1OPR,IOPO,RRI,t#N]OP_IOTENJ,IOTEN2SETU 47
I0 FOR_T( ) _TU 48
WRITE(6,9000)IOG_I_,IUQ,IU4,1DPR,IOf'tI,NRI,_COP,IOTEN|,IOTEN2SETU 47
$ ,XMJD _TU 50
IF (IOPR.LT.I.0R.IOPR.GT.2)GO TO 666 SETU 51
IF (IOPO.LT,I.OR,IOPQ,GT,2)GO TO 666 SETU 52
_NTH:NN _TU 53
IF (IOPR,EQ,2)GO TO 7 SETU 54
R=R_D(NRI) SETU 55
R = RAND(O) SETU 56
R = RAND(O) SETU 57
C.....THIRD DATA CARD READS FREE FIELD,THE FOI.LOWIN6DATA%
C RP! = INITIALRANDONPRESSUREPERT_IIONS, PERCENT
RDI : INITIALRANDOMDENSITYPERT_BATI_, PERCENT
RTI = INITIALRANDONTENPERATUREPERTURBATION,PERCENT
SDI = INITIALST_DARD DEVIATIONFOR RANDOm4DENSITY
_RT_BATION_ PERCENT
RUT = INITIALEASTWARDWIND PERT_TI_, M/S









SUI = INITIALSTANDARDDEVIATIONFOR RAND_ EASTWARDWIND, NIS SETU



















C APOIDST_E SE_J_CHIF CURRENTNO#THIS _ _ PREVIOUSMONTH SETU 74
IF(_kHE.GT.O) GOTO 621 SETU 75
7 IF (HSANE.EO.1) GO TO621 SETU 76
CALLGETI_tC SETU 77
C.....LOkDS _ 6RID DATAFROMINPUT U#IT TO SC_kTCHFILEURIT IOTEH2 SETU 78
IF (HO_THoLT.13)GO TO ]2 SETU 79
H1=13 SETU 80
H2=13 SETU 81
C°....HO#TH=13 IS Ai_t_L _NER_GECASE SETU 82
GO TO 13 SETU 83
12 Hi=MONTH SETU 84
H2=HOHTH÷ 6 SETU 85
C.°..°SOOTHERNHEMISPHEREDATAIS 6 NO#THSDISPLACEPFORG_VESr SETU 86
C STATIONAR_PERT_B_TIOffS, _D R_DOH PERT_BATIONS SETU 87
IF (N2.GTo/2) H2=H2 - 12 SETU 88
13 DO I00 [=1,234 SETU 89
CALLRTR_] SETU 90
C°.°o°REAOSGROVESPRESSUREDATA SETU 91
IF (IC.NEo'P') GOTO 666 SETU 92
IF {NI.EO°HI) GO TO 30 SETU 93
IF (MI.EO.H2) GO TO 40 SETU 94
GOTO 100 SETU 95
30 KS=/ SETU 96
GO TO 50 SETU 97
40 [S=-I SETU 98




60 PG(IH_K) = [X(J)$TEMX SETU103





IF(ICo#E°'D') 60 TO 666 SETU109
IF (MI.EQ,HJ) 60 TO 130 SETUllO
IF (MI.EO°_) 60 TO 140 SETU111






PO 160 J=hlO SETU 118
K=JO{KSX(J-]) SETU119
160 DG(IH,K) = IX(J)ZTENX SETU 120






IF (IC,NE,'T')GO TO 666 SETU 126
IF (HI.EQ,H])GO TO 230 SETU 127
IF (HI.EQ,_2}GO TO 240 SETU 128
GO TO 300 SETU |29
230 KS=! SETUi30
GO TO 250 SETU 131
240 KS=-! SETU 132
250 IH=(IH-20)/5 SETU133
TENX=IO.**IEX SETU 134
PO 260 J:1,10 SETU135
_:IO_SI(J-I) SETU 136
260 TG(IH_K)= IX(J)XTENX SETU I37
C ..... CONVERSIONTO REAL AND STORAGEIN ARRAYCONPLETE SETU 138
300 CONTINUE SETU 139
IF (HONTH.LT,13)GO TO 308 SETU 140
C.....ANNUAL_AN CASE - BOTH HEMISPHERESEQUAL SETU 141
DO 304 I=1,18 SETU 142





304 CONTINUE SETU 148
308 GO 360 I=l,1248 SETU 149
CALL RTRAN SETU 150
C.....REAIZSSTATIONARYPERTURDATIONSDATA (TO DE STORED IN PSP, DSP, ANDSETU151





DO 311K=],5 _ZTU 157
IP(K):NOATA(4_K) SETU 158
ID(K):NDATA(9÷K) SETU 159
311 IT(K)=N_TA(M_K) SETU 160
IF (IC,NE.'S')GO TO 666 SETU 161
IF iHI.EQ,M!)GO TO 320 SETU 162
IF (MI.EO,_2)GO TO 330 SETU 163
GO TO 360 SETU 164
320 KS=I SETU165
GO TO 340 SETU 166
330 KS=-I SETU 167
340 ISH=2÷(II-I-44)/8 SETU 168
L=(LON_)/30 SETU 169
IF(IH.LT.52)ISH = (IH-2O)/IO SETU 170
IF (IH,GT,84)ISH--8 SETU 171
DO 350 J=1,5 SETU 172
K:5+_S_(J÷(KS-I)/2) SETU 173
PSP(ISH,K,L)= IP(J)/IO00. SETU 174
DSP(ISH,K,L} = ID(J)/IO00. _TU 175




















C.....IOPR:/READS Rf%NDONSIGMAS, IOPR=2ZEROS RANDONSIGHAS
DO 430 I=i,260
IF (IUR,EQ,IUG)GO TO 375
READ (IUR,380)ICdiI,IH,IP,ID,IT












385 IF (IC.NE.'R')GO TO 666
C N! = N(#_THERNHENISPHERENL_'H
IF (NI.EO.NI)GO TO 390
C SOOTHERNHEMISPHERENONTH
IF (HI.EQ,N2)GO TO 400






C IHR = HEIGHT INDEX
IF (IH.GE,95)IHR = 14 ÷ (IH - 80) / 20
DO420 J:l,5
K = 5÷KS I (J + (KS- I) I 2;




























































IF (M_TH.LT.13)GO TO 460


















455 VR(IH) = O,
GO TO 500
460 _ 4?0 I=I,325
IF (IUR,EO,IUG)GO TO 462
READ(IUR,465)IC,NI,IH,IP_ID
C ..... READS RANDOMWINB STANDARD_EVIATIO_9WITH FORTRANREAB FROM











467 IF (IC.NE.'RW')GO TO
C NORTHERNHEMISPHEREMONTH
IF (MI.EO.MI)GO TO 470
C SOUTHE_ HEHI_HERE MONTH



















































































IF(I_.EQ.IUG) GO TO 800
READ(IURw380)IC,MI,IH,IP,ID,IT
C.....USES F_TRAN READ ON UNIT IUR IF IUR EQ IUG
GO TO 820
800 CALL RTR_











































































































































































































C,..,.MOVESPAST NEXT EOF ON TAPE




C,....IOPQ=IREADS ODO PARAMETERS, IOPQ==2ZEROS THESEPARAMETERS
DO 530 I:I,16
IF (IUO.EO.IUG)GO TO 525
READ(IUQ.520)IC,IHJIX




C.....READS FRO_iUNIT I_ IF IUQ =IUG
527 IF (IC,_,'QP') GO TO 666
IH = ([_5)/5
DO 530 ,;=1,5
C.....CONVERTFROM INTEGERF'_ 81L " QBO PRESSURE_PLITUDE
PAQ(IH,J)= IX(21J-I)/IOOO.
C.....ODO PRESSUREPHASE (DAYSPAST _ O, 1966)
530 PDQ(IH,J)= IX(21J}II.








537 IF (IC,NE,'QD')80 TO 666
IH=IIH-5)/5
DO 540 J=l,5
C..,CONVERTFROM INTEGERPER MIE - Q_ DENSITYAMPLITUDE
DAQ(IH,J)= IX(2_J-I)IIO00.
C.....OBO DENSITYPHASE (DAYSPASTJAN O, 19663
540 DDO(IH,J)=IX(21J)II.








547 IF (IC,NE,'QT')60 TO
iH = (IN- 5)/5
DO 5_0 J=l,5































































IF (IUQ.EQ.IUG)GO TO 555




C.....READS FROM ;_IT IUG IF ILkq= IUG
557 IF (IC.ME,'OU')GO TO 666
IH=(IH-5)/5
DO 560 .I=1,5
C.....EASTWARDWIND QBO AMPLITUDE- CONVERTEDTO M/S
UAO(IH,J)= IX(2 I d - I) I I0.
C.....EASTWARDWIND OBO PHASE (DAYSPAST JAN O, 1966)
560 UD_(IHgJ)=IX(2SJ)_].








567 IF (IC.NE.'QV')GO TO 666
IH=(IH-5)/5
DO 570 ..I=-],5
C.....NORTHWARDWIND ODO AMPLITUDE- CONVERTEDTO M/S
VAQ(IH,J)= IX(2 S J - I) / I0.
C.....NORIHWARDWIND QBO PHASE(DAYSPASTJAN 0y|966)
570 VDQ(IH,J)=IX(2IJ)II.





















































































































































































































630 FORMAT(27X_'_PERTURBED(MONTHLYMEAN)',!IX_'MEANPLUS PERT_BATIOSETU 569
INS',gX,'T_RMAL',I,23X,2(34('-'),2X),3X,'WIND',GX,'PERTURBATIONVASETU570
2LUES',/,'HEIGHT LAT WEST PRES. DENS. TEMP GEOSTROPH.SETU571
PRES. DENS. TEMP TOTAL SHEAR',/_2X,'(KM>',IIX,'L_ETU572
4_',AX,'(N_/ (KG/ (DEG WIND (M/S) (NT/ (KG/ (DEG SETU 573
5WIND (MIS) (MISIKB) ',28('-'),/,'TIME (DEG) (DEG)',2(' M**SETU574
62> _ EEL- ',I0('-'I),2X,_('-'!,'P D T U V SETU 575
7 W'/' (SEC)',35X,'VIN) E-W N-S',20×,'V!N) E-W N-S E-W NSETU 576
8-S (_! (%) (%) HIS MIS CMIS'/> SETU 577
9000 FORMAT(' GROVES INPUTUNIT = ',I2.T43,'RANDOMINPUT_IT = ',12,SETU 578
IT03,'080 INPUTUNIT = ',12,1,' _-D INPUTUNiT = ',I2,T43,'RAND_SETU 579
20PTI_ = ",I2,T83)'ODOOPTION= ',12,1)' rlRS_ RANDOMNUMBER= ',SETU580
215,
3./,' N_C READ OPTION= ',I2,T43,'4-DP,D,T DATA SCRATCHUNIT = ',
_2,/,' NMC CRI_ POINTSSCRATCHUNIT = ',!2,T_.'_LIAN DATE = ',
5F?.i,/)
900_ fORMaT(_ INITIALP,D)T = ',3(F6.2,'X '),T60,'SIGMAP,D,T= ',
IS(F6.2,'_ '>,1,' INITIALU,U = ',2(F7.2,'M/S ')_TGO,'SIGIIA
2U,V = '_2<F7.2,'M/S ')) 7X,AS_IX,'SCALE'/)
9003 _ORMAT!//' I_ PERCENTDEVIATIONSFROM 1962 US STANDARD '
I .'_TMOSPHEREAPPEAR _LOW PRESSURE,ENS_TT AND _EMPERATURE',
UA.J_., )




SORTS POINTSF_ SEQUENTIALTAPE READING







































































































































































































































52.429,61.591,79,944,90., 95,, I00,, 105,, II0.,I15.,
120., 135,,150., 155., 160., 165.,170., 180,, 190., 210.,






































252,65,180.65,180,65,0,, 210.65,0., 260,65,0., 360,65, STDA
0., 960.65,0., 1110.65,0., 1210,65,0., 1350.65,0., 1550.65, STDA
t 0,, 1830.65,0., 2160.65,0., 2420.65,0., 2590,65,0., STDA
2700.651 STDA
DATA (WMS(I),I=1,35)/28,9644,28.9644,28.9644,28,9644,28,9644, STDA
28,9644,28.9644,28.9_4, 28,9644,28.94, 28.88,28.75,28.56r STDA
28.32, 28.07,27.37,26.92,26.79,26.66,26.52,26,45, 26.15, STDA
: _5,85 25.27,24,69,23,67,_.66, 21,24,19.94, 18,82,17.94, STDA




.... E J 0., 2_5217E-5,0., 5.06!7E-6,0., 3.6943E-6,0., STDA
I ,:.19_6E-6,0., 1.685_-6, 0., 6.9604E-7,0., 1.8838E-7,0,, STDA
4,0_04E-8,0,, 1.0957E-8,0,, 3.4502E-9,0., I,!918E-9/ STDA






























































IF(Z,GEoYOo)GO TO 6 STDA 29
DO 3 I=1,8 STDA 30
IF(ZS(1).LE.Z._D.Z.LT.ZS(I_I))GO TO 5 STDA 31
3 CONTINUE STDA 32










IF<B.LT.O..OR.G.GT.O.)GO TO 12 ST_ 43
P=PS(I)$EXP(-(EOtWNO_(N_-ZLM)i/(RSSTNS(I)))I]O0. STOA 44
GO TO 13 STDA 45
12 P=PS(1)_((THS(I)/(TNSil)÷GtiHT-ZL)))$Z((GOZWHO)/(RS_GH)))_IO0°ST_ 46
13 T=THS(I)÷G_(HT-ZL) ST_ 47
GO TO 25 STDA 48
6 DO 7 1:9,33,2 STDA 49
IF(ZS(1).LE.Z,_D,Z,LT.ZS(I+2))GO TO 8 STDA 50






























• NSAME,RPI,RDI, RTI, SPI, SDI, STI, RUt, RVI, SUI, SVI,TINF 3
$ _N, IDA, _YR, _t, PHIIR,THEHR,G_RI,H,PHIR,THETR,FIO,FIOB,GI,TINF 4
. _HR,MIN,NMORE,DX,HL,VL,DZ TINF 5
COMMON/CO_JAC/XLAT_XLONG,SDA,SHA,DY,R,TE,EM TINF 6
C TINF 7
C SUROUTINETINF CALCULATESTHE EXOSPHERICTEMPERATUREACCORDINGTO JAT!NF 8
C SAONO, _3 _1970. TINF
C HNF !0
C LIST TINF 11
C FIO = SOLAR RADIO NOISE FLUX (XE-22WATTS/NIl2) TINF 12
C F]OB= _I-I_YAVERAGEFIO TIN_ 13
C GI : GD_AGNETIC ACTIVITYIN_X,AP T_F ]_
C LAT : GEOGRAPHICLATITUDEAT PERIGEE (IN RAD) TINF 15
C SDA : SOLAR OECLINATIONANGLE (IN RAD_ TINF I6
C SHA : SOLAR HOUR ANGLE TINF 17
C F_Y : D/Y (I_Y NUMBER/TROPICALYEAR)?I TINF 18
C ff: 0,31 (DIURNALFACTOR) TINF 19
C TINF 20
C CONSTANTS- C=SO_ ACTIVITYVARIATION.BETA,ETC.: DIURNALVARIATITI_ 21
C Ir=GEOBAGNETICVARIATION,E=SIMIANNUALVARIATION. TI_ 22
C TINF 23
CI : 383,0 TINF 24
C2 : 3.32 TINF 25
C3 : 1,80 TIfF 26
C TINF 27
PI = 3,14159265 TINF 28
CON = 0.01745329252 TINF 29
BETA: -37.01CON TINF 30
GAMMA=43,01CON TINF 31
P = 6.0:CON TINF 32
XM : 2.5 TINF 33
XNN = 3.0 TI_ 34
C TINF 35
Pl : 28.0 TINF 36
D2 : 0.03 TINF 37
D3 = !.0 TINF 38
D4 : I00,0 TINF 39
D5 : -0.08 TINF 40
C TIN#=41
El = 2.41 TINF 42
E2 : 0.349 TINF 43
E_ : 0,206 TINF 44
E4 : 360.1CON TINF 45
E5 : 226,51CON TINF 46
E6 : 720.ICON TINF 47
E7 : 247.6!CON TINF 48
E8 = 0,1145 TINF 49
E9 = 0,5 TINF 50
EIO= E4 TINF 51
Z_l: _42.3%CON TINF 52
E12= 2,16 TINF 53
C TINF 54
C SOLA_ ACTIVITYVARIATION TINF 55
D-72
C




ETA = Oo5ZABS(XLAT- SDA)
THETA = 0,5_ABS(XLAT+ SDA)













BI = 1,0 + R_AI
B2 =(A2-AI)/BI





TG = D3:GI + D4:(I-EXP(DS:GI))
C
C SEMIANNUALVARIATION
G3 = 0.5I(I.0+ SIN(EIOIDY+Eli) )
G3 = G3IZEI2
TAUI = DY + E8Z(G3- Eg)
GI = E2 + E3I(SIN(E4ITAUI+ ES))
G2 = SIN(E6XTAUI+E7)
TS = El + FIOBSGIZG2
C EXOSPHERICTEMPERATURE
C


































































C MN=MONTH. I[_A=DAY,IYR=HEAR.HR = HOUR. MIN = MINUTE
C XLAT = LATITUDE (INPUT-GEOCENTRICLATITUDE.)











SDA = SOLAR DECLINATIONANGLE (IN RAD)
SHA = SOLAR HOUR ANGLE (IN RAD)






6 DY = DD/YEAR
30 FMJD = XMJD - 243583%
CO,PUTEGREENWICHMEAN TIME IN MINUTESGHT
XHR =IHR
XMIN = HIN
GHT = 60_XHR÷ XMIN
CDH_JTEGREENWICHMEAN POSITION- GP (IN DEG)





C-P= AI ÷ A2_XJ + AZ*XJSXJ+ A41GMT
N = GP/360,
XN = N
GF'= GP - XNI360.
COMPUTERIGHT ASCENSIONPOINT - RAP (IN DEG)







































XLONG= 360, * )(FACT- XLONG
RAP = GP ÷ XLONG
N = RAP/360,
XN = N
RAP = RAP - XNX3&O.

















































































XLS = _S - XN_TPT
C




CO_W_UTERIGHT ASCENSIONOF SUN - RAS (IN RAD) - -PI/2 TO ÷PI/2
RAS = ASIN(TAN(SOA)/TAN(D4))







100 IF(TEMP- PI) I05,105,110
105 RAS = PI - RAS
GO TO 130
II0 IF(TEHP- P132) I15,115,120
115 RAS = PI _ RAS
TO 130
120 RAS = TPI - RAS
130 IF (XLS) 135,140,140
135 RAS = -RAS
140 CONTINUE
COMPUTESOLARHOURANGLE- SHA (IN DEG)- -


































































































































IF(ABSPHI ,LE,O)GO TO 31
RET_N
20 FCORX= FCDRTIDX5/DY5












































































































a. Computer - Univac 1108 (implemented at Georgia Tech on the CDC
Cyber 74 System)
b. Core Requirements - Approximately 80K on the Georgia Tech CDC.
The CDC System routines require more core than the Univac rou-
tine so there is no comparison between the system, See Section
5.1.
c. Mangetic Tapes - All 4-D data tapes are 7 tracks. Proper and SCIDAT
data tapes are 9 track, Tapes required are:
1 program tape (if the program is stored in UNIVAC COPOUT tape
format), l "SCIDAT" data tape (see Section 4.2), from l to
4 4-D data tapes, depending on the number of months to be used
under control of one run card (see Section 4,1 and Appendix B),
d. Card Punch not required unless optional card output is desired.
e. Plotter - none required
f. Drum or Disk - 2 temporary drum or disk files are required. No
permanent drum or disk files are created by a program run unless
optional non-print output is generated as a permanent disk or
drum file.
g. Other Hardware - none
Software
a. Operating System - UNIVAC EXEC 8 (Georgia Tech version is CDC Nos 1.3)
b, Language - FORTRAN IV (UI_IVAC FORTRAN V)
c. Type of Run - Batch
d. Library Subroutines NTRAN and FLD are UNIVAC subroutines. NTRAN
reads 36 bit binary integer woods records. FLD manipulates word
bits and is used to break up 4-D data tape 36 bit words into two
18 bit integer words.
e. Program Overlays - (Optional) see Section 5.1
3. Program Specifications
a. Common - See Sections 5.2 - 5.4
E-l
3. Pr%q_[am_ecifications (cont'd.__
b. Program Segments - See Sections 5.2 - 5.4
c. Program Subroutines - See Section 5.1
d, Listing - See Appendix D
e. Flow Charts - See Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
f. Sample Input - See Appendix C.
g. Sample Output - See Appendix C.
h. Diagnostic Messages - See Section 4.5
E-2
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